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Hemp is an effective,  
5,000 plus year old medicine 

that works with  
your body’s natural systems  

to maintain health, reduce stress, 
and heal disease. 

 
There are no reported deaths from hemp use,  

other than murder by government. 
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“Everything used in this book“Everything used in this book“Everything used in this book“Everything used in this book    

is from public sources.is from public sources.is from public sources.is from public sources.    
    

The stuff  that's available publiclyThe stuff  that's available publiclyThe stuff  that's available publiclyThe stuff  that's available publicly    
is far more frighteningis far more frighteningis far more frighteningis far more frightening    

than a lot of  people realize.”than a lot of  people realize.”than a lot of  people realize.”than a lot of  people realize.”    
 

Tom Clancy 
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Dedicated to Peter McWilliamsDedicated to Peter McWilliamsDedicated to Peter McWilliamsDedicated to Peter McWilliams 
 

Peter McWilliams, a patron 
saint of self publishing, hemp hero 
and best selling author, died in 2000 
after receiving a “death sentence” 
from the federal prosecutors.  They 
refused to allow the Compassionate 
Use Act, passed by the California 
voters, any validity. 

Judge King begged federal 
prosecutors to allow McWilliams to 
use hemp to alleviate symptoms of 
AIDS and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma.  
McWilliams said that being denied 
hemp left him nauseated most of the 
time and sapped his strength.  
Hemp, he found, eased the side 
effects of chemotherapy. 

 

 The prosecutors made it clear there was no 
room for compassion in federal drug law and denied 
the Judge’s request.  Five days later Peter died 
because, by court order, he did not have the hemp 
medicine he needed to manage his nausea.  Murder 
by government.  Like in the Salem Witch Trials, when 
Peter died, the government seized his property. 

 Peter McWilliams was the author of several 
popular books, including the book that probably 
resulted in his death sentence, “Ain’t Nobody’s 
Business If You Do: The Absurdity Of Consensual 
Crimes In A Free Country.” All of Peter’s books are 
still for sale and posted on line for free:   
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An Introduction To The SeriesAn Introduction To The SeriesAn Introduction To The SeriesAn Introduction To The Series    

This series of books from the USA Hemp 
Museum is based on the museum’s website and 
the successful WWII program Hemp For Victory.  
Each of the museum’s many rooms in its virtual 
wing are broken down into a volume (or more) 
with additional reports, photos and 
testimonials.  The series was created in 
response to the international emergency we are 
facing, in great part due to governments making 
nature illegal.  To save ourselves, we should 
legalize and utilize the powerful hemp plant and 
do it now! 

The first book in the series, HEMP FOR VICTORY: A GLOBAL 
WARMING SOLUTION is about how to use this biomass champion to 
remove the excess CO2 gas from the atmosphere.  Leading scientists 
and environmentalist are telling us that, the main cause of global 
warming is the excess CO2 in the atmosphere.  Hemp both scrubs the air 
and burns clean as energy. Hemp burns four times more efficiently than 
corn as clean biofuel.  

The book shows how hemp is an immediate workable solution to 
the problem of global warming.  The world should be in a global survival 
mode, but nations such as the United States are dragging their feet and 
withholding cooperation on global warming treaties.  Giving hemp the 
green light can help. 

In the Information Age, hemp is a given.  California with the World’s 
sixth largest economy, put legislation on the Governor’s desk to grow 
hemp, but sadly he vetoed the bills, even though there is video of him 
enjoying smoking a joint in his youth (photo next page). 

China, England, Russia, Canada, Spain, Italy and many other 
nations are growing legal hemp.  America has hemp bills that go before 
congress and are rejected, lost in committee, or worse.  Even the 
Industrial Hemp Farming Act of 2007 was lost in committee from 4/20/07 
until year’s end.  The USA Hemp Museum is proposing a unified hemp bill 
that acknowledges that medicine and leisure are industries too, 
therefore all hemp uses can be considered industrial.  

www.hempmuseum.org
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0979376513?tag=hempmuseum-20&camp=213381&creative=390973&linkCode=as4&creativeASIN=0979376513&adid=135WRDG8K5897M98MA5S&
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HEMP FOR VICTORY: THE WONDER HERB is the second book in 
the series.  Here we will examine just a small portion of the information 
and ideas I’ve collected regarding medical grade hemp for consumption 
and other hemp medical support products. 

This book on medical hemp gives you the who, what, where, why, 
when and how for health and medicine, delicious and nutritious food, the 
laws, the court cases, my own court cases, and just how much this 
unnecessary war on hemp hurts us all.  You’ll read papers, testimony and 
see exhibits by doctors, lawyers and other hempologists on how to use 
hemp to heal your body and maintain good health by removing stress, a 
leading cause of death. 

This series is about how to use hemp to solve 
our problems and kick some political butt.  Visit the 
virtual USA Hemp Museum on the web at 
www.hempmuseum.org and guess which of the 18 
rooms will be next in the series. 

Arnold SchwarzeneggerArnold SchwarzeneggerArnold SchwarzeneggerArnold Schwarzenegger    
in his youth,in his youth,in his youth,in his youth,    

smoking hemp smoking hemp smoking hemp smoking hemp     
at a party.at a party.at a party.at a party.    

    

As California governor, As California governor, As California governor, As California governor, 
he vetoed hemp, he vetoed hemp, he vetoed hemp, he vetoed hemp,     

the state’s number one the state’s number one the state’s number one the state’s number one     
cash crop and an cash crop and an cash crop and an cash crop and an     
effective medicine.effective medicine.effective medicine.effective medicine.    

    
Hypocrite?Hypocrite?Hypocrite?Hypocrite?    

“If  they elect Arnold, I mean, “If  they elect Arnold, I mean, “If  they elect Arnold, I mean, “If  they elect Arnold, I mean,     
then we really are a nation of  retards.”then we really are a nation of  retards.”then we really are a nation of  retards.”then we really are a nation of  retards.”    

a/k/a Tommy Chonga/k/a Tommy Chonga/k/a Tommy Chonga/k/a Tommy Chong—A Documentary by Josh GilbertA Documentary by Josh GilbertA Documentary by Josh GilbertA Documentary by Josh Gilbert 
 

Hemp Hero, Artist & Activist Tommy Chong Hemp Hero, Artist & Activist Tommy Chong Hemp Hero, Artist & Activist Tommy Chong Hemp Hero, Artist & Activist Tommy Chong  
served 9 months as an American political prisoner.  

Chong is now a leading spokesperson for  
all hemp and other innocent prisoners.    

http://gov.ca.gov/pdf/press/ab_1147_veto.pdf
www.akatommychong.com
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2.  THE WONDER HERB MEDICAL HEMP2.  THE WONDER HERB MEDICAL HEMP2.  THE WONDER HERB MEDICAL HEMP2.  THE WONDER HERB MEDICAL HEMP    

 

Above is a medical grade hemp floral cluster  
grown in California where the people gave themselves  
the right to obtain and use Cannabis hemp medicines,  

incorrectly but commonly called marijuana....    

www.hempmuseum.org
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Introduction And SummaryIntroduction And SummaryIntroduction And SummaryIntroduction And Summary    

    
As our first book pointed out, we had 

better free hemp now for our survival.  It is not 
about whether or not your kid uses marijuana.  
Without hemp to reduce carbon dioxide levels 
and to make our paper, make our fuel, feed us, 
provide oil for our plastics, get us out of the 
Middle East by removing the cause of war, toxic 
energy, and make our medicine; we all lose.  
Hemped, we win.  As Willie Nelson says ‘With 
biofuel, no war is required.’ 

This book is about empowering our 
health.  This is about clean air.  This is about 
what we eat and how we live.   

We at the USA Hemp Museum are 
unabashedly in favor of an unconditional repeal 
of all laws relating to the Cannabis plant.  Medical hemp encompasses 
much more than the treatment of illness.  What if marijuana has anti-
cancer properties?  That would be preventive or defensive medicine 
since hemp deals at the levels of stress and nutrition.  That is hemped 
health. 

This book I have been waiting for 35 years to write, since in 1972  
I left the School of Public Health at the University of California at Los 
Angeles.  I owe the people of California and the entire United States for 
helping me through ten years of college with the G.I. Bill and a Public 
Health Service Fellowship.  I was one of tens of thousands of people who 
chose to inhabit the hills of Northern California and grow their own pot.   
I want to give you my resume to explain my expertise.  Bachelor’s Degree 
in Zoology, Master’s Degree in Biology, four years in the School of Public 
Health, forty years of smoking and growing hemp, Curator of the USA 
Hemp Museum, marijuana felon, court stipulated expert, and activist and 
author of Hemp For Victory: A Global Warming Solution.  And you helped 
by giving a veteran help to secure his dream. 

The people of the Republic of California voted in 1996 to expand 
freedom and end the 70 year prohibition on medical Cannabis hemp or 
marijuana as we also call it.  The people’s own initiative The 
Compassionate Use Act of 1996 (CUA of 1996) gave Californians the right 
to obtain and use marijuana for medical purposes, for any ailment for 
which marijuana provides relief. 

Richard M. Davis Richard M. Davis Richard M. Davis Richard M. Davis     

www.hempmuseum.org
http://www.hempmuseum.org/ROOMS/ARM%20CURATOR.htm
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With this new freedom comes responsibility and knowledge and 
due process.  And we are being wrongly attacked by the Federal 
government, because we the people here in California have all the power 
and we exercised it in Proposition 215, the Medical Marijuana Initiative, 
called the Compassionate Use Act of 1996.  Sour grapes. 

It has been eleven long years and the Fed’s have not figured out 
how to call the question on 57% of the voters of California; each equally 
responsible for the new rights given.  If you have any doubts about our 
right to extend this freedom to ourselves, read the Ninth and Tenth 
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.  The Federal Government trumps 
the State it is said.  The Federal Government does not trump the people.  
And the people have the right to anything not specifically enumerated in 
the Federal Constitution – like agriculture.  One solution covered in this 
book is to legalize hemp and marijuana by people’s initiative.  The people 
in California have the power, not just power, all the power as written in 
our Constitution. 

  
Who:  Who:  Who:  Who:  All of us get sick from time to time; some of that illness is 

serious, critical, or terminal.  Some is not.  Wherever you are on the scale 
of health, from maintenance, to healing, to restored health, hemp can 
make constructive contributions to your health and quality of life. 

And all of us are only a back injury or other condition of which we 
list 250 from exercising our right to medical marijuana.  In California 
alone 30 million people have that right. 

The ancient hemp plant has served humanity for approximately 
5000 years as a safe and effective medicine.  For example, one of the 
leading causes of dis-ease is stress.  Stress kills and medical grade 
hemp reduces stress. Hemp as a food source provides an abundance of 
essential nutrients. Since hemp is a biomass champion, it works with the 
rest of nature to restore/maintain a healthy balance in our environment, 
necessary to maintain good health. 

What:  What:  What:  What:  What a long and senseless struggle to get hemp medicine to 
people in need. Hemp is a pain-reliever and an effective treatment 
for anorexia, arthritis, asthma, epilepsy, AIDS, glaucoma, menstrual 
cramps, migraines, nausea, sickle cell, breast cancer and other ailments 
– we’ve included Dr. Tod H. Mikuriya’s list of 250 medical conditions 
hemp treats. 

Hemp is a safer substitute for many over-the-counter 
and prescription medicines and in some cases, like nausea in cancer 
patients, more effective.   And safe is a key word in any discussion of the 
law as the people of California have an inalienable right to safety.  The 
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human brain and body appear to have receptors for hemp's active 
ingredient, THC.  And now we know we make our own substances that 
attach to those same receptors. 

Medicine, Inc on the other hand, is now the leading cause of death 
in America.  Most prescription drug commercials have a long list of side 
effects that frequently includes “fatal episodes have been reported.”  
There are no known deaths from hemp. Pulmmonologist Donald Tashkin 
of the University of California at Los Angels who has studied hemp for 30 
years, reports that there is no cancer-hemp connection, not even for 
heavy hemp smokers. 

Hemp medicine is now legal in California and ten other states that 
have passed medical marijuana bills in some form.   Thirty-three states 
have asked the federal government to reschedule hemp for medicine.   
Yet, the Federal Government still ignores the Will of the People. 

When:  When:  When:  When:  Now.  Medical and environmental emergencies exist now.  
Many medical hemp patients, because they are in control of their dosage, 
experience immediate relief from symptoms.  Others report that 
reactions like nausea are radically reduced or eliminated.   This low cost, 
effective medicine is ready to serve and the results, as countless studies 
suggest, are powerfully positive. 

The purpose of my 40 some years of hemp research, housed as the 
USA HEMP MUSEUM, is to bring to international awareness and action 
the 50,000 plus constructive uses for hemp. 

When patients and caregivers can grow legal marijuana for 
medicine, why not farmers’ growing for hemp purposes as Canada is now 
doing?  In addition to healing our bodies, the reintroduction of hemp into 
our economy will give it a much needed boost, as hemp does well in Mom 
and Pop businesses and farms. 

George Washington grew hemp and wanted everyone else to grow 
it.  The author grew hemp and wants everyone else to grow it, too.  What 
George had that the Curator wants is called freedom, and we need this 
freedom returned now, that’s when. 

Where:  Where:  Where:  Where:  Everywhere.  The World needs this plant from pole to pole.  
I want to put on my public health hat and suggest that we live in such 
synthetic times that stress is the number one killer of Americans. 
Implicated in heart disease, cancers, arthritis, MS, addiction, 
mental illness, accidents, and on and on, stress can safely be relieved by 
Cannabis/hemp/marijuana. Stress related illnesses, including mental 
illnesses, are taxing our health care system.  Hemp is where we have a 
safe, sane, non-toxic medication and prevention that could mellow out 
millions of people and save millions of lives. If we don't check it out, how 
will we know? 
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We believe that when needs are supplied, peace thrives.  The 
people of the world are in need of basic resources that are renewable 
and sustainable, and hemp can help supply those needs.  Many holes in 
our food distribution system can be filled with healthy hemp foods, 
eliminating hunger on earth.  Given the way the FDA has allowed the 
poisoning of the meat supply, and the disappearing bee situation, hemp 
foods can help avert an international hunger crisis. 

Why:  Why:  Why:  Why:  Cannabis/hemp/marijuana is an effective medicine. It is 
nothing to be afraid of at this point in history.  The safety of hemp 
medicines is well established. 

Hemp is such an effective medicine that it’s easy to understand 
why it is illegal.  When hemp is legal, traditional medicine may prove to be 
a less effective or more dangerous therapy than hemp in many cases.  
Hemp’s health empowering abilities may even reduce the need for health 
care, reducing health costs.  Imagine, solving the health care crisis by 
reducing the need for health care. 

The pursuit of happiness and religious freedom are the foundations 
of our right to consume hemp.   To save ourselves from being legislated 
to death, we must put an end to our reliance on toxic foods and 
medicines, synthetics, fossil fuels and nuclear madness. 

Hemp is more than just another medicine.  California NORML 
(National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws) attorney Bruce 
Margolin, Esq. and CA NORML President Dale Geringer have been 
fighting this fight for decades, defending patients against a system set on 
making folks turn to Medicine, Inc. for their health needs because it’s the 
right thing to do.   

How:   How:   How:   How:   Read this book like your life depends on it, it does.  Then act 
from what you know.  Vote pro hemp candidates.  Survival is worth voting 
for.  Sign and circulate hemp initiative petitions.  Hemp now. 

We’ve made the hemp peace pipe illegal and wonder why we have 
a problem with violence.  We need to end the war on drugs.  Repression 
never works. The more I am repressed, the more I am resolved to fight 
for freedom of people to use natural cycles.   I suspect since you are 
reading this material, we share a love of freedom. 

We destroyed the family farm system and wonder why we have a 
problem with the economy.  We must empower the family farm and we 
can do it with hemp.  Since hemp is a relatively easy crop to grow, 
communities can become self sufficient again and grow their own food, 
fuel, medicine, fabric, etc.  Don't make the American farmer wait through 
another four years of dead end synthetic thinking. Write now, show 
our government that we did not roll over and die.  "Free hemp or find 
another job," should be our message to elected officials. 
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We’ve elected a body of politicians who have outlawed nature and, 
at the urging of the drug lobby, outlawed an effective home medicine.  
Hemp inhibits tumor growth, reduces intra-ocular pressure, and can 
terminate asthma attacks - Physicians Desk Reference, Herbal Edition 
(pages. 712-714) (page 238 in this book). 

In elections make the politicians speak up and vote for hemp and 
medical marijuana.  Vote hemp or get out of the race is a good start. 

Senator and presidential candidate Barack Obama ‘08 gets it!  
He’s inhaled frequently and is campaigning on the need for change. 

Congressman and presidential candidate in ’08 Ron Paul, sponsor 
of the Industrial Hemp Farming Acts of 2005 & 2007 gets it! 

Congressman Dennis Kucinich says:  “Cannabis hemp is the single 
most important tool to revitalizing our environment and promoting new 
global concern.” Governor Bill Richardson says unless the feds come in, 
people in New Mexico are free to consume hemp without fear of the state 
government. 

Hemp is an excellent nutrition source, so eat hemp foods and 
seeds, drink hemp milk , oil and tea, smoke/vaporize hemp, use hemp 
salves and balms, taste hemp tinctures, create new ways of 
consumption. The possibilities presented when joyously incorporating 
hemp, with all her healing qualities, into your life are powerful.   

It’s up to you and yours to implement hemp into your healthy 
lifestyle. 

GGGGet Hempedet Hempedet Hempedet Hemped!!!!    

WWW.MEDICALMARIJUANAOFAMERICA.COMWWW.MEDICALMARIJUANAOFAMERICA.COMWWW.MEDICALMARIJUANAOFAMERICA.COMWWW.MEDICALMARIJUANAOFAMERICA.COM    

http://www.medicalmarijuanaofamerica.com
www.hempmuseum.org
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Hemp HealsHemp HealsHemp HealsHemp Heals    
    
Now is the time to return common sense to the art and science of 

medicine.  Medicine, Inc. is one of the leading causes of death in 
America, and should return to the drawing board for effective therapies 
that support good health and well being. 

The healing effects of the Cannabis plant have been known to our 
ancestors since before the beginning of recorded time.  It is now called in 
law by its mongrel name “medical marijuana,” and we use that name and 
others. 

Cannabis hemp medicines had a century of use in the United 
States before their prohibition in 1937.  Medical marijuana is truly the 
medicine for the healing of the nations and earth.   This powerful healing 
plant, its herbal flowers and leaves have many other names around the 
world. 

Cannabis heals safely.  No deaths from Cannabis consumption 
have been recorded in 5,000 years of use.  Much of the information in this 
series has been kept from the people by constant lies and 
misinformation.  The people of the world have begun to sing the praises 
of this very new and very old wonder herb. 

The author has heard and read thousands of personal testimonials 
in his travels with the Hemp Museum, and books in the museum library. I 
know many of the people in this book.  They are doctors, researchers, 
patients, activists, and friends, all hemp heroes, who speak and add their 
voices to the call for rationality and 
right – the call to end the war on 
medical Cannabis. 

One of the doctors who have 
spoken for open-mindedness about the 
Cannabis plant is Lester Grinspoon, 
M.D., Associate Professor of 
Psychiatry at Harvard Medical School 
and author of Marijuana Reconsidered 
(1971) and Marijuana:  The Forbidden 
Medicine with James B. Bakalar 
(1993).  A recent article by Dr. 
Grinspoon should make you “wonder” 
about Cannabis sativa. 

Hemp Nourishes TooHemp Nourishes TooHemp Nourishes TooHemp Nourishes Too    

http://www.hempmuseum.org
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Marijuana as Wonder DrugMarijuana as Wonder DrugMarijuana as Wonder DrugMarijuana as Wonder Drug    
By Lester Grinspoon, M.D.By Lester Grinspoon, M.D.By Lester Grinspoon, M.D.By Lester Grinspoon, M.D. 

The Boston GlobeThe Boston GlobeThe Boston GlobeThe Boston Globe    
March 1, 2007 

 
A NEW STUDY in the journal Neurology is being hailed as 

unassailable proof that marijuana is a valuable medicine. It is a sad 
commentary on the state of modern medicine -- and US drug policy -- that 
we still need "proof" of something that medicine has known for 5,000 
years. 

WWW.RXMARIJUANA.COMWWW.RXMARIJUANA.COMWWW.RXMARIJUANA.COMWWW.RXMARIJUANA.COM    

www.hempmuseum.org
www.rxmarijuana.com
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The study, from the University of California at San Francisco, found 
smoked marijuana to be effective at relieving the extreme pain of a 
debilitating condition known as peripheral neuropathy. It was a study of 
HIV patients, but a similar type of pain caused by damage to nerves 
afflicts people with many other illnesses including diabetes and multiple 
sclerosis. 

Neuropathic pain is notoriously resistant to treatment with 
conventional pain drugs. Even powerful and addictive narcotics like 
morphine and OxyContin often provide little relief. This study leaves no 
doubt that marijuana can safely ease this type of pain. 

As all marijuana research in the United States must be, the new 
study was conducted with government-supplied marijuana of notoriously 
poor quality. So it probably underestimated the potential benefit. 

This is all good news, but it should not be news at all. 
In the 40-odd years I have been studying the medicinal uses of 

marijuana, I have learned that the recorded history of this medicine goes 
back to ancient times and that in the 19th century it became a well-
established Western medicine whose versatility and safety were 
unquestioned. 

From 1840 to 1900, American and European medical journals 
published over 100 papers on the therapeutic uses of marijuana, also 
known as cannabis. 

Of course, our knowledge has advanced greatly over the years. 
Scientists have identified over 60 unique constituents in marijuana, 
called cannabinoids, and we have learned much about how they work. 
We have also learned that our own bodies produce similar chemicals, 
called endocannabinoids. 

The mountain of accumulated anecdotal evidence that pointed the 
way to the present and other clinical studies also strongly suggests there 
are a number of other devastating disorders and symptoms for which 
marijuana has been used for centuries; they deserve the same kind of 
careful, methodologically sound research. 

While few such studies have so far been completed, all have lent 
weight to what medicine already knew but had largely forgotten or 
ignored: Marijuana is effective at relieving nausea and vomiting, 
spasticity, appetite loss, certain types of pain, and other debilitating 
symptoms. 

And it is extraordinarily safe -- safer than most medicines 
prescribed every day. If marijuana were a new discovery rather than a 
well-known substance carrying cultural and political baggage, it would 
be hailed as a wonder drug. 

www.hempmuseum.org
www.hempmuseum.org
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The pharmaceutical industry is scrambling to isolate cannabinoids 
and synthesize analogs, and to package them in non-smokable forms. In 
time, companies will almost certainly come up with products and delivery 
systems that are more useful and less expensive than herbal marijuana. 

However, the analogs they have produced so far are more 
expensive than herbal marijuana, and none has shown any improvement 
over the plant nature gave us to take orally or to smoke. 

We live in an antismoking environment. But as a method of 
delivering certain medicinal compounds, smoking marijuana has some 
real advantages: The effect is almost instantaneous, allowing the patient, 
who after all is the best judge, to fine-tune his or her dose to get the 
needed relief without intoxication. 

Smoked marijuana has never been demonstrated to have serious 
pulmonary consequences, but in any case the technology to inhale these 
cannabinoids without smoking marijuana already exists as vaporizers 
that allow for smoke-free inhalation. 

Hopefully the UCSF study will add to the pressure on the US 
government to rethink its irrational ban on the medicinal use of marijuana 
-- and its destructive attacks on patients and caregivers in states that 
have chosen to allow such use. 

Rather than admit they have been mistaken all these years, federal 
officials can cite "important new data" and start revamping outdated and 
destructive policies. The new Congress could go far in establishing its 
bona fides as both reasonable and compassionate by immediately 
moving on this issue. 

Such legislation would bring much-needed relief to millions of 
Americans suffering from cancer, AIDS, multiple sclerosis, arthritis, and 
other debilitating illnesses. 

Lester Grinspoon, an emeritus professor of psychiatry at Harvard 
Medical School, is the coauthor of "Marijuana, the Forbidden Medicine." 

 

Lester Grinspoon M.D., Harvard Medical SchoolLester Grinspoon M.D., Harvard Medical SchoolLester Grinspoon M.D., Harvard Medical SchoolLester Grinspoon M.D., Harvard Medical School    
 
End Of Article 
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Why Try Medical Marijuana?Why Try Medical Marijuana?Why Try Medical Marijuana?Why Try Medical Marijuana? 

 
For both doctors and patients it 

might be helpful to attempt to answer 
the question why try Cannabis 
[marijuana] for any ailment? I will 
attempt to answer the question in three 
parts, dealing with safety, efficacy (does 
it work?) and history.  From my point of 
view what really helps is to try marijuana 
and know how marijuana makes you feel 
before you are ill and have to learn how 
it is to eat and or smoke, or vaporize 
your medicine.  This then gives you an 
option in terms of medicine in case you 
have one of the 250 illnesses or 
conditions listed in Chapter 14, in which 
medical marijuana was recorded to provide relief. 

 

A. SafetyA. SafetyA. SafetyA. Safety    
 
In 1980, a culmination of 8 years of lawsuits by National 

Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML), led the United 
States Court of Appeals, D.C. Circuit to direct the Drug Enforcement 
Administration to hold hearing on the rescheduling of marijuana. For six 
more years this process drug on and in 1986 the DEA requested their 
own Judge Francis L. Young to commence these hearings which lasted 
two years. In addition to hearing arguments on the proposed 
rescheduling of marijuana, it was agreed he would determine:  "Whether 
there is a lack of accepted safety for use of the marijuana plant under 
medical supervision."  His report on safety, "shows the following facts 
to be uncontroverted (unchallenged and accepted as fact by the 
government)."  Excerpts from the record include: 

“3. The most obvious concern when dealing with drug safety is the 
possibility of lethal effects. Can the drug cause death? 

4. Nearly all medicines have toxic, potentially lethal effects, but 
marijuana is not such a substance. There is no record in the extensive 
medical literature describing a proven, documented cannabis-induced 
fatality. 

www.hempmuseum.org
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5. This is a remarkable statement. First, the record on 
marijuana encompasses 5,000 years of human experience. Second, 
marijuana is now used daily by enormous numbers of people throughout 
the world. Estimates suggest that from twenty million to fifty million 
Americans routinely, albeit illegally, smoke marijuana without the benefit 
of direct medical supervision.  Yet, despite this long history of use and 
the extraordinarily high numbers of social smokers, there are simply 
no credible medical reports to suggest that consuming marijuana has 
caused a single death. 

6. By contrast aspirin, a commonly used, over-the-counter 
medicine, causes hundreds of deaths each year. 

7. Drugs used in medicine are routinely given what is called LD-50 
rating indicates at what dosage fifty percent of test animals receiving a 
drug will die as a result of drug induced toxicity. A number of 
researchers have attempted to determine marijuana's LD-50 rating 
in test animals, without success.  Simply stated, researchers have 
been unable to give animals enough marijuana to induce death. 

16. Marijuana, in its natural form is one of the safest therapeutic-
ally  active substances known to man.   By any measure of rational 
analysis, marijuana can be safely used within a supervised routine of 
medical care.” 

And we have known this since 1988.  It took California until 1996 to 
respond to this knowledge.  Finally the people got to express their true 
feelings about being deprived of a natural medicine by the government.  
And a safe natural medicine; this was too much.  We gave ourselves the 
right to marijuana as medicine guaranteed by the people’s 
Compassionate Use Act of 1996.  It is high time the rest of us get a 
chance to try it.  In the time this book is together in a month, hundreds of 
co-op Cannabis medical Dispensaries will have opened in California. 

    
B. EfficacyB. EfficacyB. EfficacyB. Efficacy    

 
"In determining whether a medical procedure utilized by a doctor 

is actionable as malpractice the courts have adopted the rule that it is 
acceptable for a doctor to employ a method of treatment supported by a 
respectable minority of physicians...A respectable minority of physicians 
have accepted marijuana as having a medical use in treatment in the 
United States...for nausea and vomiting resulting from chemotherapy 
treatments in some cancer patients...for spasticity resulting 
from multiple sclerosis and other causes." (DEA Docket #86-22). 

www.hempmuseum.org
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Cannabis Cannabis Cannabis Cannabis 
Purple Star Purple Star Purple Star Purple Star 

Variety Variety Variety Variety     
    

Hemp Museum Hemp Museum Hemp Museum Hemp Museum 
Post CardPost CardPost CardPost Card    

There is a respectable minority of physicians that have made an 
enormous difference in the medical marijuana movement.  This 
respectable minority “have accepted marijuana as having a medical use 
in treatment in the United States.” 

Dr. Tod Mikuriya, Dr. William Eidelman, Dr. Lester Grinspoon, Dr. 
John P. Morgan, Dr. Dennis Petro, Dr. Andrew T. Weil, Dr. Lester B. 
Collins, Dr. Richard J. Gralia, Dr. Frank Lucido, and many others helped 
constitute this respectable minority. 

    
C.C.C.C.     History History History History    

 
The next chapter gives a short history of Cannabis as medicine 

showing how this plant has been with people throughout their civilization. 
As Judge Francis L. Young of the Drug Enforcement Administration 

said:  “First, the record on marijuana encompasses 5,000 years of human 
experience.”  Just about as long as people have known how to write.  The 
use of Cannabis as medicine is known throughout the world.  Cannabis 
was introduced into Western Medicine in 1839 from India- finally 
something strong enough to be called medicine.  From this time until its 
prohibition in 1937, almost a hundred years, Cannabis was a medicine.  
Some of the drug giants grew their Cannabis Americana varieties, for 
their bottles of tincture.  In 1922, the medical literature recognized that 
no one had ever died from using Cannabis, this after eighty years of use 
in Western medicine (See MARIJUANA:  Medical Papers 1839 -1972, 
Edited by Tod H. Mikuriya, M.D., 1973).  

www.hempmuseum.org
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3.  A SHORT HISTORY OF MEDICAL HEMP3.  A SHORT HISTORY OF MEDICAL HEMP3.  A SHORT HISTORY OF MEDICAL HEMP3.  A SHORT HISTORY OF MEDICAL HEMP    
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The USA Hemp Museum has a great collections of pot labels, 
cards, stickers, patches, buttons, tee-shirts, books, posters and pictures 
that can be seen at our virtual museum. 

The long association of people with the hemp plant suggests that 
medical use of Cannabis began in antiquity.  Before people could write 
there were medicine people who used the herbs of nature for healing.  Of 
written records we have 5,000 years according to Judge Young of The 
Drug Enforcement Administration. Their own record (DEA Docket #86-22, 
p.27) affirms that:  

        "The record on marijuana (Cannabis) 
encompasses 5,000 years of human experience. 
The ancient Chinese, especially the Emperor Shen 
Nung, were startlingly modern about drugs and 
medicines.  They gave us ephedrine, which they 
called nahuang, and about 2737 B.C. Nung wrote a 
pharmacy book.  In it he was far more observant 
about Indian Hemp, knew its love life, and had more 
understanding about its use than most of us." 

 The Chinese symbol for hemp (ma) is 5,000 years old.  The symbol 
shows male and female hemp plants hanging in a drying shed. 

About 2000 B.C. hemp is known in Egypt.  EGYPTIAN CANNABIS: 

From:  “An Ancient EGYPTIAN HERBAL,”  by Lise Manniche, 1989, 
Published in co-operation with British Museum Press, University of Texas 
Press, Austin, TX. page 82 Cannabis sativa L. 

[Modern English]                 [hemp][Modern English]                 [hemp][Modern English]                 [hemp][Modern English]                 [hemp]    

Ancient Egyptian                   smsmtAncient Egyptian                   smsmtAncient Egyptian                   smsmtAncient Egyptian                   smsmt    

Coptic                                    epbiciCoptic                                    epbiciCoptic                                    epbiciCoptic                                    epbici    

Greek                                     xavvabisGreek                                     xavvabisGreek                                     xavvabisGreek                                     xavvabis    

Modern Egyptian Arabic       qinnibModern Egyptian Arabic       qinnibModern Egyptian Arabic       qinnibModern Egyptian Arabic       qinnib    

Page 147   The ancient Egyptian word smsmt was in the past 
wrongly taken to mean sesame, but has now been shown to be Cannabis 
sativa. 

Page 82   Hemp is a tall, annual shrub with thin leaves.  It grows 
wild and is cultivated in the Soviet Union and Central Europe for the oily 
seeds and fibre, and in tropical countries for the flowering tops, which 
produce marijuana, a narcotic drug (sic). 

www.hempmuseum.org
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The plant was known in 
Egypt by the middle of the second 
millennium BC, when the fibres 
were used for ropes, but the word 
occurs as early as in the Pyramid 
Texts, written down a thousand 
years earlier, also in connection 
with rope making.  Pieces of hemp 
have recently been found in the 
tomb of Amenophis IV 
(Akhenaten) at el-Amarna; 
cannabis pollen has been 
identified on the mummy of 
Ramesses II.  The medicinal use of 
hemp in Egypt is known from a 
number of prescriptions: 

A treatment for the eyes:  celery; hemp; is ground and left in the 
dew overnight.  Both eyes of the patient are to be washed with it early in 
the morning.  (Ram III A 26) 

It is worth mentioning that in modern herbal medicine hemp is used 
to treat glaucoma. 

A remedy to treat inflammation:  leaves [or buds?] of hemp; white 
oil.  Use as an ointment. (Bln 81) 

A remedy to cool the uterus:  hemp is pounded in honey and 
administered to the vagina.  This is a contraction [of the uterus].  (E 821) 

Hemp is employed as an enema with carob (B 24), and with other 
ingredients in a poultice for a toe nail (E 618). 

There is nothing to suggest that the ancient Egyptians had 
discovered the effect of cannabis when taken or smoked.  This on the 
other hand had been experienced by the Assyrians who in their herbal 
medicine used it in fumigation to dispel sorrow or grief (10 AT). 

In 800 B.C., writings place hemp drugs in India, although the origin 
of the term "Indian hemp" has been lost. 

www.hempmuseum.org
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Around 1800, “In Mexico, the authorities decided that the province 
of California would be an ideal place to begin hemp farming…experts 
were sent to California to instruct the people how to grow and prepare 
hemp for market…The area around San Jose was chosen as an 
experimental farm area in 1801.  By 1807, California was producing 
12,500 pounds of hemp.  About 40 percent came from Santa Barbara.  
Good harvests were also reported around San Jose, Los Angeles, and 
San Francisco.  By 1810, California was producing over 220,000 pounds 
of dressed hemp.  ...but in 1810 a revolution in Mexico effectively isolated 
California from the main seat of government. As a result, the subsidies 
that had stimulated hemp production were no longer available, and with 
the elimination of this incentive, commercial production of hemp ceased 
and was never started up again.” Drug Library—. Mosk, "Subsidized Hemp 
Production", page 173. http://www.druglibrary.org/schaffer/hemp/history/
first12000/4.htm 

From 1837- 1901, Queen Victoria ruled England.  She used 
Cannabis recommended by her doctor for menstrual cramps.  She is 
pictured smoking a joint in this Hemp Museum Envelope, but probably 
used a Cannabis tincture or tea. 

 
 In 1839, the use of Cannabis in 
western medicine was enhanced by a 
monograph of Dr. William B. 
O'Shaughnessy, who was a British 
East India Company surgeon in 
Calcutta, India. He experimented with 
Cannabis on himself, animals, and 
patients and recommended gunjah 
(Cannabis) for a great variety of 
therapeutic purposes.  
 

“Cannabis sativa var. indica.  Among the Aschira and other Negro 
tribes on the West coast of Africa, the smoking of hemp leaves has been 
observed by Wagner and DuChaillu to be largely carried on, and to be 
followed by very injurious results.  N. Jahrb. Ph. xx. 85.” [Probably 1885] 

www.hempmuseum.org
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Around 1900, the Bashilange, a Bantu tribe of western Congo Free 
State (now Democratic Republic of the Congo), had the Riamba, or hemp 
cult, which enjoins friendship and hospitality on all smokers of hemp, and 
forbids the sale of girls.  From 1885-1908 Congo Free State was brutally 
ruled by Leopold II, King of the Belgians. 

In 1912, the first international opium agreement, called The Hague 
Convention, was aimed primarily at solving the opium problems of the Far 
East, China. 

In 1913, Lister Dewey in the USDA Yearbook (1913) stated that 
medical cannabis has been ubiquitous in human history, and its use was 
advised in virtually all ancient and medieval medicinal texts. 

In 1914, the Harrison Narcotics Act was passed.  In this act the 
government wanted to closely control the use of opiates and cocaine in 
the U.S.  This act did not include marijuana. 

In 1920, Prohibition of alcohol was passed by U.S. Constitutional 
Amendment Eighteen. 

In 1922, after almost eighty years of use in the United States, it was 
acknowledged in the medical literature that no deaths were associated 
with the use of Cannabis. 

In 1933, after only thirteen years the prohibition of alcohol is 
repealed by Constitutional Amendment Twenty-one.  This gave control of 
alcohol back to the states where it was before being placed in the 
Constitution by Amendment. 

By 1936, twenty-two years after passage of the Harrison Act, an 
outstanding police authority had reached the same conclusion. He was 
August Vollmer, former chief of police in Berkeley, California, former 
professor of police administration at the Universities of Chicago and 
California, author of a leading textbook on police science, and past 
president of the International Association of Chiefs of Police. Chief 
Vollmer wrote: 

“Stringent laws, spectacular police drives, vigorous prosecution, 
and imprisonment of addicts and peddlers have proved not only useless 
and enormously expensive as means of correcting this evil, but they are 
also unjustifiably and unbelievably cruel in their application to the 
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unfortunate drug victims. Repression has driven this vice underground 
and produced the narcotic smugglers and supply agents, who have 
grown wealthy out of this evil practice and who, by devious methods, 
have stimulated traffic in drugs. Finally, and not the least of the evils 
associated with repression, the helpless addict has been forced to resort 
to crime in order to get money for the drug which is absolutely 
indispensable for his comfortable existence....” 

“Drug addiction, like prostitution and like liquor, is not a police 
problem; it never has been and never can be solved by policemen. It is 
first and last a medical problem, and if there is a solution it will be 
discovered not by policemen, but by scientific and competently trained 
medical experts whose sole objective will be the reduction and possible 
eradication of this devastating appetite. There should be intelligent 
treatment of the incurables in outpatient clinics, hospitalization of those 
not too far gone to respond to therapeutic measures, and application of 
the prophylactic principles which medicine applies to all scourges of 
mankind.” 

HERB JUICE.  The original purpose of the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration (F.D.A.) was to tell the 
consumer that what was really listed on the label of 
herb juice was in the bottle, and nothing else.  Its 
purpose was not to prohibit the sale of herb juice. 

In 1937, the Marijuana Tax Act put the control of 
the plant under the Bureau of Narcotics, which led to its 
prohibition for all uses in a few years, including its 
prohibition for industrial uses such as paper, fiber, fuel, 
food, medicine, etc.  This was the first time that the 
federal government assumed control of drug law over 
the states. 

The government substituted the obscure word 
“marijuana” for hemp in 1937 to hide from the public the 
fact that an important crop was being outlawed solely to 
protect influential industries.  It is possible that history 
will look back on hemp/marijuana prohibition as one of 
the prime causes of global warming by keeping us 
hooked to the oil pipeline, when hemp could have been 
there to help. 

www.hempmuseum.org
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The Marijuana Tax Act  
(H.R. 6906) was passed over the 
objection of the American Medical 
Association whose legal counsel 
was not informed of the Tax Act 
hearings until two days before 
they began.  The AMA’s 1937 
letter of objection: 

Below is the USA Hemp 
Museum display of medicine bottle 
that contained Cannabis Indica 
Tincture, long before marijuana 
became its mongrel name.  Those 
who said marijuana wasn't 
medicine were lying to us then 
and are lying to us still.  
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Letter From The American Medical AssociationLetter From The American Medical AssociationLetter From The American Medical AssociationLetter From The American Medical Association    
    

Re: H.R. 6906 [July,1937]Re: H.R. 6906 [July,1937]Re: H.R. 6906 [July,1937]Re: H.R. 6906 [July,1937]    
 
SENATOR BROWN: Before we adjourn, I 

desire to place in the record a letter regarding the 
pending bill addressed to Senator Harrison by Dr. 
William C. Woodward, of the American Medical 
Association, Chicago, Ill. 

American Medical Association, Bureau of 
Legal Medicine and Legislation , Chicago,  
July 10, 1937  

Hon. Pat Harrison, Chairman, Committee on 
Finance, United States Senate , Washington D.C. 

 
SIR: I have been instructed by the board of trustees of the 

American Medical Association to protest on behalf of the association 
against the enactment in it present form of so much of H.R. 6906 as 
relates to the medicinal use of cannabis and its preparations and 
derivatives. The act is entitled "An Act to impose an occupational excise 
tax upon certain dealers in marihuana, to impose a transfer tax upon 
certain dealings in marihuana, and to safeguard the revenue therefrom 
by registry and recording." 

Cannabis and its preparations and derivatives are covered in the 
bill by the term "marihuana" as that term is defined in section 1, 
paragraph (b). There is no evidence, however, that the medicinal use of 
these drugs has caused or is causing cannabis addiction. As remedial 
agents, they are used to an inconsiderable extent, and the obvious 
purpose and effect of this bill is to impose so many restrictions on their 
use as to prevent such use altogether. Since the medicinal use of 
cannabis has not caused and is not causing addiction, the prevention of 
the use of the drug for medicinal purposes can accomplish no good end 
whatsoever. How far it may serve to deprive the public of the benefits of a 
drug that on further research may prove to be of substantial value, it is 
impossible to foresee. 

The American Medical Association has no objection to any 
reasonable regulation of the medicinal use of cannabis and its 
preparations and derivatives. It does pretest, however, against being 
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called upon to pay a special tax, to use special order forms in order to 
procure the drug, to keep special records concerning its professional 
use and to make special returns to the Treasury Department officials, as 
a condition precedent to the use of cannabis in the practice of medicine. 
in the several States, all separate and apart from the taxes, order forms, 
records, and reports required under the Harrison Narcotics Act with 
reference to opium and coca leaves and their preparations and 
derivatives. 

If the medicinal use of cannabis calls for Federal legal regulation 
further than the legal regulation that now exists, the drug can without 
difficulty be covered under the provisions of the Harrison Narcotics Act 
by a suitable amendment. By such a procedure the professional use of 
cannabis may readily be controlled as effectively as are the professional 
uses of opium and coca leaves, with less interference with professional 
practice and less cost and labor on the part of the Treasury Department. 

It has been suggested that the inclusion of cannabis into the 
Harrison Narcotics Act would jeopardize the constitutionality of that act, 
but that suggestion has been supported by no specific statements of its 
legal basis or citations of legal authorities. 

Wm. C. Woodward, Legislative Counsel 

Whereupon at 11:37 AM Monday, July 12, 1937, the subcommittee 
adjourned. 

WWW.DRUGLIBRARY.ORGWWW.DRUGLIBRARY.ORGWWW.DRUGLIBRARY.ORGWWW.DRUGLIBRARY.ORG    
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In 1942, the Prohibition of Cannabis was suspended for the 
demand of hemp fiber for World War II.  Children in the Four H clubs of 
Kentucky grew the seed for this emergency, up to two acres each.  The 
second year 1943, 360,000 acres were planted in hemp in the Hemp for 
Victory plan.  The hemp prohibition resumed after the war. 

In 1944, the mayor of New York was Fiorello LaGuardia. “The La 
Guardia Committee Report on:  The Marihuana Problem in the City of 
New York,” was the first in depth look at marijuana.  Their conclusions 
were: 

Under the influence of marihuana the basic personality structure of 
the individual does not change but some of the more superficial aspects 
of his behavior show alteration. 

With the use of marihuana the individual experiences increased 
feelings of relaxation, disinhibition and self-confidence. 

The new feeling of self-confidence induced by the drug expresses 
itself primarily through oral rather than through physical activity. There is 
some indication of a diminution in physical activity. 

The disinhibition which results from the use of marihuana releases 
what is latent in the individual's thoughts and emotions but does not 
evoke responses which would be totally alien to him in his undrugged 
state. 

Marihuana not only releases pleasant reactions but also feelings of 
anxiety. 

Individuals with a limited capacity for effective experience and who 
have difficulty in making social contacts are more likely to resort to 
marihuana than those more capable of outgoing responses. 

In 1961, the Marijuana Tax Act led to marijuana being placed in the 
United Nations Single Convention on Narcotics Use.  This was despite 
the fact that marijuana is not narcotic, not addictive.  The Single 
Convention does allow for medical and industrial use of Marijuana 
(Cannabis/hemp).  There is no bar to the cultivation of hemp in the United 
States for use in industry (including medicine) and to stop global 
warming except that placed by our government on its people. 

www.hempmuseum.org
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In 1963, Robert S. deRopp, a noted doctor and marijuana expert 
said the following: 

“Scientists who have studied marihuana agree it is a very 
innocuous drug, nonpoisonous, nonaddicting, and does not even 
produce a hangover.  AS AN EXAMPLE OF PROHIBITIVE LEGISLATION 
AT ITS WORST, THE MARIHUANA TAX ACT CAN HARDLY BE IMPROVED 
UPON.  IT IS FOUNDED ON IGNORANCE, NOURISHED BY 
SUPERSTITION, AND PERVADED BY A SPIRIT OF VINDICTIVE SELF-
RIGHTEOUSNESS THAT PLACES IT ON A LEVEL WITH THE OLD LAWS 
RELATING TO WITCHCRAFT.  A myth, the Marihuana Menace, has been 
created that has about as much substance as a medieval succubus 
[mythical demon in female form].  In the name of this myth otherwise 
respectable citizens are thrown into jail like common criminals for having 
it in their possession, a relatively harmless weed.  Even the most 
puritanical must have doubts about the rightness of legislation which 
makes unlicensed possession of a handful of hemp flowers equivalent, as 
regards the penalty it carries, to the crime of treason.” (POT:  A 
Handbook of Marihuana.  By John Rosevear. 1967. p.25) 

In 1969, the Marijuana Tax Act of 1937 was declared 
unconstitutional by the Supreme Court, in U.S. v. Leary.  Did this take 
care of prohibition?  No. 

In 1970, Congress unceremoniously and without due process, 
included marijuana in the Controlled Substances Act that is still in force, 
as a Schedule I most dangerous drug, with no medical value, where it still 
sits.  How dangerous is an herbal drug that has never killed anyone in 
history?  Hundreds of billions of dollars has been spent on propaganda 
over the past 70 years of prohibition to convince us that marijuana was 
dangerous when the reverse is true.  Prohibitions are dangerous. 

In 1972, the Official Report of the National Commission on 
Marijuana and Drug Abuse, also called the Shafer Commission Report 
after its Chairman Raymond P. Shafer.  Their Final Comment shows their 
reasons for making possession and use legal: 

“In this Chapter, we have carefully considered the spectrum of 
social and legal policy alternatives.  On the basis of our findings, 
discussed in previous Chapters, we have concluded that society should 
seek to discourage use, while concentrating its attention on the 
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prevention and treatment of heavy and very heavy use.  The Commission 
feels that the criminalization of possession of marihuana for personal use 
is socially self-defeating as a means of achieving this objective.  We have 
attempted to balance individual freedom on one hand and the obligation 
of the state to consider the wider social good on the other.  We believe 
our recommended scheme will permit society to exercise its control and 
influence in ways most useful and efficient, meanwhile reserving to the 
individual American his sense of privacy, his sense of individuality, and, 
within the context of an interaction and interdependent society, his 
options to select his own life style, values, goals and opportunities…
Considering the range of social concerns in contemporary America, 
marihuana does not, in our considered judgment, rank very high.  We 
would deemphasize marijuana as a problem.” 

It is said President Nixon threw this report into the trash. 

In 1972, the National Organization for the Reform 
of Marijuana Laws, NORML, filed suit to reschedule 
marijuana for medical use, Schedule II.  That same year 
San Francisco put legalization of pot on the ballot and 
got 37% of the vote. 

In 1973, Tod Mikuriya, M.D., compiled 
major medical works on cannabis into the book 
Marijuana: Medical Papers, 1839-1972. 

In 1976 and 1982 the following books were published.  Their 
importance is in answering the immediate question of “don’t we need 
more research?”  These two books contain 5,715 studies of all sorts on 
marijuana, possibly making it the most studied plant in human history.  
Both volumes only cover the years from 1964 -1980. 

              MARIHUANA:An Annotated Bibliography. By 
Coy W. Waller, et al. (1976).  Research Institute of 
Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Mississippi.   
From the PREFACE: 
 “This comprehensive, annotated bibliography is 
meant to serve researchers and persons interested in 
the technical literature on marihuana (Cannabis sativa 
L.).  It contains 3045 entries covering the international 
scientific publications since 1964.  The literature prior 
to 1964 can be found in The Question of Cannabis, 
Cannabis Bibliography (United Nations Commission on 
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Narcotic Drugs, E/CN7/479, 1965) which was edited by the late Dr. 
Nathan B. Eddy.  Using these two reference sources, one can 
comprehensively review the literature on marihuana through 1974” 

 
 Volume II Was added in 1982 
covering marijuana studies from 1975 to 
1979, adding 2,669 studies. 
 
 MARIHUANA:  An Annotated 
Bibliography, Volume II.  By Coy W. 
Waller, et al. (1982)  Research Institute 
of Pharmaceutical Sciences, University 
of Mississippi.  
 

“ALSO, TO HELP THOSE INTERESTED IN UNDERSTANDING THE 
COMPLEX, CRUDE DRUG KNOWN AS MARIHUANA, WE HAVE LISTED 
ALL CHEMICALS (421) KNOWN TO OCCUR IN THE CANNABIS PLANT.” 
FOREWORD. 

  
In 1983, under Drug Czar George H. W. Bush, Vice President under 

President Reagan, instituted the Campaign Against Marijuana Planting 
(CAMP) that to this day does nothing to stem the flow of medicinal and 
recreational Cannabis and has wasted tens of billions in tax dollars. 

“The anti-marijuana campaign is a cancerous tissue of lies, 
undermining law enforcement, aggravating the drug problem, depriving 
the sick of needed help, and suckering well-intentioned conservatives 
and countless frightened parents.” 

-William F. Buckley, 1983. 
In 1985-86, the author of this book ran for congress in a 

Democratic primary from the 1st District of California as an admitted pot 
grower. 

In 1988, sixteen years later, the NORML lawsuit of 1972 culminated 
in a ruling by the DEA itself, that marijuana by law should be rescheduled 
to Schedule II allowing medical use.  The head of the DEA at that time 
Robert Bonner, refused to reschedule in violation of the scheduling 
laws.  Somehow the courts let 
Bonner get away with this 
illegal ruling. 

In 1993, this refusal to 
reschedule by the DEA led to 
32 states passing resolutions 
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in the early 90’s asking the Federal Government to change the 
scheduling to allow medical use.  California passed its Senate Joint 
Resolution 8 (SJR 8) which needed no signature by the Governor: 

“SJR 8, Mello.  Controlled substances:  cannabis/marijuana. 
This measure would memorialize the President and the Congress 

of the United States to enact appropriate legislation to permit cannabis/
marijuana to be prescribed by licensed physicians and to ensure a safe 
and affordable supply of cannabis/marijuana for medical use.” 

In 1994, the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana 
Laws announced its new board of directors.  The new board is made up 
of prestigious scientists, including one Nobel Prize Winner. 

That same year California Governor Pete Wilson vetoed legislation 
that would have allowed the medical use of cannabis in his state.  Wilson 
claimed that he could not sign the bill because federal law still prohibits 
the medicinal use of cannabis. 

Also in 1994, the Federation of American Scientists called upon the 
American government to expedite research into the medicinal uses of 
Cannabis. 

In 1996, Governor Wilson’s second veto of a medical marijuana bill 
prompted an attempt to get an initiative on the ballot to allow medical 
use.  For a while it seemed the attempt would fail, but a small group of 
wealthy businessmen helped get medical marijuana on the ballot by 
paying signature gatherers.  It was obviously what the people wanted.  
The rest is history.  The people of California voted in medical marijuana 
by a 57% majority. 

Doonesbury, by Garry Trudeau 
 
Thanks goes to Garry Trudeau for helping to spread the word to a 

national audience that depriving the sick of a safe and natural medicine 
creates a black market and makes criminals of caregivers. 
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In 1996 California's Prop. 215, an initiative approved by voters, led 
the way to Medical Cannabis in ten other states & D.C.  Shouldn’t all 
Americans have access to this safe medicine? 

 In 2004 and 2005, the USA Hemp Museum medical display (right) 
was set up at the University of Southern California Medical School in Los 
Angeles to complement the 
curriculum of Claudia Jensen, M.D.  

FROM:  O’SHAUGHNESSY’S:  
Journal of the California Cannabis 
Research Medical Group, Spring, 
2004.  Page 1.  

“Cannabis in the Curriculum:  
USC Keck School of Medicine Takes 
the lead.”  -Claudia Jensen, MD. 

“Any pain-management 
training that does not have 
information about cannabis is 
committing malpractice.”  

   – Claudia Jensen, MD 
 
“Jensen had invited –after getting administrative approval to do so 

– Richard Davis, proprietor of the USA Hemp Museum, who brought 
samples of hash, hash oil and other cannabis-based products, as well as 
some plant strains (in jars), providing, for some of the students, a first 
exposure to the once-prohibited herb.” 

The display was also seen by a national gathering of Cannabis 
Researchers in Santa Barbara (2006), and at the nationwide gathering of 
the National Organization for Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) in San 
Francisco (2006). 

The above display includes a dozen varieties of Cannabis flower 
clusters, a whole plant without leaves, powdered leaf, tinctures, joints, 
hash, medical candy and cookies, medical popcorn, root tincture, hemp 
foods, books, etc. 

In 2007, what you might see in the bud section of your local 
Cannabis dispensing cooperative in California is pictured above on page 
35.  To join requires a letter from your doctor or a referral doctor that 
states you have some ailment for which marijuana provides relief and 
recommends or approves of your use.  There were 250 different diseases 
or conditions for which marijuana provided relief when patients were 
interviewed by the late Dr. Tod Mikuriya, one of our Hemp Heroes.  His 
list is on page 52. 
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Cannabis, U.S.P. (American Cannabis):Cannabis, U.S.P. (American Cannabis):Cannabis, U.S.P. (American Cannabis):Cannabis, U.S.P. (American Cannabis):    
Fluid Extract No. 598……..Alcohol 80%    5.00Fluid Extract No. 598……..Alcohol 80%    5.00Fluid Extract No. 598……..Alcohol 80%    5.00Fluid Extract No. 598……..Alcohol 80%    5.00    

 
Fluid Extract Cannabis, in common with other of our products that 

cannot be accurately assayed by chemical means, is tested 
physiologically and made to conform to a standard that has been found to 
be, in practice, reliable.  Every package is stamped with the date of 
manufacture.  Physiologic standardization was introduced by Parke, 
Davis & Co. 

 
This fluid extract is prepared from Cannabis sativa grown in 

America.  Extensive pharmacological and clinical tests have shown that 
its medicinal action cannot be distinguished from that of the fluid made 
from imported East Indian cannabis.  Introduced to the medical 
profession by us. 

  
Average dose, 1 1/2 mins. (0.1 cc).  Narcotic, analgesic, sedative. 
 
For quarter point bottles add $0.80 per pint to the price given for 

pints. 
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4. HEMP SAFETY: NOT A SINGLE DEATH4. HEMP SAFETY: NOT A SINGLE DEATH4. HEMP SAFETY: NOT A SINGLE DEATH4. HEMP SAFETY: NOT A SINGLE DEATH    
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What Are The Numbers?What Are The Numbers?What Are The Numbers?What Are The Numbers?    

 
 
If there is one area of hemp history we don't have to argue about, it 

is the question of safety of Cannabis.  If this Museum offers one miracle 
statement it is this:  Hemp is safe to use!  This was not challenged by the 
Drug Enforcement Administration in which Judge Young worked.  It is not 
challenged by the Curator who smoked the good stuff, medicinal grade 
Cannabis/hemp/marijuana daily for thirty years.  Wouldn't you celebrate if 
a senior judge of the DEA said the following about your drug?  I'm not 
against all other drugs, but I am against making the safest recreational 
drug and safest medicine you can choose illegal, and not able to compete 
in a genuine free market with much more dangerous substances. 

 
THIS IS THE SENIOR LAW JUDGE OF THE DRUG ENFORCEMENT 

ADMINISTRATION SPEAKING, AFTER TWO YEARS OF 
RESEARCH, HEARINGS, AND REPORTS.  AND WE ASK THAT 
THIS RULING BE REFLECTED IN LAW. 

Drug Enforcement Administration Ruling: 

"...despite this long history of use and the extraordinarily high 
numbers of social smokers, there are simply no credible medical reports 
to suggest that consuming marijuana has caused a single death." 

Francis L. Young, Admin. Law Judge, D.E.A. Docket # 86-22, 1988. 

In 1980, a culmination of 8 years of lawsuits by National 
Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML), led the United 
States Court of Appeals, D.C. Circuit to direct the Drug Enforcement 
Administration to hold hearing on the rescheduling of marijuana to allow 
its use as medicine.  For six years this process dragged on and in 1986 
the DEA requested their own Judge Francis L. Young to hold hearings 
and make recommendations.  One area he considered was safety."  His 
report on safety, "…shows the following facts to be uncontroverted
(unchallenged)."  

DRUG NAMEDRUG NAMEDRUG NAMEDRUG NAME    # ANNUAL DEATHS# ANNUAL DEATHS# ANNUAL DEATHS# ANNUAL DEATHS    
    

TOBACCOTOBACCOTOBACCOTOBACCO    400,000+400,000+400,000+400,000+    

ALCOHOLALCOHOLALCOHOLALCOHOL    100,000+100,000+100,000+100,000+    

CANNABIS (MARIJUANA)CANNABIS (MARIJUANA)CANNABIS (MARIJUANA)CANNABIS (MARIJUANA)    0000    

ALL ILLEGAL DRUGSALL ILLEGAL DRUGSALL ILLEGAL DRUGSALL ILLEGAL DRUGS    7,0007,0007,0007,000    

LEGAL MEDICATIONSLEGAL MEDICATIONSLEGAL MEDICATIONSLEGAL MEDICATIONS    100,000100,000100,000100,000    
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Excerpts from the record include:  
 
“3. The most obvious concern when dealing with drug safety is the 

possibility of lethal effects. Can the drug cause death? 
4. Nearly all medicines have toxic, potentially lethal effects, but 

marijuana is not such a substance. There is no record in the extensive 
medical literature describing a proven, documented cannabis-induced 
fatality. 

5. This is a remarkable statement. First, the record on 
marijuana encompasses 5,000 years of human experience. Second, 
marijuana is now used daily by enormous numbers of people throughout 
the world.  Estimates suggest that from twenty million to fifty million 
Americans routinely, albeit illegally, smoke marijuana without the benefit 
of direct medical supervision.  Yet, despite this long history of use and 
the extraordinarily high numbers of social smokers, there are simply 
no credible medical reports to suggest that consuming marijuana has 
caused a single death. 

6. By contrast aspirin, a commonly used, over-the-counter 
medicine, causes hundreds of deaths each year. 

7. Drugs used in medicine are routinely given what is called an LD-
50 rating indicates at what dosage fifty percent of test animals receiving 
a drug will die as a result of drug induced toxicity. A number of 
researchers have attempted to determine marijuana’s LD-50 rating 
in test animals, without success.  Simply stated, researchers have 
been unable to give animals enough marijuana to induce death. 

8. At present it is "estimated" that marijuana's LD-50 is around 
1:20,000 or 1:40,000. In layman terms this means that in order to induce 
death a marijuana smoker would have to consume 20,000 to 40,000 times 
as much marijuana as is contained in one marijuana cigarette. NIDA-
supplied marijuana cigarettes weigh approximately 0.9 grams. A smoker 
would theoretically have to consume nearly 1,500 pounds of marijuana 
within about fifteen minutes to induce a lethal response. 

9. In practical terms, marijuana cannot induce a lethal response as 
a result of drug-related toxicity. 

14. ...marijuana's therapeutic ratio, like its LD-50, is impossible to 
quantify because it is so high. 

16. Marijuana, in its natural form is one of the safest 
therapeutically active substances known to man.   By any measure of 
rational analysis, marijuana can be safely used within a supervised 
routine of medical care.” 
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Because it is important in so many ways, including AIDS 
medication, here is more about hemp as a medicine.  (From Chris 
Conrad, Business Alliance for Commerce in Hemp, BACH)  

"Medical uses of Cannabis hemp/marijuana include treating back 
pain, asthma, glaucoma (what President G. H. W. Bush had), epilepsy, 
cancer, muscle spasms, migraines, tumors, stress, depression, and 
anorexia. It is an antibiotic and expectorant, useful in muscle ointments 
and to treat arthritis and rheumatism. Hundreds of other therapeutic 
uses are likely, but hard-to-get permits are required to use it, and 
the government banned research into medical use of hemp, so millions of 
people continue to suffer needlessly, and a valuable herbal medicine with 
minimal side-effects is held hostage by out-of-date laws. Cannabis users 
statistically live one or two years longer than non-users. Hemp offers 
affordable health care for America.  Hemp helps children:  Medicines 
based on hemp would be most beneficial to young children, bringing 
a lifetime of relief and adding years to their lives. Asthma symptoms 
could be permanently reduced. Hemp eases the symptoms of epilepsy 
and prevents glaucoma from developing." 

 

Study Finds No CancerStudy Finds No CancerStudy Finds No CancerStudy Finds No Cancer----Marijuana Connection Marijuana Connection Marijuana Connection Marijuana Connection     
By Marc Kaufman, Washington Post Staff Writer, Friday, May 26, 2006By Marc Kaufman, Washington Post Staff Writer, Friday, May 26, 2006By Marc Kaufman, Washington Post Staff Writer, Friday, May 26, 2006By Marc Kaufman, Washington Post Staff Writer, Friday, May 26, 2006    

 
The largest study of its kind has unexpectedly concluded that 

smoking marijuana, even regularly and heavily, does not lead to lung 
cancer.   

The new findings "were against our expectations," said Donald 
Tashkin of the University of California at Los Angeles, a pulmonologist 
who has studied marijuana for 30 years. 

"We hypothesized that there would be a positive association 
between marijuana use and lung cancer, and that the association would 
be more positive with heavier use," he said. "What we found instead was 
no association at all, and even a suggestion of some protective effect." 

Federal health and drug enforcement officials have widely used 
Tashkin's previous work on marijuana to make the case that the drug is 
dangerous. Tashkin said that while he still believes marijuana is 
potentially harmful, its cancer-causing effects appear to be of less 
concern than previously thought. 

Earlier work established that marijuana does contain cancer-
causing chemicals as potentially harmful as those in tobacco, he said. 
However, marijuana also contains the chemical THC, which he said may 
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kill aging cells and keep them 
from becoming cancerous. 

Tashkin's study, funded 
by the National Institutes of 
Health's National Institute on 
Drug Abuse, involved 1,200 
people in Los Angeles who 
had lung, neck or head 
cancer and an additional 
1,040 people without cancer 
matched by age, sex and 
neighborhood. 

They were all asked 
about their lifetime use of 
marijuana, tobacco and 
alcohol. The heaviest 
marijuana smokers had 
lighted up more than 22,000 times, while moderately heavy usage was 
defined as smoking 11,000 to 22,000 marijuana cigarettes. Tashkin found 
that even the very heavy marijuana smokers showed no increased 
incidence of the three cancers studied. "This is the largest case-control 
study ever done, and everyone had to fill out a very extensive 
questionnaire about marijuana use," he said. "Bias can creep into any 
research, but we controlled for as many confounding factors as we 
could, and so I believe these results have real meaning." 

Tashkin's group at the David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA 
had hypothesized that marijuana would raise the risk of cancer on the 
basis of earlier small human studies, lab studies of animals, and the fact 
that marijuana users inhale more deeply and generally hold smoke in 
their lungs longer than tobacco smokers -- exposing them to the 
dangerous chemicals for a longer time. In addition, Tashkin said, 
previous studies found that marijuana tar has 50 percent higher 
concentrations of chemicals linked to cancer than tobacco cigarette tar. 

While no association between marijuana smoking and cancer was 
found, the study findings, presented to the American Thoracic Society 
International Conference this week, did find a 20-fold increase in lung 
cancer among people who smoked two or more packs of cigarettes a 
day. 

The study was limited to people younger than 60 because those 
older than that were generally not exposed to marijuana in their youth, 
when it is most often tried. 
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High Anxieties: High Anxieties: High Anxieties: High Anxieties:     
What The WHO What The WHO What The WHO What The WHO     

(World Health Organization) (World Health Organization) (World Health Organization) (World Health Organization)     
Doesn't Want You To Doesn't Want You To Doesn't Want You To Doesn't Want You To     

Know About Cannabis Know About Cannabis Know About Cannabis Know About Cannabis     
    

Health officials in Geneva have 
suppressed the publication of a politically 
sensitive analysis that confirms what 
ageing hippies have known for decades: 
cannabis is safer than alcohol or tobacco.  

According to a document leaked to New Scientist, the analysis 
concludes not only that the amount of dope smoked worldwide does less 
harm to public health than drink and cigarettes, but that the same is likely 
to hold true even if people consumed dope on the same scale as these 
legal substances.  

The comparison was due to appear in a report on the harmful 
effects of cannabis published last December by the WHO. But it was 
ditched at the last minute following a long and intense dispute between 
WHO officials, the cannabis experts who drafted the report and a group 
of external advisers.  

As the WHO's first report on cannabis for 15 years, the document 
had been eagerly awaited by doctors and specialists in drug abuse. The 
official explanation for excluding the comparison of dope with legal 
substances is that "the reliability and public health significance of such 
comparisons are doubtful". However, insiders say the comparison was 
scientifically sound and that the WHO caved in to political pressure. It is 
understood that advisers from the US National Institute on Drug Abuse 
and the UN International Drug Control Programme warned the WHO that 
it would play into the hands of groups campaigning to legalize marijuana. 

One member of the expert panel which drafted the report, says: "In 
the eyes of some, any such comparison is tantamount to an argument for 
marijuana legalization." Another member, Billy Martin of the Medical 
College of Virginia in Richmond, says that some WHO officials "went 
nuts" when they saw the draft report.  

World Health Organization World Health Organization World Health Organization World Health Organization 
LogoLogoLogoLogo    
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The leaked version of the excluded section states that the reason 
for making the comparisons was "not to promote one drug over another 
but rather to minimize the double standards that have operated in 
appraising the health effects of cannabis". Nevertheless, in most of the 
comparisons it makes between cannabis and alcohol, the illegal drug 
comes out better--or at least on a par--with the legal one.  

The report concludes, for example, that "in developed societies 
cannabis appears to play little role in injuries caused by violence, as 
does alcohol". It also says that while the evidence for fetal alcohol 
syndrome is "good", the evidence that cannabis can harm fetal 
development is "far from conclusive".  

Cannabis also fared better in five out of seven comparisons of 
long-term damage to health. For example, the report says that while 
heavy consumption of either drug can lead to dependence, only alcohol 
produces a "well defined withdrawal syndrome". And while heavy 
drinking leads to cirrhosis, severe brain injury and a much increased risk 
of accidents and suicide, the 
report concludes that there is 
only "suggestive evidence that 
chronic cannabis use may 
produce subtle defects in 
cognitive functioning".  

Two comparisons were 
more equivocal. The report 
says that both heavy drinking 
and marijuana smoking can 
produce symptoms of 
psychosis in susceptible 
people. And, it says, there is 
evidence that chronic cannabis 
smoking "may be a 
contributory cause of cancers 
of the aero digestive tract".  

 
End of Article 
 
Make a note of this for a later chapter: 
 
“The (above WHO) report concludes, for example, that "in 

developed societies cannabis appears to play little role in injuries caused 
by violence, as does alcohol". 
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Ripe and Ready to Harvest Ripe and Ready to Harvest Ripe and Ready to Harvest Ripe and Ready to Harvest     
Medical Marijuana Floral Clusters or FlowersMedical Marijuana Floral Clusters or FlowersMedical Marijuana Floral Clusters or FlowersMedical Marijuana Floral Clusters or Flowers    

5. HEMP & HEALTH5. HEMP & HEALTH5. HEMP & HEALTH5. HEMP & HEALTH    
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WE WILL SURVIVE WITH HEMP WE WILL SURVIVE WITH HEMP WE WILL SURVIVE WITH HEMP WE WILL SURVIVE WITH HEMP     
    

MANY DISEASES ARE THE RESULT OFMANY DISEASES ARE THE RESULT OFMANY DISEASES ARE THE RESULT OFMANY DISEASES ARE THE RESULT OF    
CAUSE AND EFFECTCAUSE AND EFFECTCAUSE AND EFFECTCAUSE AND EFFECT    

    

STRESS KILLS STRESS KILLS STRESS KILLS STRESS KILLS     

MEDICAL GRADE HEMPMEDICAL GRADE HEMPMEDICAL GRADE HEMPMEDICAL GRADE HEMP    

REDUCES STRESSREDUCES STRESSREDUCES STRESSREDUCES STRESS    
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A Healthy, Hempin’ LifeA Healthy, Hempin’ LifeA Healthy, Hempin’ LifeA Healthy, Hempin’ Life    

In life on this earth, everything and everyone is connected.  We 
have seen the ball of earth from space.  It’s scary.  Circling a star in the 
void of space, a lone moon controls the tides and other monthly cycles.  
In geological time we people have overrun the carrying capacity of this 
planet in the blink of an eye.  The health of the planet is reflective of our 
collective health and vise versa. The first book in this series, HEMP FOR 
VICTORY: A GLOBAL WARMING SOLUTION explains in detail how to use 
hemp to save the environment, which is key to living a healthy life.   

In modern times, we are stressed out by the way we live and eat 
and work.  Stress that is constant in our lives is called chronic stress.  
This wears down our bodily functions and makes us more susceptible to 
other medical conditions.  

Good health means never having to take pharmaceutical drugs, 
many of which are lethal or lead to dangerous side effects or addiction.  
In college I saw a handmade sign on the side of a landscape truck that 
said “Heal thy self:  Good food, exercise, & celebration.”  This I have kept 
as my game plan. 

    
HUZE SKUNK BUDHUZE SKUNK BUDHUZE SKUNK BUDHUZE SKUNK BUD    

The Creator's medicine is illegal.The Creator's medicine is illegal.The Creator's medicine is illegal.The Creator's medicine is illegal.    
Hemp Museum postcard.Hemp Museum postcard.Hemp Museum postcard.Hemp Museum postcard.    

DRAWING BOARD / SIGNEDRAWING BOARD / SIGNEDRAWING BOARD / SIGNEDRAWING BOARD / SIGNE    
 

Age 0-4—Amoxicillin 
 

4-12—Ritalin 
 

12-18  
Appetite Suppressants 

 
18-24—No-Doz 

 
24-38—Prozac 

 
38-65—Zantac 

 
65 +  - Everything Else 

DRUGDRUGDRUGDRUG----FREE AMERICAFREE AMERICAFREE AMERICAFREE AMERICA    
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The Science Of  Cannabis SativaThe Science Of  Cannabis SativaThe Science Of  Cannabis SativaThe Science Of  Cannabis Sativa    
 

It is the science of Cannabis that shows how wonderful this herbal 
medicine really is. The science of the Cannabis plant is as complex as its 
medical use is historic. With medical use dating back 4,500 to 5,000 
years, only in the past 50 years have we known much about the 
biochemical pathways of Cannabis molecules and their actions in test 
animals, which science then extrapolates to humans.  

In 1964, Dr. Raphael Mechoulam with fellow researcher Professor 
Yehiel Gaoni, both of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, identified the 
most active compound in Cannabis as delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol 
(THC). Following this start on the biochemistry of Cannabis 12,000 
scientific articles have been written about the vast array of molecules 
present in the plant and their actions. 

In 1982, MARIJUANA: An Annotated Bibliography Volume II, listed 
421 chemical compounds known to occur in the Cannabis plant, 
including 61 Cannabinoid compounds of which delta-9-THC is but one. As 
stated in the above book: “Keeping abreast of all scientific literature 
even in a chosen field such as cannabis, marijuana, etc. is next to 
impossible.” 

“In 1988, an American research group that included Bill Devane 
announced they had found evidence of a cannabinoid receptor in the 
mammalian brain. Devane joined Mechoulam in Israel to further research 
this question: Did our brains evolve to receive marijuana? ‘We assumed 
that such a receptor does not exist for the sake of a plant compound,’ 
they concluded.” (Ron Bain, Boulder Weekly, January 30 – February 6, 
2003. See http://www.cannabismd.org/news/anandamides.php) 

In 1992, twenty-eight years after discovering THC, Mechoulam and 
Drs. William Devane and Lumir Hanus identified the brain’s first 
endogenous cannabinoid or endocannabinoid, a fatty molecule that 
bound naturally to the cannabinoid receptor site. They named this 
“anandamide” after the Sanskrit word for ecstasy, “ananda.” 

Mechoulam’s and Herbert Schuel’s (University of Buffalo) ongoing 
research shows that anandamides appear to be involved in regulating 
and balancing the body’s biochemical systems, influencing or controlling 
the reproductive, sleep, fight-or-flight and appetite cycles. 
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There are quite a few people and hundreds of groups working on 
cannabinoids all over the world now,” Mechoulam says. (Ron Bain, ibid.) 

While the political controversy over medical marijuana continues in 
America, pharmaceutical companies –such as G. W. Pharmaceuticals in the 
United Kingdom and Sanofi-Synthelabo Recherche in France- are busy 
researching and developing a wealth of new medications based on 
compounds found in the cannabis plant. Controlled studies have revealed 
therapeutic utility of cannabinoids in the treatment of multiple sclerosis and 
other spasticity ailments, asthma, rheumatoid arthritis, cancer 
chemotherapy side-effects, glaucoma, AIDS wasting syndrome, and seizure 
disorders such as epilepsy. Analgesic action and tumor retardation have 
been shown…I believe that it certainly acts against cancer cells. There is a 
very important group in Spain that has done some excellent work on that, 
and they’re actually going into human work now with some cancers found in 
the brain. 

We have found it effective in fighting hiccups…and it works 
fine. We’ve used it for Tourettes Syndrome, which is a very nasty 
neurological disease”, says Dr. Mechoulam. 

It (Cannabis) may also work in the suppression of memory. This is 
something that I hope we’ll be able to start shortly. There’s something 
called post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), which is due to upsetting 
memories that stay around to long. Normally, when there is trauma people 
slowly forget it. This is true for humans and it’s true for animals. But if the 
animals do not have an endocannabinoid system, then do not forget bad 
memories, and this was shown in a paper by a German-Italian group. In 
collaboration with the Canadian group, we have done some work on that, 
and in a different model we have seen the same thing. So I expect that the 
endocannabinoid system is not in good shape in those post-traumatic 
patients, and chances are that it will work in treating them. We are just 
about to develop a treatment. People that have PTSD claim that the only 
thing that helps them is smoking marijuana, so chances are that 
cannabinoid treatment may help them,” says Dr. Mechoulam. (The New 
Science of Cannabinoid-Based Medicine: An Interview with Dr. Raphael 
Mechoulam. By David Jay Brown. 2005-2006. www.smart-publications.com) 

International pharmaceutical companies can simply go to other 
countries to research Cannabis; much like the international paper 
companies grow hemp in Europe, while the United States languishes in a 70 
years prohibition of Cannabis. In fact this is what the U.S. government has 
done in funding Dr. Mechoulam in Israel through the National Institute of 
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Health, while withholding research funds here at home - more outsourcing 
as it’s now called. 

Because of research on the Cannabis plant, because Cannabis 
compounds attached to a receptor site in the brain, researchers found a 
system of naturally occurring compounds that your body makes, that attach 
to the same receptors. 

The following page is from the book by Joan Bello and addresses the 
older uses, modern uses, and possible preventive aspects of the Wonder 
Herb: 

“Marijuana:“Marijuana:“Marijuana:“Marijuana:     Limitless Remedial Action Limitless Remedial Action Limitless Remedial Action Limitless Remedial Action    
    

Once we realize the general principle by which it affects the human 
system, marijuana potential uses are endless. This can be perhaps most 
dramatically documented with a list of recommended uses for marijuana, 
derived from Ancient Uses of Marijuana (McKenna, 1992). It was used as a 
remedy for malaria, beri-beri, constipation, rheumatic pain, absent-
mindedness, female disorders, dysentery, leprosy, dandruff, headache, 
mania, venereal disease, whooping cough, earache, tuberculosis, snake 
bite, nodes/tumors, jaundice, glaucoma, asthma, muscular dystrophy, 
epilepsy, and excitability. It was used to quicken the mind, prolong life, 
improve judgment, lower fever, induce sleep, aid the bile, stimulate 
appetite, aid in childbirth, and better the voice. It was an anti-phlegmatic, 
analgesic, mild sedative, tonic, anti-nauseant, and a digestive. 

Modern medical recommendations of marijuana include using it as a 
painkiller, anti-asthmatic, anti-convulsant, anti-bractic, appetite promoter, 
anti-rheumatic, sedative, anti-diarrheal, anti-pyretic, anti-biotic, and anti-
tumor (Mechoulam, 1990). 

If the claims that marijuana is generally beneficial are true, it follows 
that its regular use may help prevent many illnesses. And it can be 
suggested that people otherwise predisposed to psychosomatic diseases 
(through mental/physical or lifestyle orientation), who have been regular 
marijuana users, will represent a much smaller percentage among the 
already afflicted than is true of the population at large. If this is the case, it 
would certainly rank marijuana among the most useful of preventive 
remedies. Whether a scientific study of this nature can be reasonably 
undertaken is another matter.” 
(THE BENEFITS OF MARIJUANA: Physical, Psychological and Spiritual, 
1996, Joan Bello. Sweetlight Books, Cottonwood, CA) 
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Dr. Tod Mikuriya’s List Of  Hemp’s 250 Medical Uses Dr. Tod Mikuriya’s List Of  Hemp’s 250 Medical Uses Dr. Tod Mikuriya’s List Of  Hemp’s 250 Medical Uses Dr. Tod Mikuriya’s List Of  Hemp’s 250 Medical Uses     
WWW.CANORML.ORGWWW.CANORML.ORGWWW.CANORML.ORGWWW.CANORML.ORG    

 
250 indications for medical cannabis reported by 2480 Medical 

Marijuana Patients  Interviewed by Dr. Tod Mikuriya  
Source:  Dale Gieringer, "Medical Use of Cannabis in California," in 

Franjo Grotenhermen, M.D. & Ethan Russo, M.D.,  ed.,  Cannabis and 
Cannabinoids: Pharmacology, Toxicology and Therapeutic Potential,  
Haworth Press, 2002 

Following is a survey of conditions reported by medical cannabis 
specialist Dr. Tod Mikuriya. Altogether, Dr. Mikuriya has recorded over 250 
indications for medical cannabis, as classified by the International 
Classification of Diseases (ICD-9). Following is a compilation of diseases 
reported by 2,480 of Dr. Mikuriya's 9,000 patients, according to the primary 
indication for which the patients were diagnosed. In practice, many patients 
report more than one indication. One of the most important uses of 
cannabis is as a substitute for other, more dangerous or costly 
pharmaceutical drugs.  

Many patients report substantial reductions in use of narcotics, non-
steroidal anti-inflammatories, anti-depressants, tranquilizers, sleeping pills 
and other drugs. This usage is not reported 
below, because it does not count as a 
"primary indication." 

Because of government restrictions 
on research, very few of marijuana's 
medical indications have been clinically 
studied. For a survey of recent medical 
marijuana research, see www.cannabis-
med.org, (International Assoc. for Cannabis 
Medicine) "Recent Research on Medical 
Marijuana," (NORML, 2006), and "Human 
Studies on Medical Use of Marijuana" (Cal 
NORML, 1996). 

From page 2 of the above literature 
review:  “A keyword search (of the National 
Library of Medicine’s PubMed website http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) using the terms 
‘cannabinoids, 1996’ reveals just 258 
scientific journal articles published on the 
subject for that year.  Perform this same 
search for the year 2006, and one will find 
close to 1,000 published scientific studies.” 

 

Emerging Clinical Emerging Clinical Emerging Clinical Emerging Clinical 
Applications For Applications For Applications For Applications For     

Cannabis & CannabinoidsCannabis & CannabinoidsCannabis & CannabinoidsCannabis & Cannabinoids    
A Review of the Recent  

Scientific Literature, 2000 — 2008 
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International Classification of  Diseases 9 International Classification of  Diseases 9 International Classification of  Diseases 9 International Classification of  Diseases 9 ---- CM  CM  CM  CM     
1996 Chronic Conditions Treated With Cannabis1996 Chronic Conditions Treated With Cannabis1996 Chronic Conditions Treated With Cannabis1996 Chronic Conditions Treated With Cannabis    

Encountered Between 1990Encountered Between 1990Encountered Between 1990Encountered Between 1990----2005 2005 2005 2005 ---- ©2005  ©2005  ©2005  ©2005     

Tod H. Mikuriya, M.D.Tod H. Mikuriya, M.D.Tod H. Mikuriya, M.D.Tod H. Mikuriya, M.D.    

Genital Herpes 054.10 
Herpetic infection of penis 054.13 
AIDS Related Illness 042 
Post W.E. Enephalitis 062.1 
Chemotherapy Convales V66.2 
Shingles (Herpes Zoster) 053.9 
Radiation Therapy E929.9 
Viral B Hepatitis, chronic 070.52 
Viral C Hepatitis, chronic 070.54 
Other arthropod borne dis 088. 
Lyme Disease 088.81 
Reiters Syndrome 099.3 
Behcet’s Syndrome++ 136.1 
Post Polio Syndrome 138.0 
Osteoblastoma Ischium 170.6 
Malignant Melanoma 172.x 
Other Skin Cancer 173 
Breast Cancer 174.x 
Prostate Cancer 185 
Prostate Cancer 186 
Testicular Cancer 186.9 
Adrenal Cortical Cancer 194.0 
Brain malignant tumor 191 
Glioblastoma Multiforme 191.9 
Sarcoma: Head-neck 195.0 
Cancer, site unspecified 199 
Lympho & reticular ca 200 
Hodgekins disease 201.9 
Myeloid leukemia 205 
Uterine cancer 236.0 
Lymphoma 238.7 
Graves Disease** 242.0 
Acquired hypothyroidsm 244 
Thyroiditis 245 
Diabetes Adult Onset 250.0 

Diabetes Type I, Unco ++ 
250.01 
Diabetes Type I Ctrld ++ 250.03 
Diabetes Insulin Depend. 250.1 
Diabetes Adult Ons Unctrl 
250.2 
Diabetic Renal Disease 250.4 
Diabetic Ophthalmic Dis 250.5 
Diabetic Neurpathy 250.6 
Diabetic PeripheralVascD 
250.7 
Hypoglycemia(s) 251 
Lipomatosis 272.8 
Arthropathy, gout 274.0 
Mucopolysaccharoidosis 277 
Porphyria 277.1 
Amyloidosis 277.3 
Obesity, exogenous 278.00 
Obesity, morbid 278.01 
Autoimmune disease 279.4 
Thallasemia 282.4 
Hemophilia A 286.0 
Henoch-Schoelein Purpur 
287.0 
Senile Dementia+ 290.0 
Delerium Tremens+ 291.0 
Schizophrenia(s) 295.x 
Schizoaffective Disorder 295.7 
Mania 296.0 
Major Depression, Sgl Epi 
296.2 
Major Depression, Recurr 
296.3 
Bipolar Disorder 296.6 
Autism/Aspergers 299.0 
Anxiety Disorder+ 300.00 
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Panic Disorder+ 300.01 
Agoraphobia 300.22 
Obsessive Compulsive Di. 300.3 
Dysthymic Disorder 300.4 
Neurasthenia 300.5 
Writers’ Cramp**** 300.89 
Impotence, Psychogenic 302.72 
Alcoholism+ 303.0 
Opiate Dependence+ 304.0 
Sedative Dependence+ 304.1 
Cocaine Dependence+ 304.2 
Amphetamine Depend 304.4 
Alcohol Abuse+ 305.0 
Tobacco Dependence 305.1 
Psychogenic Hyperhidrosi 306.3 
Psychogenic Pylorospas** 306.4 
Psychogenic Dysuria 306.53 
Bruxism 306.8 
Stuttering* 307.0 
Anorexia Nervosa 307.1 
Tic disorder unspec 307.20 
Tourette's Syndrome 307.23 
Persistent Insomnia 307.42 
Nightmares 307.47 
Bulemia 307.51 
Tension Headache 307.81 
Psychogenic Pain 307.89 
Post Traumatic Stress Dis. 309.81 
Org. Mental Dis.hd inj 310.1 
Post Concussion Sydrome 310.2 
Nonpsychotic Org Bra Dis.310.8 
Brain Trauma 310.9 
Intermittent Explosive Dis 312.34 
Trichotillomania 312.39 
ADD w/o hyperactivity 314.00 
ADD w hyperactivity 314.01 
ADD other 314.8 
Pschogenic PAT 316.0 
Parkinsons Disease 332.0 
Huntingtons Disease+ 333.4 
Restless legs syndrome 333.99 
Friedreich’s Ataxia 334.0 

Cerebellar Ataxia 334.4 
Spinal mm atrophy II 335.11 
Amytrophic Lateral Sclero 
335.2 
Other spinal cord disease 336 
Syringomyelia 336.0 
Reflex Sympath Dystroph 337.2 
Multiple Sclerosis 340.0 
Other CNS demyelinating 341. 
Hemiparesis/plegia 342 
Cerebral Palsy+ 343.9 
Quadriplegia(s) 344.0x 
Paraplegia(s) 344.1x 
Paralysis, unspecified 344.9 
Epilepsy(ies)+ 345.x 
Grand Mal Seizures** 345.1 
Limbic Rage Syndrome** 345.4 
Jacksonian Epilepsy** 345.5 
Migraine(s)+ 346.x 
Migraine, Classical+ 346.0 
Cluster Headaches 346.2 
Compression of Brain 348.4 
Tic Doloroux+ 350.1 
Bell’s palsy 351.0 
Thoracic Outlet Synd 353.0 
Phantom Limb Synd++ 353.6 
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome 354.0 
Mononeuritis lower limb 355 
Charcot-Marie-Tooth 356.1 
Neuropathy+ 357 
Muscular dystrophies 359 
Coat’s Syndrome++ 362.12 
Macular Degeneration** 362.5 
Glaucoma 365.23 
Dyslexic Amblyopia** 368.0 
Color Blindness* 368.55 
Conjuctivitis 372.9 
Drusen of Optic Nerve 377.21 
Optic neuritis 377.30 
Strabismus & other binoc 378 
Nystagmus, Congenital 379.5 
Meniere's Disease 386.00 
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Tinnitus 388.30 
Hypertension+ 401.1 
Ischemic Heart Disease 411.X 
Angina pectoris 413 
Arteriosclerotic Heart Dis 414.X 
Cardiac conduction disord 426.X 
Paroxysmal Atrial Tach** 427.0 
Congestive Heart Failure 428.0 
Post Cardiotomy Syndrom 429.4 
Raynaud’s Disease 443.0 
Thromboangiitis Obliteran 443.1 
Polyarteritis Nodosa 446.0 
Acute Sinusitis 461.9 
Chronic Sinusitis 473.9 
Chronic Obst Pulmo Dis 491.90 
Emphysema 492.8 
Asthma, unspecified 493.9 
Pneumothorax, Spontaneo 512.8 
Pulmonary Fibrosis 516.3 
Cystic Fibrosis 518.89 
Dentofacial anomaly pain 524. 
T.M.J Sydrome 524.60 
GastroEsophgeal Rflx Dis 530.81 
Acute Gastritis 535.0 
Gastritis+ 535.5 
Peptic Ulcer/Dyspepsia 536.8 
Colitis, Ulcerative 536.9 
Pylorospasm Reflux 537.81 
Regional Enteri & Crohns 555.9 
Colitis+ 558.9 
Colon diverticulitis 562.1 
Constipation 564.0 
Irritable Bowel Synd. 564.1 
Dumping SydroPost Sur 564.2 
Peritoneal pain 568 
Hepatitis-non-viral 571.4 
Pancreatitis 577.1 
Celiac disease 579.0 
Nephritis/nephropathy 583.81 
Ureter spasm calculus 592 
Urethritis/Cystitis 595.3 

Prostatitis 600.0 
Epididymitis** 604.xx 
Pelvic pain 607.9 
Testicular torsion 608.2 
Pelvic Inflammatory Dis 614 
Endometriosis** 617.9 
Premenstrual Syndrome+ 
625.3 
Pain, Vaginal/Pelvic 625.9 
Menopausal syndrome 627.2 
Sturge-Weber Disease 759.6 
Eczema 692.9 
Pemphigus 694.4 
Epidermolysis Bullosa 694.9 
Erythma Multiforma 695.1 
Rosacea 695.3 
Psoriatic Arthritis 696.0 
Psoriasis 696.1 
Pruritus, pruritic+ 698.9 
Neurodermatitis 698.3 
Atrophy Blanche 701.3 
Alopecia 709.x 
Lupus 710.0 
Scleroderma 710.1 
Sjogren’s Disease ++ 710.2 
Dermatomyositis 710.3 
Eosinophilia-Myalgia Syn. 
710.5 
Arthritis, Rheumatoid+ 714.0 
Felty’s Syndrome 714.1 
Arthritis, Degenerative 715.0 
Arthritis, post traumatic+ 716.1 
Arthropathy, Degenerat+ 716.9 
Patellar chondromalacia 717.7 
Ankylosis 718.5 
Multiple joints pain 719.49 
Intervertebral Disk Diseas 
722.x 
L-S disk dis sciatic N irrit 722.1 
IVDD Cerv w Myelopathy 
722.71 
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Cervical Disk Disease 722.91 
Cervicobrachial Syndrome 723.3 
Lumbosacral Back Diseas 724.x 
Spinal Stenosis 724.02 
Lower Back Pain 724.5 
Peripheral enthesopathies 726 
Tenosynovitis 727.x 
Dupuytens Contracture 728.6 
Muscle Spasm 728.85 
Fibromyagia/Fibrositis 729.1 
Weber-Christian Dis++ 729.30 
Legg Calve Perthe Dis++ 732.1 
Osgood-Schlatter 732.4 
Osteoporosis 733.0 
Tietze’s Syndrome 733.6 
Melorheostosis 733.99 
Spondylolisthesis** 738.4 
Cerebral Aneurism 747.81 
Polycystic Kidney 753.1x 
Scoliosis 754.2 
Club foot 754.70 
Spina Bifida Occulta 756.17 
Osteogenesis imperfecta 756.51 
Ehlers Danlos Syndrom 756.83 
Nail patella syndrome 756.89 
Peutz-Jehgers Syndrme** 756.9 
Mastocytosis 757.33 
Darier’s Disease 757.39 
Marfan syndrome 759.82 
Sturge-Weber Eye Syn** 759.6 

Nater’s Syndrome++ 759.89 
Insomnia+ 780.52 
Sleep Apnea Unspecified 780.57 
Chronic Fatigue Synd 780.7 
Tremor/Invol Movements 781.0 
Myofacial Pain Syndrme**782.0 
 Anorexia+ 783.0 
Bulemia 783.6 
Hyperventilation 786.01 
Cough+ 786.2 
Hiccough+ 786.8 
Vomiting 787.01 
Nausea+ 787.02 
Diarrhea 787.91 
Pain, Ureter 788.0 
Cachexia 799.4 
Vertebral dislocunspec 839.4 
Whiplash 847.0 
Back Sprain 847.9 
Shoulder Injury Unspec 959.2 
Fore Arm/Elbow/Wrist 959.3 
Hand except finger 959.4 
Finger 959.5 
Hip 959.6 
Knee, ankle & foot injury 959.7 
Motion Sickness 994.6 
Anaphylactic or Reaction 995.0 
Renal Transplant ++ 996.81 
Trachoria Growths***1 ???.?  

Represents citations from pre-1937 medical literature 
 

++ Jeffrey Hergenrather, M.D., * Eugene Schoenfeld, M.D. 
** Dale Gieringer, PhD CA, NORML Hotline 

 *** Robert Wilson, Hayward Hempery 
**** Barry R. McCaffrey 

12-30-96 Press Conference (quote from John Stuart Mill 1867) 
1. Uncodeable and thought to be a specious disease  

submitted by an undercover agent who presented a false  
physician's note. Updated 07-13-2005 
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I AM A CANCER SURVIVOR 
 

HEMP IS A PLANT  
I USED TO HEAL 

AND MAINTAIN MY HEALTH 
 

WHICH IS WHY I WROTE THIS BOOK 
AND RAN FOR CONGRESS 

 

HEMPORTUNITIES  
FOR LIVING ABOUND 

 
HEMP NOW!!! 
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I took these images of  hemp buds 
through a microscope. 

 
These close-ups are of  a medical 
hemp floral cluster (bud) showing 
the balls of  resin called tricombs  
which contain much of  the natural 

mix of  sixty cannabinoids.  

HEMP IS GOOD FOR YOUR HEALTHHEMP IS GOOD FOR YOUR HEALTHHEMP IS GOOD FOR YOUR HEALTHHEMP IS GOOD FOR YOUR HEALTH    

Further basic and preclinical research on  
cannabinoid anticancer properties and dosages are required.  

 
It would be desirable that clinical trials  

could accompany these laboratory studies  
to allow us to use these compounds in the treatment of cancer."   

 
[This requires an end to the war on marijuana by the federal government.  

The next cancer may be yours. –Author’s note, RMD.]    
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Cannabinoids (Marijuana) and Cancer ResearchCannabinoids (Marijuana) and Cancer ResearchCannabinoids (Marijuana) and Cancer ResearchCannabinoids (Marijuana) and Cancer Research    
 

An October 2003 article in Nature Reviews Cancer (Vol. 3, Oct. 2003, 
pp. 745-755), "Cannabinoids: Potential Anticancer Agents" by Manuel 
Guzman, Ph.D., summarizes his cannabinoid research (for cancer) and other 
recent discoveries as follows:  

"Cannabinoids, the active components of Cannabis sativa and their 
derivatives, act in the organism [humans or animals] by mimicking 
endogenous substances, the endocannabinoids, that activate specific 
cannabinoid receptors. Cannabinoids exert palliative effects ["to reduce the 
violence of a disease" - Webster’s] in patients with cancer and inhibit tumor 
growth in laboratory animals.  [The federal government refuses to accept the 
truth –marijuana is medicine. –Author’s note, RMD.] 

The best-established palliative effect of cannabinoids in cancer 
patients is the inhibition of chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting. 
Today, capsules of delta-9 THC (Dronabinol (Marinol)) and its synthetic 
analogue nabilone (Cesamet) are approved for this purpose.  [The people 
have approved marijuana for this purpose in eleven states – Author’s note, 
RMD] 

Other potential palliative effects of cannabinoids in cancer patients -- 
supported by Phase III clinical trials -- include appetite stimulation and pain 
inhibition. In relation to the former, dronabinol is now prescribed for anorexia 
associated with weight loss in patients with AIDS.  [The munchies as 
medicine –Author’s note, RMD.] 

Cannabinoids inhibit tumor growth in laboratory animals. They do so 
by modulating key cell-signaling pathways, thereby inducing direct growth 
arrest and death of tumor cells, as well as by inhibiting tumor angiogenesis 
and metastasis.  [The Author has had two types of skin cancer including a 
melanoma and now uses raw cannabis that includes all 60 cannabinoids as a 
preventive measure to inhibit tumor growth.  The RIGHT was given to him by 
the people of California in the Compassionate Use Act of 1996 –Author’s 
note, RMD.] 

Cannabinoids are selective anti-tumor compounds, as they can kill 
tumor cells without affecting their non-transformed counterparts. It is 
probably that cannabinoid receptors regulate cell-survival and cell-death 
pathways differently in tumor and non-tumor cells. 

Cannabinoids have favorable drug-safety profiles and do not produce 
the generalized toxic effects of conventional chemotherapies. The use of 
cannabinoids in medicine, however, is limited by their psychoactive effects, 
and so cannabinoid-based therapies that are devoid of unwanted side effects 
are being designed.  [In plain language, marijuana is safe and non-toxic and 
therefore should be used before toxic and dangerous man-made drugs.  

    

WWW.MEDICALMARIJUANAPROCON.ORGWWW.MEDICALMARIJUANAPROCON.ORGWWW.MEDICALMARIJUANAPROCON.ORGWWW.MEDICALMARIJUANAPROCON.ORG    
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Testimony of  Lester Grinspoon, M.D.Testimony of  Lester Grinspoon, M.D.Testimony of  Lester Grinspoon, M.D.Testimony of  Lester Grinspoon, M.D.    
Associate Professor of  Psychiatry Harvard Medical School  
before the Crime Subcommittee of  the Judiciary Committee 

U.S. House of  Representatives, Washington, D.C. 
October 1, 1997 

 
 Mr. Chairman and members of the 
subcommittee, I appreciate the 
opportunity to appear before you this 
morning to share my views on the use of 
marihuana as a medicine. 
 In September 1928 Alexander 
Fleming returned from vacation to his 
laboratory and discovered that one of the 
petri dishes he had inadvertently left out 
over the summer was overgrown with 
staphylococci except for the area 

surrounding a mold colony. That mold contained a substance he later 
named penicillin. He published his finding in 1929, but the discovery was 
ignored by the medical establishment, and bacterial infections continued 
to be a leading cause of death. Had it aroused the interest of a 
pharmaceutical firm, its development might not have been delayed. More 
than 10 years later, under wartime pressure to develop antibiotic 
substances to supplement sulfonamide, Howard Florey and Ernst Chain 
initiated the first clinical trial of penicillin (with six patients) and began 
the systematic investigations that might have been conducted a decade 
earlier.1 

After its debut in 1941, penicillin rapidly earned a reputation as 
"the wonder drug of the '40s." There were three major reasons for that 
reputation: it was remarkably non-toxic, even at high doses; it was 
inexpensive to produce on a large scale; and it was extremely versatile, 
acting against the microorganisms that caused a great variety of 
diseases, from pneumonia to syphilis. In all three respects cannabis 
suggests parallels:  

(1) Cannabis is remarkably safe. Although not harmless, it is surely 
less toxic than most of the conventional medicines it could replace if it 
were legally available. Despite its use by millions of people over 

WWW.MARIJUANAWWW.MARIJUANAWWW.MARIJUANAWWW.MARIJUANA----USES.COMUSES.COMUSES.COMUSES.COM    
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thousands of years, cannabis has never caused an overdose death. The 
most serious concern is respiratory system damage from smoking, but 
that can easily be addressed by increasing the potency of cannabis and 
by developing the technology to separate the particulate matter in 
marihuana smoke from its active ingredients, the cannabinoids 
(prohibition, incidentally, has prevented this technology from 
flourishing). Once cannabis regains the place in the U.S. Pharmacopoeia 
that it lost in 1941 after the passage of the Marihuana Tax Act (1937), it 
will be among the least toxic substances in that compendium. Right now 
the greatest danger in using marihuana medically is the illegality that 
imposes a great deal of anxiety and expense on people who are already 
suffering. 

(2) Medical cannabis would be extremely inexpensive. Street 
marihuana today costs $200 to $400 an ounce, but the prohibition tariff 
accounts for most of that. A reasonable estimate of the cost of cannabis 
as a medicine is $20 to $30 an ounce, or about 30 to 40 cents per 
marihuana cigarette. As an example of what this means in practice, 
consider the following. Both the marihuana cigarette and an 8 mg 
ondansetron pill -- cost to the patient, $30 to $40 -- are effective in most 
cases for the nausea and vomiting of cancer chemotherapy (although 
many patients find less than one marihuana cigarette to be more useful, 
and they often require several ondansetron pills). Thus cannabis would 
be at least 100 times less expensive than the best present treatment for 
this symptom. 

(3) Cannabis is remarkably versatile. Let me review briefly some of 
the symptoms and syndromes for which it is useful. 

 

Cancer TreatmentCancer TreatmentCancer TreatmentCancer Treatment    
    

Cannabis has several uses in the treatment of cancer. As an 
appetite stimulant, it can help to slow weight loss in cancer patients.2 It 
may also act as a mood elevator. But the most common use is the 
prevention of nausea and vomiting of cancer chemotherapy. About half 
of patients treated with anticancer drugs suffer from severe nausea and 
vomiting, which are not only unpleasant but a threat to the effectiveness 
of the therapy. Retching can cause tears of the esophagus and rib 
fractures, prevent adequate nutrition, and lead to fluid loss. Some 
patients find the nausea so intolerable they say they would rather die 
than go on. The antiemetics most commonly used in chemotherapy are 
metoclopramide (Reglan), the relatively new ondansetron (Zofran), and 
the newer granisetron (Kytril). Unfortunately, for many cancer patients 
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these conventional antiemetics do not work at all or provide little relief.  
The suggestion that cannabis might be useful arose in the early 

1970s when some young patients receiving cancer chemotherapy found 
that marihuana smoking reduced their nausea and vomiting. In one study 
of 56 patients who got no relief from standard antiemetic agents, 78% 
became symptom-free when they smoked marihuana.3 Oral 
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) has proved effective where the standard 
drugs were not.4,5 but smoking generates faster and more predictable 
results because it raises THC concentration in the blood more easily to 
the needed level. Also, it may be hard for a nauseated patient to take oral 
medicine. In fact, there is strong evidence that most patients suffering 
from nausea and vomiting prefer smoked marihuana to oral 
THC.2  Oncologists may be ahead of other physicians in recognizing the 
therapeutic potential of cannabis. In the spring of 1990, two investigators 
randomly selected more than 2,000 members of the American Society of 
Clinical Oncology (one-third of the membership) and mailed them an 
anonymous questionnaire to learn their views on the use of cannabis in 
cancer chemotherapy. Almost half of the recipients responded.  

Although the investigators acknowledge that this group was self-
selected and that there might be a response bias, their results provide a 
rough estimate of the views of specialists on the use of Marinol 
(dronabinol, oral synthetic THC) and smoked marihuana.  

Only 43% said the available legal antiemetic drugs (including 
Marinol) provided adequate relief to all or most of their patients, and only 
46% said the side effects of these drugs were rarely a serious problem. 
Forty-four percent had recommended the illegal use of marihuana to at 
least one patient, and half would prescribe it to some patients if it were 
legal. On average, they considered smoked marihuana more effective 
than Marinol and roughly as safe.6 

 

GlaucomaGlaucomaGlaucomaGlaucoma    
    

Cannabis may also be useful in the treatment of glaucoma, the 
second leading cause of blindness in the United States. In this disease, 
fluid pressure within the eyeball increases until it damages the optic 
nerve.  

About a million Americans suffer from the form of glaucoma (open 
angle) treatable with cannabis. Marihuana causes a dose-related, 
clinically significant drop in intraocular pressure that lasts several hours 
in both normal subjects and those with the abnormally high ocular 
tension produced by glaucoma. Oral or intravenous THC has the same 
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effect, which seems to be specific to cannabis derivatives rather than 
simply a result of sedation. Cannabis does not cure the disease, but it 
can retard the progressive loss of sight when conventional medication 
fails and surgery is too dangerous.7 

 

Seizures Seizures Seizures Seizures     
    

About 20% of epileptic patients do not get much relief from 
conventional anticonvulsant medications. Cannabis has been explored as 
an alternative at least since 1975 when a case was reported in which 
marihuana smoking, together with the standard anticonvulsants 
phenobarbital and diphenylhydantoin, was apparently necessary to 
control seizures in a young epileptic man.8 The cannabis derivative that 
is most promising as an anticonvulsant is cannabidiol. In one controlled 
study, cannabidiol in addition to prescribed anticonvulsants produced 
improvement in seven patients with grand mal convulsions; three showed 
great improvement. Of eight patients who received a placebo instead, 
only one improved.9 There are patients suffering from both grand mal 
and partial seizure disorders who find that smoked marihuana allows 
them to lower the doses of conventional anticonvulsant medications or 
dispense with them altogether. 2 

 

PainPainPainPain    
    

There are many case reports of marihuana smokers using the drug 
to reduce pain: post-surgery pain, headache, migraine, menstrual 
cramps, and so on. Ironically, the best alternative analgesics are the 
potentially addictive and lethal opioids. In particular, marihuana is 
becoming increasingly recognized as a drug of choice for the pain that 
accompanies muscle spasm, which is often chronic and debilitating, 
especially in paraplegics, quadriplegics, other victims of traumatic nerve 
injury, and people suffering from multiple sclerosis or cerebral palsy. 
Many of them have discovered that cannabis not only allows them to 
avoid the risks of other drugs, but also reduces muscle spasms and 
tremors; sometimes they are even able to leave their wheelchairs.10 

One of the most common causes of chronic pain is osteoarthritis, 
which is usually treated with synthetic analgesics. The most widely used 
of these drugs -- aspirin, acetaminophen (Tylenol), and nonsteroidal 
antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) like ibuprofen and naproxen -- are not 
addictive, but they are often insufficiently powerful. Furthermore, they 
have serious side effects. Stomach bleeding and ulcer induced by aspirin 
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and NSAIDs are the most common serious adverse drug reactions 
reported in the United States, causing an estimated 7,000 deaths each 
year.  

Acetaminophen can cause liver damage or kidney failure when 
used regularly for long periods of time; a recent study suggests it may 
account for 10% of all cases of end-stage renal disease, a condition that 
requires dialysis or a kidney transplant.11,12 Marihuana, as I pointed out 
earlier, has never been shown to cause death or serious illness. 

 

AIDSAIDSAIDSAIDS    
    

More than 300,000 Americans have died of AIDS. Nearly a million 
are infected with HIV, and at least a quarter of a million have AIDS.  

Although the spread of AIDS has slowed among homosexual men, 
the reservoir is so huge that the number of cases is sure to grow. Women 
and children as well as both heterosexual and homosexual men are now 
being affected; the disease is spreading most rapidly among intravenous 
drug abusers and their sexual partners. The disease can be attacked 
with anti-viral drugs, of which the best known are zidovudine (AZT) and 
protease inhibitors. Unfortunately, these drugs sometimes cause severe 
nausea that heightens the danger of semi-starvation for patients who are 
already suffering from nausea and losing weight because of the illness -- 
a condition sometimes called the AIDS wasting syndrome. 

Marihuana is particularly useful for patients who suffer from AIDS 
because it not only relieves the nausea but retards weight loss by 
enhancing appetite. When it helps patients regain lost weight, it can 
prolong life. Marinol has been shown to relieve nausea and retard or 
reverse weight loss in patients with HIV infection, but most patients 
prefer smoked cannabis for the same reasons that cancer chemotherapy 
patients prefer it: it is more effective and has fewer unpleasant side 
effects, and the dosage is easier to adjust. 

These are the symptoms and syndromes for which cannabis is 
most commonly used today, but there are others for which clinical 
experience provides compelling evidence. It is distressing to consider 
how many lives might have been saved if penicillin had been developed 
as a medicine immediately after Fleming's discovery. It is equally 
frustrating to consider how much suffering might have been avoided if 
cannabis had been available as a medicine for the last 60 years. Initial 
enthusiasm for drugs is often disappointed after further investigation, but 
this is hardly likely in the case of cannabis, since it is not a new medicine 
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at all. Its long medical history began 5,000 years ago in China and 
extended well into the twentieth century. Between 1840 and 1900, more 
than one hundred papers on its therapeutic uses were published in 
American and European medical journals. It was recommended as an 
appetite stimulant, muscle relaxant, analgesic, sedative, anticonvulsant, 
and treatment for opium addiction. As late as 1913, the great Sir William 
Osler cited it as the best remedy for migraine in a standard medical 
textbook.  

In the United States, what remained of marihuana's medical use 
was effectively eliminated by the Marihuana Tax Act of 1937, which was 
ostensibly designed to prevent nonmedical use but made cannabis so 
difficult to obtain that it was removed from standard pharmaceutical 
references. When the present comprehensive federal drug law was 
passed in 1970, marihuana was officially classified as a Schedule I drug: 
a high potential for abuse, no accepted medical use, and lack of safety 
for use under medical supervision. But in the 1970s the public began to 
rediscover its medical value, as letters appeared in lay publications from 
people who had learned that it could relieve their asthma, nausea, 
muscle spasms, or pain and wanted to shared that knowledge with 
readers who were familiar with the drug. The most effective spur to the 
movement for medical marihuana came from the discovery that it could 
prevent the AIDS wasting syndrome. It is not surprising that the 
Physicians Association for AIDS Care was one of the medical 
organizations that endorsed the California initiative prohibiting criminal 
prosecution of medical marihuana users. The mid-1980s had already 
seen the establishment, often by people with AIDS, of cannabis buyers' 
clubs, organizations that distribute medical marihuana in open defiance 
of the law. These clubs buy marihuana wholesale and provide it to 
patients at or near cost, usually on the written recommendation of a 
physician. Although a few of the clubs have been raided and closed, most 
are still flourishing, and new ones are being organized. Some of them 
may gain legal status as a result of the initiative. 

Until the recent vote in California, efforts to change the laws had 
been futile. In 1972 the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana 
Laws (NORML) entered a petition to move marihuana out of Schedule I 
under federal law so that it could become a prescription drug. It was not 
until 1986 that the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) finally agreed 
to the public hearings required by law. During two years of hearings, 
many patients and physicians testified and thousands of pages of 
documentation were introduced. In 1988 the DEA's Administrative Law 
Judge, Francis L. Young, declared that marihuana fulfilled the 
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requirement for transfer to Schedule II. In his opinion he described it as 
"one of the safest therapeutically active substances known to man." His 
order was overruled by the DEA. 

Nevertheless, a few patients have been able to obtain medical 
marihuana legally in the last twenty years. Beginning in the 1970s, thirty-
five states passed legislation that would have permitted medical use of 
cannabis but for the federal law. Several of those states actually 
established special research programs, with the permission of the 
federal government, under which patients who were receiving cancer 
chemotherapy would be allowed to use cannabis. These projects 
demonstrated the value of both smoked marihuana and oral THC. The 
FDA then approved oral THC as a prescription medicine, but ignored the 
data that suggested that smoked marihuana was more useful than oral 
THC for some patients. With the approval of Marinol, this research came 
to an end. In 1976, the federal government introduced the Individual 
Treatment Investigational New Drug program (commonly referred to as 
the Compassionate IND), which provided marihuana to a few patients 
whose doctors were willing to undergo the paperwork-burdened and 
time-consuming application process. About three dozen patients 
eventually received marihuana before the program was discontinued in 
1992, and eight survivors are still receiving it -- the only persons in the 
country for whom it is not a forbidden medicine. It is safe to say that a 
significant number of the more than ten million American citizens 
arrested on marihuana charges in the last thirty years were using the 
drug therapeutically. The Schedule I classification persists,  although in 
my view and the view of millions of other Americans, it is medically 
absurd, legally questionable, and morally wrong. 

Opponents of medical marihuana often object that the evidence of 
its usefulness, although strong, comes only from case reports and 
clinical experience. It is true that there are no double-blind controlled 
studies meeting the standards of the Food and Drug Administration, 
chiefly because legal, bureaucratic, and financial obstacles have been 
constantly put in the way. The situation is ironical, since so much 
research has been done on marihuana, often in unsuccessful efforts to 
show health hazards and addictive potential, that we know more about it 
than about most prescription drugs. In any case, individual therapeutic 
responses are often obscured in group experiments, and case reports 
and clinical experience are the source of much of our knowledge of 
drugs. As Dr. Louis Lasagna has pointed out, controlled experiments 
were not needed to recognize the therapeutic potential of chloral 
hydrate, barbiturates, aspirin, insulin, or penicillin.13 Nor was that the 
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way we learned about the use of propranolol for hypertension, diazepam 
for status epilepticus, and imipramine for enuresis. All these drugs had 
originally been approved for other purposes.  In the experimental method 
known as the single patient randomized trial, active and placebo 
treatments are administered randomly in alternation or succession. The 
method is often used when large-scale controlled studies are 
inappropriate because the disorder is rare, the patient is atypical, or the 
response to treatment is idiosyncratic.14 Several patients have told me 
that they assured themselves of marihuana's effectiveness by carrying 
out such experiments on themselves, alternating periods of cannabis use 
with periods of abstention. I am convinced that the medical reputation of 
cannabis is derived partly from similar experiments conducted by many 
other patients.  

Some physicians may regard it as irresponsible to advocate use of 
a medicine on the basis of case reports, which are sometimes 
disparaged as merely "anecdotal" evidence which counts apparent 
successes and ignore apparent failures. That would be a serious 
problem only if cannabis were a dangerous drug. The years of effort 
devoted to showing that marihuana is exceedingly dangerous have 
proved the opposite. It is safer, with fewer serious side effects, than most 
prescription medicines, and far less addictive or subject to abuse than 
many drugs now used as muscle relaxants, hypnotics, and analgesics. 

Thus cannabis should be made available even if only a few patients 
could get relief from it, because the risks would be so small. For example, 
as I mentioned, many patients with multiple sclerosis find that cannabis 
reduces their muscle spasms and pain. A physician may not be sure that 
such a patient will get more relief from marihuana than from the standard 
drugs baclofen, dantrolene, and diazepam -- all of which are potentially 
dangerous or addictive -- but it is almost certain that a serious toxic 
reaction to marihuana will not occur. Therefore the potential benefit is 
much greater than any potential risk. 

During the past few years, the medical uses of marihuana have 
become increasingly clear to many physicians and patients, and the 
number of people with direct experience of these uses has been growing. 
Therefore the discussion is now turning from whether cannabis is an 
effective medicine to how it should be made available. It is essential to 
relax legal restrictions that prevent physicians and patients from 
achieving a workable accommodation that takes into account the needs 
of suffering  people. H.R. 1782 (the Medical Use of Marihuana Act) is a 
worthwhile move in that direction because it gets the federal government 
out of the way and allows the states to experiment with their own 
solutions to the problem. I strongly urge that you pass this law. 
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HEMP AND LAUGHTERHEMP AND LAUGHTERHEMP AND LAUGHTERHEMP AND LAUGHTER    
Laughter is healing because It 

relieves stress, a leading cause of illness.  
Endocannabinoids “modulate reward 
processing and the stress response” 
according to  the NIH.  An example is how 
fall-off-your-chair laughter demands the 
interaction of your whole body, unable to multi-task nor worry during 
those moments.   

Laughter is a great side effect of consuming medical grade hemp.  
Most of us when we first confront the Herb have what I call a “marijuana 
deficiency.”  We need a good laugh.  From POT STORIES FOR THE 
SOUL by Paul Krassner, 1999, comes this vignette called “Brownie 
Baked:” 

“This has happened to three different parents.  My friends leave 
brownies in the fridge and, not knowing they are loaded, their dad eats 
one or more.  All three times the dad has sat down in front of the TV and 
laughs and smiles a lot more than usual.  Two of the three dads then 
stayed up later than usual and fell asleep in their La-Z-Boy (not a normal 
thing for them to do).  The next morning they all said that they slept 
great and wanted more brownies.” 

 

Build Immunity with LaughterBuild Immunity with LaughterBuild Immunity with LaughterBuild Immunity with Laughter    
    
 From Spontaneous Remissions and 
Miracle Healings, page 157  by Carlson Wade 
“A happy disposition and well-developed ego 
encourage “killer” white blood cells – the 
immune system’s first line of defense against 
cancer and possibly other diseases such as 
multiple sclerosis and AIDS. 
 Example:  White cells in blood samples 
taken from well-adjusted subjects consistently 
destroyed more cancer cells in a four-hour 
period than samples taken from subjects 
suffering from depression, guilt, fatigue and low 
self-esteem. 
 

Perhaps the most intriguing and bizarre research into the 
physiological effects of laughter comes out of Loma Linda University, a 
leading heart transplant center in southern California. 
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Dr. Lee Berk, an immunologist at the University, put catheters into 
the veins of ten medical students there and took periodic blood samples 
while they watched a videotape of a man smashing watermelons with a 
mallet. 

The comedian was funny, or at least the medical students thought 
so.  They laughed heartily, and as they did, their cortisol, dopamine and 
epinephrine levels decreased and spontaneous blastogenesis – 
reproduction of white blood cells increased to boost healing and 
immunity. 

“It’s like a puzzle,” says Dr. Berk.  
“You spread the pieces around and you 
can lose the picture.”  His preliminary 
data on changes in hormones and 
white blood cells during laughter 
appear to support the theory that 
laughter is beneficial because it 
reduces immune suppressors, such as 
epinephrine and cortisol. 

In other studies, there was 
increased levels of immunoglobulin A, 
an important immune system protein, in 
the saliva of students who watched a 
humorous videotape.  “These 
biochemical changes during laughter 
are significant,” says Dr. Berk, 
“because they’re almost exactly the 
opposite of what happens to a body 
that’s under distress.” (Pages 157-8) 

“The American Association for Therapeutic Humor in Skokie, 
Illinois, explains this healing remedy: 

Therapeutic humor is any lighthearted, joyful, humorous 
interaction which is constructively used to maintain or improve well-
being.  Humor and laughter can communicate feelings such as 
compassion, acceptance, fear, belonging, anger and delight, among 
others.  They are shortcuts to closeness:  One smile or laugh can express 
more than two hours of talking.  And, as relationships become closer, 
supportiveness increases and stress decreases. 

Humor and laughter also have constructive physiologic effects on 
the body.  Circulation and digestion improve, the respiratory and 
muscular systems get an excellent workout and blood pressure is 
reduced.  Humor can be therapeutic!”  Page 161 

USA Hemp Museum poster,2007USA Hemp Museum poster,2007USA Hemp Museum poster,2007USA Hemp Museum poster,2007    
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Hemp and Healing MeditationHemp and Healing MeditationHemp and Healing MeditationHemp and Healing Meditation    
        

Hemp has helped many folks find their joy.  There is a meditation 
technique that goes with consuming medical grade hemp best 
explained as ‘relax the animal so that the spirit can soar.’   

What this means is relax your body, replace stress with faith, so 
when you go into “prayertation” (prayer and meditation), you’re not as 
distracted by pain and sadness, since euphoria is a side effect of hemp.   

Rastafarians, Christian Scientists, Indian Americans and other 
cultures and religions have incorporated the mind relaxing, stress 
reducing qualities of hemp into their prayertation process.   

As the research of Norman Cousins reveals in his evolutionary 
work ANATOMY OF AN ILLNESS AS PERCEIVED BY THE PATIENT, 
laughter is not only healing, it is contagious, spreading its healing 
energy to those around us.  Not a bad side effect. 

In YOU CAN HEAL YOUR LIFE by Louise L. Hay she lists many 
emotional roots to diseases we are facing to take to prayertations, i.e.:   

“Breasts “Breasts “Breasts “Breasts   
 Issues known to cause:  
 Mothering and nurturing. 
 Prayer Healing MeditationPrayer Healing MeditationPrayer Healing MeditationPrayer Healing Meditation: 
 I take in and give out nourishment 
   in perfect balance. 

CancerCancerCancerCancer  
 Issues known to cause: 
 Deep hurt.  Longstanding resentment.   
 Deep secret or grief eating away 
   at the self. 
 Carrying hatreds.  What’s the use 
 Prayer Healing Meditation Prayer Healing Meditation Prayer Healing Meditation Prayer Healing Meditation   
 I lovingly forgive and release all of  
  the past.  
 I choose to fill my world with joy.   
 I love and approve of myself.” 

When in a spiritually elevated level, working with what Niro 
Markoff calls in her book WHY I SURVIVE AIDS:  The Healer Within, 
listen for your body’s Inner Healer to tell you what else is needed for 
healing. Niro’s book is out of print but on line for free at 
www.computerhealth.org/wisa.htm.  She is still teaching people more 
than 20 years later in New York her powerful healing techniques. 
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Though medical grade hemp is powerful 
on its own, there is no shortage of spiritual 
reading material to take into your hemped 
prayertation time.  Volumes of holy books are 
still being published thousands of years after 
their initial release, i.e. the BIBLE, KORAN, 
TORAH, DEAD SEA, the NAG HAMMADI 
SCROLLS and other key (foundation) religious 
materials.   

In the last 200 years many dynamic 
thought healing books have flooded the market 
for us to take into our hemped prayertation 
time (many on line for free or low cost as 
ebooks) i.e. SCIENCE AND HEALTH by Mary 
Baker Eddie, THE SCIENCE OF MIND by Ernest 
Holmes, THE POWER OF POSITIVE THINKING 
by Norman Vincent Peale, A COURSE IN 
MIRACLES by the Helen Schuman and William 
Thetford, CONVERSATIONS WITH GOD: AN 
UNCOMMON DIALOGUE by Neale Donald Walsch, MAKING MIRACLES: 
FINDING MEANING IN LIFE’S CHAOS by Paul Pearsall, Ph.D and books by 
many other prayer healing researchers i.e. Catherine Ponder, Dr. Wayne 
Dwyer, Marianne Williamson, Iyanla Vanzant, Stuart Wilde, Dr. Bernie S. 
Siegel, W. Clement Stone, John Randolph Price, Ken Keyes, Caroline Myss, 
Barbara Ann Brennan, Peter McWilliams, Edgar Cayce, Henry Thomas 
Hamblin and other thoughtful traditional and new age authors.  

Tah It Way 1905Tah It Way 1905Tah It Way 1905Tah It Way 1905    

Taos Indian man seated Taos Indian man seated Taos Indian man seated Taos Indian man seated 
facing left holding pipe in facing left holding pipe in facing left holding pipe in facing left holding pipe in 

New Mexico 1914 New Mexico 1914 New Mexico 1914 New Mexico 1914     

Charles American HorseCharles American HorseCharles American HorseCharles American Horse    
1900 1900 1900 1900     

Hemp In The Peace Pipe Relaxes Your Body So Your Spirit Can SoarHemp In The Peace Pipe Relaxes Your Body So Your Spirit Can SoarHemp In The Peace Pipe Relaxes Your Body So Your Spirit Can SoarHemp In The Peace Pipe Relaxes Your Body So Your Spirit Can Soar    

We’ve made We’ve made We’ve made We’ve made     
the peace pipe illegal the peace pipe illegal the peace pipe illegal the peace pipe illegal 
and wonder why we and wonder why we and wonder why we and wonder why we 
have problems with have problems with have problems with have problems with 
violence and warviolence and warviolence and warviolence and war    

    
The Hemp Peace Pipe The Hemp Peace Pipe The Hemp Peace Pipe The Hemp Peace Pipe 

helps folks helps folks helps folks helps folks     
relax, think relax, think relax, think relax, think     

and solve their and solve their and solve their and solve their 
problems in peaceproblems in peaceproblems in peaceproblems in peace 
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Hemp And Breaking Drug AddictionsHemp And Breaking Drug AddictionsHemp And Breaking Drug AddictionsHemp And Breaking Drug Addictions    
By J. Nayer Hardin, Computer Underground Railroad Ent. 

 

The hemp plant has great success breaking addictions because it 
also gets to the root of the problem, stress caused by the lack of an 
addictive drug. It is the stress that motivates folks to do the drug again.  
Remove the cause and the effect heals itself.  The technique is:   

SMOKE ANOTHER JOINT, BRO.  SMOKE ANOTHER JOINT, BRO.  SMOKE ANOTHER JOINT, BRO.  SMOKE ANOTHER JOINT, BRO.      
WHEN YOU FEEL THE MONKEY (ADDICTION) WHEN YOU FEEL THE MONKEY (ADDICTION) WHEN YOU FEEL THE MONKEY (ADDICTION) WHEN YOU FEEL THE MONKEY (ADDICTION)     
ON YOUR BACK, SMOKE ANOTHER JOINT.  ON YOUR BACK, SMOKE ANOTHER JOINT.  ON YOUR BACK, SMOKE ANOTHER JOINT.  ON YOUR BACK, SMOKE ANOTHER JOINT.      
DO IT UNTIL YOU PASS OUT IF NECESSARY.  DO IT UNTIL YOU PASS OUT IF NECESSARY.  DO IT UNTIL YOU PASS OUT IF NECESSARY.  DO IT UNTIL YOU PASS OUT IF NECESSARY.      

REPEAT THE PROCESS FOR 30REPEAT THE PROCESS FOR 30REPEAT THE PROCESS FOR 30REPEAT THE PROCESS FOR 30----60 DAYS 60 DAYS 60 DAYS 60 DAYS     
OR UNTIL THE DRUG ADDICTION/MONKEY DIES OR UNTIL THE DRUG ADDICTION/MONKEY DIES OR UNTIL THE DRUG ADDICTION/MONKEY DIES OR UNTIL THE DRUG ADDICTION/MONKEY DIES 

FROM LACK OF ATTENTION.FROM LACK OF ATTENTION.FROM LACK OF ATTENTION.FROM LACK OF ATTENTION.    
 

I’m sure it’s more fun than 60 days in traditional rehabilitation, and 
for many, much more effective.   

Here’s some ideas for creating a bubble to break an addiction. The 
trick is to love oneself which is easier in a relaxed state for many.  Learning 
is change so enjoy good spiritual books or videos. You may have to ask 
folks around you for help during that time.  Remember to return the 
blessing, then pass it on from future grace.  If there is nobody to help you 
break your addiction you’re doubly blessed.  Use your direct connection to 
Our Creator.  Know that you and the source of your breath when you are 
asleep can do anything constructive you set your mind to. 

1.  Write down reasons to quit.  List freedom’s perceived benefits 
and solutions rewards.  Write your list from the perspective of yourself, not 
what other people will be doing.  We only have control of ourselves.  While 
building the list, ask divinity, your ancestors, the Lord (whatever you call 
Our Source) for assistance.  Refer to the list as needed while breaking 
your addictions.  It’s your life, regardless of circumstances. 

2.  Medical grade hemp and prayer are an awesome healing 
experience in itself.   Arrange to take 30-60 days and make your home your 
rehab center.   In the California medical hemp movement they have a 
cannabis buyer’s club structure where, despite federal raids, folks go and 
get hemp treatment in a safe environment. They even have hemp in 
vending machines in California. 
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3.  Keep a supply close to one speck less than the legal limit for your 
area until we change the law. The best way to cut down on drama is to not 
set dramas up in the first place.  When in a safe space, smoke a joint 
(DUBE).  Play music, positive videos, read inspirational books.  I recommend 
Peter McWilliams  YOU CAN’T AFFORD THE LUXURY OF A NEGATIVE 
THOUGHT: A BOOK FOR PEOPLE WITH ANY LIFE-THREATENING ILLNESS-
INCLUDING LIFE for starters.  Or just go on line or to your local spiritual 
book store and find the books/videos that speak to your experience. Many 
are posted for free. 

4.  It takes 30-60 days to break a habit. Shifting from hard drugs to 
hemp for 60 days has broken the addictions of heroin, crack, cocaine that I 
have personally witnessed.  Just stay really stoned for a couple of months.  If 
you need more time, take it.  This is a process of listening to your own 
thoughts, not the addiction’s.  The peace reportedly found at the end of this 
experience is like re-setting the sails on a ship, with the wind at your back. 

As maintenance, ingest hemp as needed.  The amount required 
depends on the person and quality.  If you have folks to forgive or ask 
forgiveness from, do it within.  Write your thoughts during this time too.   

Heroic and beloved Dr. Tod H. Mikuriya wrote that he has treated 92 
patients who reported that hemp use helped them reduce their alcohol 
consumption in part or entirely in his article “Cannabis As a Substitute for 
Alcohol.” www.OShaughnessys.comwww.OShaughnessys.comwww.OShaughnessys.comwww.OShaughnessys.com    

Before the mechanics of any drug rehabilitation has a possibility of 
working, there is a moment of spiritual surrender to the Creator and 
Coordinator of the Universe, the Lord, the source of our breath’s 
empowerment.  I’ve noticed over the decades that the people who broke 
their addictions and have remained clean for decades did so with a “Holy 
Spirit.”  A determination fueled by faith that extended beyond 
circumstances.  Failure came when they tried to chase love away, looking 
for an excuse to fail.  Success came when they surrendered to the Lord once 
again.  It’s a process that shouldn’t be forced by outsiders. 

Hemp has been called a gateway drug.  Hemp and prayer, what the 
Rastas call “Heaven’s Gate,” is an effective gateway to better health, a step 
on the path to breaking addictions to hard drugs.  The physical relaxation 
that hemp provides allows one’s spirit to open up to the possibilities for an 
enriched life.  Hemp, with focused prayer, can quiet a mind long enough to 
connect with the still, soft voice within.  There one finds the road back to 
sanity. 
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IBOGAINEIBOGAINEIBOGAINEIBOGAINE    

If you need to break a drug addiction quickly, If you need to break a drug addiction quickly, If you need to break a drug addiction quickly, If you need to break a drug addiction quickly,     
and your liver is in good shape, consider a solution from hemp’s cousin.and your liver is in good shape, consider a solution from hemp’s cousin.and your liver is in good shape, consider a solution from hemp’s cousin.and your liver is in good shape, consider a solution from hemp’s cousin.    

NATURE’S SOLUTION TO CRACK/COCAINENATURE’S SOLUTION TO CRACK/COCAINENATURE’S SOLUTION TO CRACK/COCAINENATURE’S SOLUTION TO CRACK/COCAINE    
HAS BEEN AROUND OVER 50 YEARS AND IT’S CALLED IBOGAINEHAS BEEN AROUND OVER 50 YEARS AND IT’S CALLED IBOGAINEHAS BEEN AROUND OVER 50 YEARS AND IT’S CALLED IBOGAINEHAS BEEN AROUND OVER 50 YEARS AND IT’S CALLED IBOGAINE    

    

The historic work of Dana Beal, Howard Lotsof, Norma Alexander 
(Lotsof) and others to develop the Tabernanthe Iboga plant into a treatment 
for addictions is the foundation of Ibogaine therapy.  The plant is used as a 
rite of passage in Africa because it helps folks confront their demons and 
come to peace within themselves.  It is a powerful treatment option under 
strict medical supervision.  The Iboga plant, like the hemp plant, is illegal in 
America.  You have to go to Canada or off shore to get it.  Ibogaine’s benefits 
are being blocked as part of legislating folks to death. 

Addiction Treatment Strives for Legitimacy  Addiction Treatment Strives for Legitimacy  Addiction Treatment Strives for Legitimacy  Addiction Treatment Strives for Legitimacy  ---- Brian Vastag  Brian Vastag  Brian Vastag  Brian Vastag 
JAMA.JAMA.JAMA.JAMA.    2002;288:30962002;288:30962002;288:30962002;288:3096----3101.3101.3101.3101.    

    

New YorkNew YorkNew YorkNew York————Some drugs are made in laboratories. Others, like penicillin, 
are discovered by accident. And then there's ibogaine, a sacramental 
substance from West Africa that some say interrupts heroin, cocaine, and other 
addictions. Over the past 40 years, the tale of ibogaine's flirtation with 
legitimacy boasts more twists than the roots of Tabernanthe iboga, the shrub 
like source of ibogaine. 

After riding the backpacks of Westerners to the radical 1960s New York 
City underground, ibogaine rose from a counterculture star to a serious project 
funded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH). In 1995, after spending several 
million dollars on laboratory and animal studies, the NIH decided not to pursue 

ibogaine development. Since then, patent disputes have divided the drug's 
champions; a growing network of informal clinics has sprung up; and 
pharmacologists have discovered that ibogaine works on the brain in a manner 
unlike that of any other. 

WWW.IBOGAINE.ORGWWW.IBOGAINE.ORGWWW.IBOGAINE.ORGWWW.IBOGAINE.ORG    
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RIPE MEDICAL HEMP PLANTRIPE MEDICAL HEMP PLANTRIPE MEDICAL HEMP PLANTRIPE MEDICAL HEMP PLANT    
 

Yellowing leaves and tight floral clusters (buds) indicate harvest time is 
near.  This is the plant that treats the following 250 medical conditions 

listed by Hemp Hero the late Dr.  Tod Mikuriya.  

6.6.6.6.     MEDICAL EMERGENCY MEDICAL EMERGENCY MEDICAL EMERGENCY MEDICAL EMERGENCY    
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The medical 
emergency we are facing in 
America is unnecessary and 
most damning in our “free” 
country.  We have made 
hemp, a natural medicine 
illegal and imposed a police 
state prohibition to protect us 
from a healing plant -
Cannabis sativa L.   

With hemp re-
legalization and education, 
our problems can be solved.  
We have known this 
unchallenged truth for over 
20 years, that Cannabis in its 
natural state is  "...one of the 
safest therapeutically active 
substances known to 
man." (Francis L. Young, Administrative Law Judge for the Drug 
Enforcement Administration, Docket #86-22, Sept. 6, 1988; ABOVE).   

The amount of suffering, pain, blindness, and so on, brought about 
by the LACK of this natural medicine is insane.  California and Arizona 
have paved the way for medical use with overwhelming votes at the polls, 
only to be ignored and rebuffed by the federal government and courts 
that refuse to put their insane laws and policies to the constitutional tests 
of Due Process, Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness. 

 
September 6, 1988. 
 
The emergency also is in preventive medicine.  How many people 

can we save from a serious medical condition by our actions now?  An 
example of this is the smog problem in Los Angeles.  Since hemp is a 
champion at scrubbing the air of excess CO2 as it grows, large scale 
hemp growing in the greater Los Angeles area would help solve the air 
pollution problem.  Hemp biofuel burns clean and therefore will reduce 
new toxins being released into the air when we drive, create electricity, 
and fulfill other energy needs .  The following article is from the L.A. 
Times, dated September 10, 2004 detailing the problem: 
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Kids Face Danger In The AirKids Face Danger In The AirKids Face Danger In The AirKids Face Danger In The Air    
“Everyone knows smog makes breathing harder.  But the findings by 

USC [University of Southern California] researchers published Thursday in the 
New England Journal of Medicine showed it can also impair children’s lungs for 
life.  Air pollution- specifically, particulates – doesn’t just make ailments worse, 
it can create them.  A child who grows up in Upland, for example, stands a 
nearly 10% chance of growing up with weak lungs, making him or her prone to 
respiratory problems, cardiopulmonary disease and even premature death. 

Particulates – microscopic particles in the air typically caused by diesel 
exhaust, dust fumes from animal waste – have only recently received serious 
regulatory attention. The new findings should have politicians jumping into 
action.  A good place to start would be for Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger to sign 
AB 2042, the port pollution bill.  The ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach 
account for nearly a quarter of the particulate pollution in the region, and there 
are plans to expand them.  The modest legislation of Assemblyman Alan 
Lowenthal (D-Long Beach) would cap port pollution at 2004 levels. 

The Bush administration, in probably its strongest environmental 
initiative so far, announced new regulations this year requiring cleaner fuel and 
cleaner engines for off-road diesel vehicles such as construction equipment.  
Diesel emissions are the major source of particulate pollution in the L.A. area, 
and the new regulations will make a real difference. 

But the administration has seriously undercut some of California’s efforts 
to control smog.  When Southland air regulators tried to force private vehicle 
fleets to replace worn-out diesel engines with cleaner-burning ones, the 
administration sided with engine makers and oil companies in court, killing the 
regulations.  The administration also rejected any move to require 
environmental reviews before allowing Mexican diesel trucks, which tend to be 
older and dirtier, to travel on U.S. roads.  And the Environmental Protection 
Agency has made it easier for coal plants – a major source of particulates – to 
avoid installing new pollution equipment when they renovate. 

Credit California policymakers for moving forward anyway.  The 
California Air Resources Board this summer passed a regulation limiting the 
time diesel trucks can idle.  Schwarzenegger helped put together a deal to raise 
money to help companies switch to cleaner-burning engines, and he is 
expected to sign the enabling legislation.  Another bill on his desk, AB 1009 by 
Assemblywoman Fran Pavley (D-Agoura Hills), would require Mexican trucks 
entering California to meet smog standards.  It too deserves the governor’s 
signature. 

If Washington doesn’t want to help, at least it might do California kids the 
favor of staying out of the state’s way.”  End Of Article 
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Pollution Raises Preterm BirthratesPollution Raises Preterm BirthratesPollution Raises Preterm BirthratesPollution Raises Preterm Birthrates    
    

We believe an emergency based on the violence in society exists 
today.  Legal Cannabis/hemp/marijuana can reduce the violence in our 
society by replacing violent drugs and by taking the enormous profit out 
of the Cannabis black market; greed causes violence.  Cannabis is the 
peace herb.  In five thousand years of Cannabis use for medicine and 
with millions of people of the world using Cannabis daily, there is not one 
credible record of a single death from Cannabis consumption.  It can help 
reduce the stress of life without harm, without violence.  Cannabis as a 
safe, non-addictive medicine eases addicts off of harmful or violence 
producing drugs like alcohol, tobacco, speed, opiates and a multitude of 
synthetic drugs. 

We believe a legal emergency exists to correct an illegal 
prohibition; one based on lies, deception, and perjury at the 
congressional hearings in 1937.  Our rights are being eroded daily in 
violation of the Bill of Rights and other laws and treaties of the United 
States, by Cannabis Prohibition.  Any rational attempt at such a 
prohibition would have demanded a constitutional amendment.  And in 
the use of Cannabis as a religious sacrament, the Bill of Rights clearly 
states, “Congress shall make no law respecting the establishment of 
religion.”  Indeed, the list of injustices due to prohibition is long, as we 
wish to make clear. 

A study reported in L.A. Health News, January 2008 p.32, suggests 
pollution harm can affect pregnant women and their babies: A study 
conducted in Los Angeles County shows the harmful effects traffic-
related air pollution can have on pregnant women. The data suggest that 
women who live in areas with high carbon monoxide or fine particle 
levels –pollution caused mainly by motor vehicle traffic – are roughly 10 
to 25 percent more likely to suffer preterm birth (delivery before 37 
weeks of pregnancy), compared with women who live in less polluted 
areas. Research that identifies the harmful effects of pollution can help 
policymakers ‘in weighing the costs and benefits of reducing air 
pollution, both in terms of dollars and human health,’ investigators said.” 
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If 10% of the children growing up in the Southern California 
counties with weak lungs is not an emergency then what is?  We can do 
this job with hemp to help with new clean air fuels like ethanol and 
biodiesel.  But let’s throw out a list of ten more things we could do to 
prevent pollution. 

1.  Make and enforce a 60 mile per hour speed limit in Southern 
California.  If done nationwide it would make a huge impact on global 
warming also. 

2.  Enforce the present 55 mile per hour speed limit for trucks in 
Southern California. 

3.  Require each ship entering Southern California ports to switch 
to biodiesel while in port.  Make biodiesel available in ports for ships and 
all port equipment. 

4.  Permit only biodiesel to be pumped in Southern California 
stations for diesel trucks and cars. 

5.  Immediately expand ethanol dispensing stations for existing and 
future flex fuel cars...and find out about butanol. 

6.  Require all new cars registered in Southern California to be flex 
fuel in two years.  This flex fuel stuff is a twenty year old technology, and 
not that expensive to do. 

7.  Start a program to convert existing vehicles to flex fuel, with 
maybe a five years break on some registration fees or other 
subsidization. 

8.  Start a tree planting program that emphasizes native species 
wherever possible.  Start summer youth programs of tree planting.  Join 
TreePeople.org. 

9.  Cut rapid transit fares until the trains and buses are full or end 
up free. 

10.  Legalize the growing of hemp in California by initiative 
immediately so we can begin.   We can assume the right to hemp just as 
was done for medical marijuana through the Ninth and Tenth 
Amendments to the Federal Constitution.  In California the people hold all 
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the power.  The people can beat the federal government; we proved it 
with the Compassionate Use Act of 1996 and  CA Proposition 71 on stem 
cell research. 

Canada has a ten year head start and we can learn much from 
them and of course they could grow us our seed for next year’s planting. 

Hemp is best for both ethanol and biodiesel; don’t our kids deserve 
the best effort we can give to keep them and ourselves and our planet 
healthy? 

And while we are speaking of an emergency about children, the 
L.A. Times, on September 14, 2004, published an article:  Suicide Risk to 
Children Affirmed.  By Elizabeth Shogren: 

“BETHESDA, Md. – Top Food and Drug Administration officials said 
publicly for the first time Monday that scientific trials of frequently 
prescribed antidepressants have demonstrated that children who took 
the medications faced and increased risk of suicide…In clinical trials, the 
drugs almost doubled the incidence of suicidal behavior in children…the 
third leading cause of death in children.” 

Government policy Government policy Government policy Government policy 
regarding hemp is out of  regarding hemp is out of  regarding hemp is out of  regarding hemp is out of  
alignment with naturealignment with naturealignment with naturealignment with nature    

    
The Hemp Plant The Hemp Plant The Hemp Plant The Hemp Plant     
Must Be Free Must Be Free Must Be Free Must Be Free     

If  We Are To SurviveIf  We Are To SurviveIf  We Are To SurviveIf  We Are To Survive    
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Peter McWilliams, a patient with AIDS and cancer who shares his 
story here died on June 18, 2000. McWilliams was a best-selling author, 
noted libertarian, and eloquent advocate for medical marijuana. He was 
arrested on a marijuana charge and denied any use of his medicine as a 
condition of bail while he awaited trial. It appears that, unable to control his 
nausea, he died by asphyxiation from aspirating vomit. We mourn his 
passing. The following account was written about a year before his death. 

Medical Marijuana & Me ByMedical Marijuana & Me ByMedical Marijuana & Me ByMedical Marijuana & Me By    Peter McWilliams Peter McWilliams Peter McWilliams Peter McWilliams             
I began using medicinal marijuana in March, 1996. In that month I was 

diagnosed with both AIDS and non-Hodgkin's 
lymphoma, a result of the AIDS. The doctors who 
saved my life poured chemicals into me with side 
effects listed on twelve different sheets of paper 
with very tiny type I couldn't read without my 
putting on glasses. Nausea was a side effect of 
nearly every drug prescribed. The drugs that 
would save my life would need something to help 
keep them down. I was prescribed several anti-
nausea medications, both oral and suppository.  

I knew nausea was at the top of most marijuana-as-medicine lists, but 
I hesitated using it right away for two reasons. First, I found it hard to believe 
that to treat nausea modern medical science (all those test tubes and 
machines that go, "Ping!") didn't have something better than inhaling the 
smoke from dried marijuana flowers. I mean, these cute herbal remedies 
were fine in The Old Days, but I needed industrial-strength anti-nausea 
medication to combat the industrial-strength anticancer and anti AIDS 
medications. Or so I thought. 

The second reason was psychological. For fifteen years I belonged to 
a religion that taught smoking marijuana was among the worst things you 
could possibly do to yourself physically, mentally, emotionally, morally, and 
spiritually. Although the religion I was in was hardly mainstream-closer to 
Heaven's Gate than Vatican City - I think this is a theme common in 
American religious teaching today. I had a religious-based prejudice against 
marijuana. 

Fortunately, I had left the religion behind two years before my 
treatment began, but I still found pockets of well-instilled ignorance inside 
myself. I was willing to accept that my attitudes about marijuana were 
tucked away in one of those pockets. I decided to play writer-researcher 
and try everything my doctor said was okay to try and see what worked best 
while reading as much as I could about the possible dangers of marijuana. 
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One oral anti-nausea prescription medication did not seem to help at 
all. Marinol helped a little, but was of no use whatsoever in a nausea 
emergency. I stopped using Marinol for the specific reason that the protease 
inhibitor I was taking, Crixivan, required no fat intake for three hours prior to 
ingestion and Marinol capsules contain oil. (The active ingredient is 
suspended in vegetable oil.) I didn't want to take the chance of the oil in 
Marinol counteracting the AIDS-fighting effects of Crixivan. 

The suppository was effective when I could hold it inside for twenty 
minutes. Sometimes I could do this, sometimes I could not. (I occasionally 
had mild diarrhea during my treatment. It is also - how do I put this 
delicately? - difficult to hold something in at one end when the body is trying 
very hard to expel something else out the other.) The suppository worked 
faster than the Marinol. 

The smoked marijuana, however, worked faster than anything else. I 
would be trembling, sweating, on the verge of vomiting-fully resigned to 
vomiting, in fact-but within a minute of inhaling the marijuana, the symptoms 
eased. With a second puff, they disappeared completely. A third puff 
brought an unexpected sensation, one found with no other anti-nausea 
medication I tried: hunger. This was a most welcome side effect of marijuana 
and the sole reason I came out of chemotherapy and radiation therapy 
weighing more than when I went in. 

Inhaling the smoke allowed me to perfectly and quickly adjust my 
dose, even thought the types of marijuana I used, due to black market 
fluxuations, had a broad range of strengths. The euphoric effect was most 
pleasant and, I think, therapeutic. Within a few weeks of regular (several 
times a day) usage I no longer had these blissful experiences. Although this 
swift acclimation to the more intoxicating effects of marijuana may be 
unhappy news to someone who wishes to be high all the time, it was good 
for me because, as a professional writer, I like having control of at least 
some portion of my brain when I write. 

While I stopped getting "high" after a few weeks, I did find marijuana 
continued to have a soothing, calming effect physically, mentally, and 
emotionally. Physically, my body was a battle between the invading cancer 
cells and the chemicals sent to kill them. I was aware my personal 
Armageddon was being fought within. The overall feeling was as though my 
nerve endings, once round and plump, had now became shards of sharp 
steel. Marijuana removed this feeling completely and replaced it not with 
numbness or dullness but with ease and, sometimes, pleasure. 
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Mentally, cancer and AIDS found me financially not just out on a limb 
but dangling from a twig. "I'm hanging onto my lifestyle by my fingernails," I 
told friends. I had been defending myself against a mammoth lawsuit for two 
years which had completely drained my financial resources and borrowing 
capacity. Further, running my company with no money is much more difficult 
than running my company with money. Marijuana kept all this from 
swamping me while allowing me to keep a clear head for important 
decisions about both business and my health. 

Emotionally I was not only faced with my own mortality but the 
reactions of my mother, brother, and best friend to my cancer and AIDS. 
Marijuana did not take away the many negative feelings natural at such a 
time, but it did remove the fear of feeling them. I could not take the pain 
away from my loved ones, but I think marijuana helped me listen more 
deeply. At least I never said, "There, there, it will be all right," during the 
time when it didn't look as though it would be all right at all. 

Indeed, marijuana led me to creative wellsprings within myself I had 
not visited in years. I began using visual images as well as words to 
communicate. For hours I sat in front of the computer playing with words 
and images, enthralled, entertained, involved. Alive. While undergoing 
treatment, instead of lying in bed weak from nausea, I learned the intricacies 
of two major computer programs to better express my visual-verbal 
creations. I also wrote, designed, and self-published a book which became a 
New York Times bestseller. (I say this not to brag, but to give lie to the notion 
that "heavy" marijuana use leads to mental rot. In my case, the rot was there 
long before I started using marijuana.) 

During my treatment I felt an enormous will to live because-even with 
the many external pressures-living was so much fun. I took chemotherapy 
and, later, radiation treatments in stride and still put in a full and enjoyable 
working (creative) day. I compare this to the attitude I would have had if 
each treatment and pill brought with it ever more nausea. I do not know how 
much importance the patient's attitude during treatment has on the outcome 
of that treatment, but thanks to medical marijuana my attitude was, "I want 
to live and thank you, medical professionals, for making that possible. Treat 
on!" Thanks to medicinal marijuana that was not just an affirmation, it was 
the way I really felt. 

As to pain management, I had several occasions during treatment 
when treatment for specific pain was needed. I found that marijuana worked 
only moderately well on pain relief itself, but had the delightful ability to 
distract me from the pain by engrossing me in something else more 
enjoyable. A piece of the music, a bird, or a color would so enchant me it 
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took my mind off the pain. This made marijuana an excellent adjunct, 
allowing me to use milder pain medications than I otherwise might have. For 
this kind of pain relief I had to smoke two-to-three times my normal anti-
nausea dose. 

For me, however, the big test (who knows? Maybe all this earlier stuff 
was psychosomatic) came when I got tested again after the chemotherapy 
treatment. One test involved injecting me with some sort of fluid which the 
outstandingly expensive machinery around me would trace through my 
body. When I received this injection the first time I was tested (pre-medical 
marijuana) I felt the most intense nausea I had ever felt in my life. Within a 
matter of seconds I vomited into the otherwise attractive stainless-steel 
crescent-shaped dish the nurse held. Here, the second time I was to receive 
this shot, would be marijuana's ultimate test. 

I pre-medicated myself in the parking lot just before going in. The 
nurse, noting my reaction to the injection during the first test, was kind 
enough to ask if I wanted to take something for the nausea this time. I so 
hated the thought of having that feeling again that I almost said yes. But then 
I told myself (imagine Lou Grant as the voice of my writer's integrity), "If you 
ever want to write about medicinal marijuana, you'd better go through with 
this or else you'll never really know for sure." So I gulped and said, "No, but 
please keep handy the stainless-steel crescent-shaped dish." 

Finally they injected me. Nothing. Not ever the slightest tinge of 
nausea. After the test, the nurse told me they used more tracer-fluid the 
second time than the first. I went to the nearest Burger King and ate a 
Whopper to celebrate. 

As of this writing, August 1997, the cancer is in full remission and has 
less than a ten percent chance of recurrence. My viral load has been kept to 
near-undetectable levels for more than fifteen months by the combination of 
anti-virals and protease inhibitor, which I keep down with medicinal 
marijuana.  

I owe my life to modern medical science and one ancient herb. I am 
currently awaiting trial in Michigan for possession of seven "marijuana 
cigarettes" for medical purposes. I had them with me on a trip to Detroit for 
my mother's birthday in December 1996. I face one year in prison if 
convicted.  

End of Account by Peter McWilliams    
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LIFE MAGAZINELIFE MAGAZINELIFE MAGAZINELIFE MAGAZINE    
OCTOBER 31, 1969 

 

MARIJUANAMARIJUANAMARIJUANAMARIJUANA    
    

At least 12 million Americans have tried it.At least 12 million Americans have tried it.At least 12 million Americans have tried it.At least 12 million Americans have tried it.    
Are penalties too severe?Are penalties too severe?Are penalties too severe?Are penalties too severe?    
Should it be legalized?Should it be legalized?Should it be legalized?Should it be legalized?    

 
Yes and Yes to the above questions. 
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Why Was Peter McWilliams Murdered? Why Was Peter McWilliams Murdered? Why Was Peter McWilliams Murdered? Why Was Peter McWilliams Murdered?     
by Paul Krassner by Paul Krassner by Paul Krassner by Paul Krassner     

 

If cancer and AIDS 
patient Peter McWilliams 
smoked marijuana, it would not 
only increase his appetite, it 
would also counteract the 
nausea caused by his 
medications. 

In 1996, Peter McWilliams 
-- a Los Angeles author and 
publisher -- was diagnosed with 
cancer and AIDS. He survived 
the cancer and got the AIDS 
under control with pills that 
made him nauseous. Ironically, 
if he threw up his lunch, that 
regurgitation would also include the nausea-producing pills he needed in 
order to stay alive. However, if he smoked marijuana, it would not only 
increase his appetite, it would also counteract the nausea. 

That same year, California Proposition 215 was passed, legalizing 
marijuana for medical use when recommended by a physician. It had 
been recommended to McWilliams by four physicians. Cannabis clubs 
were opened up where AIDS patients could purchase marijuana. 
McWilliams devised a plan to supply marijuana to these buyers' 
cooperatives that were providing a legal service for their sick and dying 
customers, at reasonable prices in a pleasant setting. 

He hired Todd McCormick -- a cancer patient since the age of nine 
- to research and write a book, How to Grow Medical Marijuana. 
McCormick proceeded to grow 4,000 plants in a mansion known as the 
Cannabis Castle. But the DEA insisted that federal law superceded state 
law, and he was arrested in 1997. 

Federal prosecutors obtained an order forbidding a medical-
marijuana defense… leaving him with no defense at all... 

AIDS patient Peter McWilliams,AIDS patient Peter McWilliams,AIDS patient Peter McWilliams,AIDS patient Peter McWilliams,    
outside his Laurel Canyon home, outside his Laurel Canyon home, outside his Laurel Canyon home, outside his Laurel Canyon home,     
is (was) seeking court permission is (was) seeking court permission is (was) seeking court permission is (was) seeking court permission     

to use marijuana medicallyto use marijuana medicallyto use marijuana medicallyto use marijuana medically    
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...and in order to avoid a mandatory ten-year minimum sentence 
McCormick pleaded guilty, and is currently serving a five-year sentence. 

In 1998, Peter McWilliams was arrested as the kingpin of this 
conspiracy to cultivate and distribute medical marijuana. His best-selling 
book, Ain't Nobody's Business If You Do), had chronicled the cruel 
absurdity of putting people in prison who had not harmed anyone. Now, 
not only had McWilliams not harmed anyone, he was trying to help others. 

But, like McCormick, he was not allowed a medical-marijuana 
defense and ultimately pleaded guilty. Furthermore, a federal judge 
prohibited him from smoking his medicine while he awaited sentencing, 
which was scheduled for August 15, 2000 - the second day of the 
Democratic convention in Los Angeles, so it was unlikely that there 
would be any media coverage of his incarceration. 

Anthropologists of the future will look back upon these times and 
wonder how they could have been so barbaric. Although seven states 
and Washington, D.C., have passed initiatives to legalize medical 
marijuana, Indiana congressman Mark Souder (known as "Mad Mark") 
claims that any effort to make medical marijuana legal "is just a phony 
excuse to be a pot-head." 

Basically, then, the war on drugs seems to be a war against 
pleasure. As long as any government can arbitrarily decide which drugs 
are legal, anybody behind bars for illegal drugs is a political prisoner. No 
wonder the propagandistic Partnership For a Drug Free America is 
funded by tobacco, alcohol and pharmaceutical corporations. I asked 
High Times editor Steve Hager for his overview. His reply: 

"My main focus is establishing the counterculture as a legitimate 
minority group whose basic rights have been denied. A major reason for 
the Drug War is the persecution of our culture. Marijuana is the 
sacrament of the counterculture. This will never change, and we will 
never accept the prohibition of our sacrament. How could one expect any 
legitimate spiritual movement to be forced into surrendering a 
sacrament? Marijuana has over a 5,000-year-old history of religious use 
in India. 

Imagine if alcohol was outlawed and a group of Catholics began 
holding underground mass with real wine. Do you think they would be 
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subjected to mandatory minimum sentences, forfeiture, losing their 
children? 

Yet this happens every day to devoted, peaceful members of our 
culture. Currently these people are being sold into slavery to 
corporations like Wackenhut, who have turned the privatized prison-
industrial complex into the most profitable industry in America." 

Marijuana is the country's fourth-largest cash crop, after corn, 
soybeans, and hay.  There are 70 million Americans who have smoked 
marijuana. Eleven million still smoke it every month, and half of them 
smoke it every day. And they inhale. And they enjoy it. 

At the same time, marijuana arrests have accelerated during the 
last decade. FBI statistics indicate that in 1998 there were 682,885 pot 
busts, 88% for mere possession. Pot busts have more than doubled since 
1990. Some 43,000 American citizens are currently in prison for 
marijuana, costing $7.5 billion a year of taxpayers' money. 

In federal prisons, the average drug offender spends more time 
imprisoned (82.2 months) than rapists (73.3 months). In California, more 
inmates are doing life terms for possession of marijuana than for murder, 
rape and robbery combined. 

In the larger prison outside those walls, more and more companies 
are requiring employees to submit to random drug tests, and their 
privacy goes down the drain while their urine is sent to the lab. Rolling 
Stone and the New York Times are among the publications, which have 
such a policy. When a Times employee takes a drug test, the faucets are 
removed from the sinks in the bathroom so that the testee will not be able 
to dilute his or her urine with tap water. 

Peter McWilliams was subject to random drug tests for two years 
while his sentencing date was postponed over and over. His AIDS 
medications caused nausea, but he couldn't smoke marijuana to keep it 
down. And he vomited, and vomited, and vomited again. Every day. 

"The stomach acid that comes up along with everything else with 
the regularity of Old Faithful," he told me with a touch of mordant humor, 
"has eroded my teeth into spiky little remnants of their former selves -- 
my mouth resembles a photograph from The Amazing Ozark Mountain 
Book of Dental Oddities." 
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He tried various techniques 
to keep the AIDS pills down a little 
longer before vomiting. In addition 
to large doses of Marinol, he added 
herbs to the mix, and then he would 
curl up in a fetal position in hot 
water. Gradually, over several 
months of trial and error, he was 
able to increase the length of time 
he could hold down his 
medications, from 30 minutes to an 
hour and fifteen minutes. 

"That 45-minute increase," 
he said, "is apparently enough for 
the medications to get into my 
system. But the procedure of 
keeping them down is agonizing, 
exhausting and debilitating, and I 
have to do it three times a day. It 
would be entirely unnecessary if I 
could use medical marijuana." 

On June 14, two months before he was due to be sentenced, 
McWilliams was found dead in his bathtub. He had died from 
asphyxiation. He had choked to death on his own vomit. He had been 
murdered -- depriving the ill of medicine they need is "depraved 
indifference" or Murder Two -- but by whom? And for what reason? 

I accuse President Bill Clinton, for coming out against medical 
marijuana, as if to say, "I feel your pain, I just don't want to help you 
relieve it." 

I accuse Drug Czar Barry McCaffrey, who, after medical-marijuana 
initiatives were passed in Arizona and California, proclaimed: "There is 
not a shred of scientific evidence that shows that smoked marijuana is 
useful or needed." 

I accuse California Governor Gray Davis, for opposing 
recommendations by his own Attorney General's Task Force on Medical 
Marijuana. 
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I accuse Assistant U.S. Attorneys Jackie Chooljian and Mary 
Fulginiti, the prosecutors who sought to prevent the use of a medical-
marijuana defense. 

I accuse Federal Judge George King, who denied Peter McWilliams 
-- slumping in his wheelchair in the courtroom -- his legal right to smoke 
medical marijuana. 

These individuals participated in an unspoken conspiracy, all for 
the same reason. And what was it that they had in common? They all 
wanted to keep their fucking jobs. They all wanted to advance in their 
careers. They all wanted prestige. They wanted to live in a nice house. 
They wanted to send their kids to college. They wanted to be responsible 
to their families. And the price was simply their own humanity. 

McWilliams' death, at the age of 50, occurred on the same day that 
the governor of Hawaii signed into law a medical-marijuana bill passed by 
the state legislature, making Hawaii the first state in the United States to 
authorize the medicinal use of marijuana through the legislature rather 
than by a vote of the people. 

That had been attempted twice in California, and although the 
legislature passed the bill in each case, then-Governor Pete Wilson 
vetoed it both times, and so the people decided to eliminate the 
middleman and passed a referendum. 

A few politicians have had the compassion and courage to speak 
out against the insanity of the war on drugs. I mean the war on some 
drugs. I mean the war on some human beings who use some drugs. 
Among such heroes: New Mexico Governor Gary Johnson (a 
Republican); he stated, "We're trying to get tougher with things that we 
got away with! And there's a hypocrisy to that, in my opinion." 

And California State Senator John Vasconcellos (a Democrat); he 
introduced legislation to implement recommendations whereby persons 
legally possessing ID cards would be immune from arrest under state law 
for possession, transportation, delivery or cultivation of medical 
marijuana. In July, that bill was passed. 

Also in July, the DEA -- forced by recent scientific evidence -- 
began legally binding procedures that will likely result in the end of 
marijuana prohibition. Meanwhile, like a pair of dinosaurs trying to 
survive, both major presidential candidates are drowning in chickenshit. 
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Al Gore smoked pot, and George Bush snorted nepotism, but they have 
both taken public anti-medical-marijuana positions. 

Another presidential candidate, democratic socialist David 
McReynolds has come out as a pot-smoker. Indeed, his story about the 
relationship between marijuana and communication is included in my 
book, Pot Stories for the Soul. 

At the Green Party convention in July, Ralph Nader's opponents -- 
Jello Biafra (lead singer of The Dead Kennedys; political activist) and 
Steve Gaskin (founder of The Farm commune; author of Cannabis 
Spirituality) - each preceded Nader with a ten-minute speech. Biafra 
called the war on drugs "ethnic cleansing, American style." Gaskin, sad 
and angry over Peter McWilliams' death, spoke with great passion, 
declaring that it was "as if Barry McCaffrey came out with a pistol like 
that South Vietnamese general and executed him." 

Nader watched this on the TV monitor, and during his own speech -
- clearly influenced by Gaskin's tribute to McWilliams, he proclaimed: 
"We've got to stop this drug war that does these horrible things to our 
people." 

Later, in his lengthy acceptance speech, Nader said: "At home, our 
criminal justice system, being increasingly driven by the corporate 
prison industry that wants ever more customers, grossly discriminates 
against minorities and is greatly distorted by the extremely expensive 
and failed war on drugs. These prisons often become finishing schools 
for criminal recidivists. At the same time, the criminal justice system 
excludes criminally behaving corporations and their well-defended 
executives." 

At the National Libertarian Party convention -- where presidential 
candidate Harry Browne came out firmly for decriminalization of 
marijuana -- Peter McWilliams became the posthumous winner of their 
Champion of Liberty Award. 

Peter will be missed. He was the victim of a political assassination, 
but his inspiring legacy continues to live on. 

Paul Krassner's latest book, Sex, Drugs and the Twinkie Murders, 
has just been published by Loompanics Unlimited; his new CD, Campaign 
in the Ass, has just been released by Artemis Records. 
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WebMD Medical NewsWebMD Medical NewsWebMD Medical NewsWebMD Medical News    
    

Marijuana’s Active Ingredient Targets Deadly Brain CancerMarijuana’s Active Ingredient Targets Deadly Brain CancerMarijuana’s Active Ingredient Targets Deadly Brain CancerMarijuana’s Active Ingredient Targets Deadly Brain Cancer    
“Feb. 28, 2000 (Atlanta) -- If results of a recent rat study hold true in 

human trials, marijuana could be the treatment of choice for patients with 
malignant glioma -- an especially aggressive and often fatal form of brain 
cancer. No, rats haven't started smoking pot. But when researchers injected 
tumorous animals with cannabinoids -- the drug's active ingredient -- about a 
third of them went into remission, and another third lived significantly longer 
than untreated rats. The findings appear in the March issue of the journal 
Nature Medicine. 

The study does not mean that smoking pot will cure cancer in 
humans, says Daniele Piomelli, PhD, author of an editorial accompanying the 
paper. "What it does show is that in about one-third of animals injected with 
a potent cannabis mimic, the cancer disappears and in another one third, it 
is reduced. Given the seriousness of malignant glioma, it's a very important 
observation that deserves to be followed up," he tells WebMD. Piomelli is 
professor of pharmacology at the University of California in Irvine" 

    

Mary Jane MedicineMary Jane MedicineMary Jane MedicineMary Jane Medicine    
What Happens When Medicine and Regulations Clash??What Happens When Medicine and Regulations Clash??What Happens When Medicine and Regulations Clash??What Happens When Medicine and Regulations Clash??    

"Given the legal hazards, why do many doctors continue to suggest 
marijuana? The answer is that it can stop the nausea and retching that 
torments patients after chemotherapy, as well as halt the disastrous weight 
slide of the AIDS wasting syndrome. Smoking marijuana is also believed to 
possibly help lower eye pressure in glaucoma patients, control spasms due 
to multiple sclerosis, and relieve chronic pain, according to Lester 
Grinspoon, an associate clinical professor of medicine at Harvard Medical 
School who has written two books on the medicinal use of marijuana. 

For patients wracked by nausea and vomiting, some doctors 
prescribe Marinol, a legal synthetic version of delts-9 THC (an active 
ingredient in marijuana). But patients often complain of being disoriented on 
Marinol, and many doctors say that smoked marijuana acts more quickly and 
its dosage is easier to adjust. "If you take too much Marinol, you nod off; a 
patient with AIDS dementia might fall down the stairs," Conant says. 

Many doctors say that the best solution would be for the federal 
government both to allow physicians to advise cannabis use without fear of 
penalty and to supply marijuana for clinical research, as it did during the 
1970s." 
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Apply Hemp To World Trade Center IllnessesApply Hemp To World Trade Center IllnessesApply Hemp To World Trade Center IllnessesApply Hemp To World Trade Center Illnesses    
By J. Nayer Hardin, Computer Underground Railroad Ent. 

    
When World Trade Centers 1, 2 & 7 were exploded 

on 9/11/01, the dust was thick, and the fallout as toxic 
as  drain cleaner.  The death toll is already formally rising 
with the 9/11/07 reading of Felicia Dunn-Jones (photo 
right with her family) at the Ground Zero annual 
ceremony.  She was a beautiful 42-year-old attorney who 
was caught in the WTC dust clouds.  Dunn-Jones died of 
sarcoidosis, a disease that causes inflammation and 
scarring in the lungs, on Feb. 10, 2002 when the City of 
New York was still in denial that there was even a 
problem called World Trade Center Illness. 

According to the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) report, 
THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE WORLD TRADE CENTER 
ATTACKS - A PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT, in the dust was, but are not 
limited to: 

 
From Pulverized Plastics ----  Polyvinyl, Chloride, Copper, Furans, polybrominated 
diphenyl ethers, Small hazardous waste generating entities, and only the Lord 
knows what else was consumed from pulverized bodies, equipment and buildings. 

ItemItemItemItem    AmountAmountAmountAmount    

Building Materials 1.2 million tons 

Jet Fuel Thousands of Gallons 

Dioxins  

Mercury from computers and light bulbs  

Asbestos 300-400 Tons  

Concrete 424,000 Tons 

Fiberglass  

Lead from 50,000 Personal Computers 
4 lbs. ea. 

200,000 lbs 

Main Frame Computers 300  

Wire and cables Hundreds of miles 

Transformer Oil contaminated with PCB's 130,000 gallons 
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EPA’S 9/11 PRESS RELEASES REGARDING 9/11 DUSTEPA’S 9/11 PRESS RELEASES REGARDING 9/11 DUSTEPA’S 9/11 PRESS RELEASES REGARDING 9/11 DUSTEPA’S 9/11 PRESS RELEASES REGARDING 9/11 DUST    
    

9/13/01 9/13/01 9/13/01 9/13/01 ---- EPA Administrator claims no apparent asbestos hazard EPA Administrator claims no apparent asbestos hazard EPA Administrator claims no apparent asbestos hazard EPA Administrator claims no apparent asbestos hazard    
www.epa.gov/epahome/newsroom.htm 

    
 In a 9/13/01 press release, 
Governor Whitman, the EPA 
Administrator, announced no hazard, 
with incomplete knowledge: 
 
 “EPA is greatly relieved to have 
learned that there appears to be no 
significant levels of asbestos dust in the 
air in New York City.” “Public health 
concerns about asbestos contamination 
are primarily related to long-term 
exposures. Shorter, lowShorter, lowShorter, lowShorter, low----level exposure level exposure level exposure level exposure 
of the type that might have been of the type that might have been of the type that might have been of the type that might have been 
produced by the collapse of the World produced by the collapse of the World produced by the collapse of the World produced by the collapse of the World 
Trade Center buildings is unlikely to Trade Center buildings is unlikely to Trade Center buildings is unlikely to Trade Center buildings is unlikely to 
cause significant health effectscause significant health effectscause significant health effectscause significant health effects.” 

 
9/18/01 and 9/21/01 9/18/01 and 9/21/01 9/18/01 and 9/21/01 9/18/01 and 9/21/01 ---- EPA Administrator reiterates no asbestos hazard EPA Administrator reiterates no asbestos hazard EPA Administrator reiterates no asbestos hazard EPA Administrator reiterates no asbestos hazard    

 Governor Whitman stated in a 9/18/01 press release:  “We are very 
encouraged that the results from our monitoring of air quality and drinking 
water conditions in both New York and near the Pentagon show that the public 
in these areas is not being exposed to excessive 
levels of asbestos or other harmful substances . . . 
I am glad to reassure the people of New York and I am glad to reassure the people of New York and I am glad to reassure the people of New York and I am glad to reassure the people of New York and 
Washington, D.C. that their air is safe to breathe Washington, D.C. that their air is safe to breathe Washington, D.C. that their air is safe to breathe Washington, D.C. that their air is safe to breathe 
and their water is safe to drink”.  and their water is safe to drink”.  and their water is safe to drink”.  and their water is safe to drink”.   
(www.epa.gov/epahome/newsroom.htm) 
 

In a 9/21/01 press release, In a 9/21/01 press release, In a 9/21/01 press release, In a 9/21/01 press release,     
Governor Whitman states:Governor Whitman states:Governor Whitman states:Governor Whitman states:    

 “EPA has been very aggressive in 
monitoring for potential environmental problems in 
the aftermath of the World Trade Center attack, 
and I am very pleased by what we’ve discovered. 
New Yorkers and New Jersians need not be New Yorkers and New Jersians need not be New Yorkers and New Jersians need not be New Yorkers and New Jersians need not be 
concerned about environmental issues as they concerned about environmental issues as they concerned about environmental issues as they concerned about environmental issues as they 
return to their homes and workplaces.” return to their homes and workplaces.” return to their homes and workplaces.” return to their homes and workplaces.” “Only 
seven samples taken at or near ground zero have 
had margin ally higher levels of asbestos that 
exceed EPA’s level of concern for long-term 
exposure .” (www.epa.gov/epahome/newsroom.htm) 
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The NRDC has estimated that there were approximately 50,000 
personal computers  in the World Trade Center with 4 lbs of lead 
each.  50,000 X 4  = 200,000 lbs of lead just from these computers. Office 
furniture, fabrics and human remains were transformed into dust in the time 
it took for the towers to explode. Rescue workers report that they didn't find 
a computer, desk or chair. Just about everything was pulverized, settling in 
the air, water, furnishings, clothing and food. 

This pulverized material can not only cause cancer, but we must be 
prepared for new types of dis-eases from consuming so many toxic 
substances at the same time. We must also factor in the chronic exposure of 
folks living or visiting the New York metropolitan area, since the dust never 
did get completely cleaned up, to say the least. The medical community is 
now gently referring to it as a ‘resulting toxic synergy’ with unpredictable 
results over the next 10-15 years.   

What we are now calling “World Trade Center Illness” (or syndrome or 
cough) - sickness that results from exposure to the toxic dust of the WTC - 
can also manifest as squamous cell cancer (SCC) or mesothelioma asbestos 
lung or stomach CANCER. These cancers result from chronic chemical, 
petroleum by-products or asbestos exposure.  

Understanding this problem does not take a medical degree.  
Exposure increases risk, and folks have been exposed to large quantities of 
toxic material for years now, stressed by a government that until recently 
denied there was even a problem.  

How could they not know? The dust was everywhere with paper from 
the WTC found on Long Island on 9/11. Take a moment and imagine. Since a 
piece of paper traveled that far, how far did the dust travel? Without being a 
doctor or a trained scientist, I assure you the toxic dust did not stop at 14th 
Street, the edge of downtown Manhattan, as the folks there were assured 
was the case in the days following the inside job known as 9/11. 

The government response was horrendous.  The EPA lied to the 
people about the dangers in the dust telling them that the air was safe to 
breathe and the water safe to drink. Not one politician stood up at the time 
and called the EPA liars. Toxic material was transported through the streets 
of New York during cleanup, uncovered, scattering even more dust.   

Another dangerous element from the dust is the asbestos. Asbestos 
inhalation increases ones risk for Mesothelioma Asbestos Lung Cancer. 
There was, as estimated by the NRDC, between 300-400 tons of asbestos 
released into the air as dust, when the buildings imploded.  From the 
www.mesothelioma-net.org site: “ Pleural mesothelioma or cancer of the 
lung lining is the most common form of mesothelioma cancer. Peritoneal 
mesothelioma is stomach lining cancer and is the next most common form of 
mesothelioma.” New York cleaned up the hole, but not the surrounding 
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areas. Lungs and stomachs processed the hazardous materials and the only 
hope traditional medicine offers is to treat the symptoms.  Good luck with 
that. 

The fast death of Peter Jennings was reported as lung cancer.  No 
posting as to if it was squamous cell cancer, which comes from chemical 
exposure, or the more traditional lung cancer, non-squamous cell, from 
cigarettes. I suspect it was squamous cell because of the cancer’s speed. 
Around the same time my mother-in-love, Edith Akuna, died from squamous 
cell cancer that came from chemical exposure she picked up from her years 
on a GM production line and/or living next to a set of oil tanks in Carson, CA.  
The coincidence was way too precise to ignore. 

IF YOU CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH GET HEMPED! Use self 
regulated doses of Medical Grade Hemp - Not Swag (low grade hemp) – to 
reduce stress, add essential healing nutrients & help get the dis out of dis-
ease. Common sense says nutrition is important in healing and supporting 
your immune system. Hemp is a great source of nutrition. From HEMP: 
LIFELINE TO THE FUTURE  By: Chris Conrad:  "An important and still legally 
available use of cannabis is eating hempseed to support the immune system.  
The complete protein in hempseed gives the body the combination of 
essential amino acids and essential fatty acids needed to maintain health.  It 
provides the components necessary to make human serum albumin and 
serum globulins, including the immune enhancing gamma globulin 
antibodies. No epidemiological data indicate a rise in infections from 
smoking cannabis, as had once been claimed." page 145 

"Cannabis smoke is an expectorant that cleans out air passages. 
Heavy concentrations of smoke cause coughing that helps break up and 
expel phlegm. The herb is an excellent dilator of the airways called the 
bronchi, opening them up to allow more oxygen into the blood, and of the 
bronchioles, small air tubes of the lungs.” page 150 

What's proposed is using medical hemp to reduce stress and fortify 
your body, combined with hydrotherapy, the water cure found in the book 
BACK TO EDEN by Jethro Kloss. Hydrotherapy can help the body clean 
itself of some of the toxic material it was exposed to. This combination is 
proposed as a supplement to whatever your Healer Within and doctors 
advise you to do. Though I’ve seen many miracles worked through doctors, 
Medicine, Inc. (drugs, medical mistakes, secondary infections picked up in 
the hospital) is now the leading cause of death. 

Relaxing our bodies, fortifying our immune systems with hemp and 
washing out the toxins that can be removed with clean water (distilled for 
drinking) may help. Considering clean water and hemp are low cost items, 
especially post legalization, it’s smart to consider adding hemp and 
hydrotherapy to your health routine. Continue to work with traditional 
medicine too, if that’s an option, because asbestos does not wash out.   

Welcome to our Brave New World! Let’s heal it with hemp! 
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CONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSION    
    

The problem is pollution 
and a solution, hemp, is illegal.  

MEDICAL: Medical hemp, 
marijuana, cannabis, (by 
whatever name) can be an 
effective agent in addressing 
World Trade Center Illness.  
Hemp shrinks tumors according 
to the Physicians Desk Reference, 
Herbal Edition. 

Stress kills and medical 
grade hemp reduces 
stress.  Hemp also contains many 
essential nutrients that help balance our toxic lives.   

ECONOMIC:  The small business bonanza that would come from new 
hemp businesses could help heal our economy. A 10-20% tax on 
recreational hemp would supply a large cash flow to help solve problems.   

ENVIRONMENTAL: Organic hemp clothing, furnishings, a conversion 
to hemp paper would be smart moves, since hemp fabric can be free of toxic 
chemicals via freshly grown crops.  New environmentally friendly buildings 
constructed with hemp board, plastics, rope and cement could cut down on 
the toxic exposure too.   

The toxins from the World Trade Center, New York’s open sewer 
system, many superfund clean up sites, and other environmental problems 
would benefit from large scale hemp planting in parks, along the rivers, in 
abandoned lots to draw the toxins from the area and convert it into a 
resource material.   

Since the area was never sufficiently cleaned, it’s time to rebuild New 
York, and this time use hemp building materials too like Hempstone, hemp 
fiber boards & plastics, hemp cement and hemp fabrics.  Hemp is nature’s 
effective way of cleaning as described in HEMP FOR VICTORY: A GLOBAL 
WARMING SOLUTION by Richard M. Davis.  Hemp scrubs the air of excess 
CO2, a global warming cause.  Hemp’s up to six foot root system aerates the 
soil and absorbs toxins as it grows. In the late 1990’s hemp was planted 
around Chernobyl because the hemp plant is a biomass champion at 
cleaning toxins as strong as nuclear waste from the land.   

Let New York Be An Emerald State, Let New York Be An Emerald State, Let New York Be An Emerald State, Let New York Be An Emerald State, 
Healing Herself With HempHealing Herself With HempHealing Herself With HempHealing Herself With Hemp    
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Hemp Bras: A Breast Cancer Solution?Hemp Bras: A Breast Cancer Solution?Hemp Bras: A Breast Cancer Solution?Hemp Bras: A Breast Cancer Solution?    
By J. Nayer Hardin, Computer Underground Railroad Ent.    

If you’re diagnosed with breast cancer, PLEASE, take off your bra now.If you’re diagnosed with breast cancer, PLEASE, take off your bra now.If you’re diagnosed with breast cancer, PLEASE, take off your bra now.If you’re diagnosed with breast cancer, PLEASE, take off your bra now.    
 

DRESSED TO KILL by Sydney Ross Singer and Soma 
Grismaijer...“Reveals the link between bras and breast 
cancer, explaining in non-technical language how the 
restrictive nature of bras inhibits the lymphatic system and 
arguing that the correlation is four times greater than 
smoking is to lung cancer. 

Singer and Grismaijer have collected striking evidence 
that bra-wearing may be a major risk factor associated with 
breast cancer: women who wear tight-fitting bras 24 hours a day are 125 
times more likely to have breast cancer than women who do not wear bras 
at all. Their interpretation is that tight clothing inhibits the proper 
functioning of the lymphatic system (an internal network of vessels and 
nodes that flushes wastes from the body) and leads to a buildup of 
carcinogenic compounds in the constricted areas. 

Seventy percent of breast cancer cases are unexplainable by current 
known risk factors. What's left? The authors contend that strong 
epidemiological evidence points to bra wearing. Women who wear a bra 24 
hours a day are dramatically more likely to have breast cancer. 

This book should be read by anyone concerned about breast cancer. 
Possibly a very important book that could save many lives.” 

It was the early 1990’s when I was first floored by Singer and 
Grismaijer’s research.  Though it was an article I happened on by chance, 
it’s information that’s helped me reduce my risk of breast cancer by 
addressing the cause, restricting the natural flow of toxins through sweat 
and constricting my breasts for long periods of time.  In the article (we were 
a long way from the book back then) they pointed out that in cultures where 
women don’t wear bras, they don’t have the problem America has with 
breast cancer, like in China where they don’t have thyroid problems after 
being treated with a herbal tea series. 

Singer and Grismaijer spoke of Howard Hughes’ bra for Jane Russell 
which blocked pores from releasing sweat carrying toxins from the body.  
This backup of toxins ‘creates a fertile environment for cancerous tumors  to 
develop.’ I took off my bra immediately and haven’t worn one since the early 
90’s.   
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Here’s Another Place Where Hemp Can HealHere’s Another Place Where Hemp Can HealHere’s Another Place Where Hemp Can HealHere’s Another Place Where Hemp Can Heal    
Hemp UnderwearHemp UnderwearHemp UnderwearHemp Underwear    

    
Hemp underwear is a natural alternative to toxic fabrics used in 

modern undergarments.  Singer and Grismaijer say the plastics and other 
chemicals in bras block pores, which cause toxins to back up, creating an 
environment for cancers to grow. A shift to 100% hemp underwear, 
replacing fabrics that inhibit the release of toxins through skin, may have an 
impact on breast (possibly genital) cancer when the cause is excess toxins 
in a body creating a fertile environment for cancers to grow.  

The problem of a shift from bra to braless is the discomfort.  It takes 
time to build up the back muscles that naturally support one’s body.  It took 
a couple of years for me to get comfortable without a bra. If I was into 
exercising I could have targeted and built up my back muscles quicker to 
support the weight of my breasts.  Still a couple of years discomfort (not 
pain) for 15 years later no breast cancer (nor the worry about it), is not a bad 
exchange.  The freedom of a braless lifestyle is rather radical for most.  For 
example, in many jobs women are required to wear a bra to work.   For many 
fashions, the uplift makes the top.  A jealous girl/boy friend can assume 
other motives outside of health for not wearing a bra in social situations.   

How to incorporate this information into a solution to the problem of 
breast cancer?  Hemp is healing at the level of cause and effect.  Shifting to 
natural, hemp underwear does not require toxic chemicals in the 
manufacturing process so customers receive a safe, “green” product.  
Hemp is great material to create clothing from and is spun and weaved into 
a wide range of grades from beautiful, soft, thin fabrics to sturdy canvas. 

An all natural hemp bra could be designed using a system of darts to 
create the contour that both support breasts and allow pores to breathe.  
Hemp underpants may help with lower torso cancers by replacing toxic 
synthetic and dyed fabrics with all natural, comfortable hemp fabric.  Sexy 
underwear design is no problem for the ancient hemp plant that’s positively 
served mankind for thousands of years.  We are limited only by our 
imaginations. 

100% organic hemp underwear is a tool we can use to reduce our 
need for health care.  Many jobs and small business opportunities are 
blossoming in the building of the hemp fashions industry.  HEMPED JOY!!! 

Shop The Web For Hemp FashionsShop The Web For Hemp FashionsShop The Web For Hemp FashionsShop The Web For Hemp Fashions    
HEMP HEALTHY CLOTHING HEMP HEALTHY CLOTHING HEMP HEALTHY CLOTHING HEMP HEALTHY CLOTHING ———— NO TOXIC CHEMICALS REQUIRED NO TOXIC CHEMICALS REQUIRED NO TOXIC CHEMICALS REQUIRED NO TOXIC CHEMICALS REQUIRED    
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7.  HEMPING7.  HEMPING7.  HEMPING7.  HEMPING    
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What Happens Inside The Human Body What Happens Inside The Human Body What Happens Inside The Human Body What Happens Inside The Human Body     
When Marijuana Is Consumed? When Marijuana Is Consumed? When Marijuana Is Consumed? When Marijuana Is Consumed?     

 
Issue:  Chemical Composition of Marijuana 

Sub Issue: Biological Effects of Marijuana consumption 
Posted by Medical Marijuana Pro /Con 

The Mayo Clinic states in their Aug. 25, 2006 article  
"Marijuana as Medicine: Consider the Pros and Cons" 

 

"When smoked or ingested, THC and other cannabinoids in 
marijuana attach to two types of receptors on cells in your body — like 
keys in a lock — affecting the cells, once attached. 

CB1 is one such receptor. CB1 receptors are found mainly in your 
brain, especially in areas that control body movement, memory and 
vomiting. This helps explain why marijuana use affects balance and 
coordination and impairs short-term memory and learning, and why it 
can be useful in treating nausea, pain and loss of appetite. 

The other type of receptor, CB2, is found in small numbers 
elsewhere in your body, mainly in tissue of the immune system, such as 
your spleen and lymph nodes. The function of these receptors is not well 
understood. They may serve as brakes on immune system function, 
which may help explain why marijuana suppresses your immune system. 

After you smoke marijuana, its ingredients reach their peak levels 
in your body within minutes, and effects can last up to an hour and a half. 
When eaten — the plant is sometimes mixed with food — the ingredients 
can take several hours to reach their peak levels in your body, and their 
effects may last for hours." Aug. 25, 2006 Mayo Clinic  

 The U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) states in its 
website article "Marijuana," accessed on Dec. 7, 2006: 

"When marijuana is smoked, its effects begin immediately after the 
drug enters the brain and last from 1 to 3 hours. If marijuana is consumed 
in food or drink, the short-term effects begin more slowly, usually in 1/2 
to 1 hour, and last longer, for as long as 4 hours. Smoking marijuana 
deposits several times more THC into the blood than does eating or 
drinking the drug. 
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Within a few minutes after inhaling marijuana smoke, an 
individual's heart begins beating more rapidly, the bronchial passages 
relax and become enlarged, and blood vessels in the eyes expand, 
making the eyes look red. The heart rate, normally 70 to 80 beats per 
minute, may increase by 20 to 50 beats per minute or, in some cases, 
even double. This effect can be greater if other drugs are taken with 
marijuana. 

As THC enters the brain, it causes a user to feel euphoric — or 
'high' — by acting in the brain's reward system, areas of the brain that 
respond to stimuli such as food and drink as well as most drugs of abuse. 
THC activates the reward system in the same way that nearly all drugs of 
abuse do, by stimulating brain cells to release the chemical dopamine. 

A marijuana user may experience pleasant sensations, colors and 
sounds may seem more intense, and time appears to pass very slowly. 
The user's mouth feels dry, and he or she may suddenly become very 
hungry and thirsty. His or her hands may tremble and grow cold. The 
euphoria passes after awhile, and then the user may feel sleepy or 
depressed. Occasionally, marijuana use produces anxiety, fear, distrust, 
or panic." Dec. 7, 2006 Drug Enforcement Administration  

Oakley Ray, Ph.D., and Charles Ksir, Ph.D., note in their textbook 
Drugs, Society and Human Behavior (NY: McGraw Hill, 10th Edition, 
2004): 

"When smoked, THC is rapidly absorbed into the blood and 
distributed to the rest of the body, so that within thirty minutes much is 
gone from the brain. The psychological and cardiovascular effects occur 
together, usually within five to ten minutes. The THC remaining in the 
blood has a half-life of about nineteen hours, 
but metabolites [any substances produced by 
biological processes] (of which there are at 
least forty-five), primarily 11-hydroxy-delta-9-
THC, are formed in the liver and have a half-
life of fifty hours. 

After one week, 25 to 30 percent of the 
THC and its metabolites might still remain in 
the body. Complete elimination of a large 
dose of THC and its metabolites might take 
two or three weeks. 
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THC taken orally is 
slowly absorbed, and the liver 
transforms it to 11-hydroxy-
delta-9-THC; therefore, much 
less THC reaches the brain 
after oral ingestion, and it 
takes much longer for it to 
have psychological effects. 

The high lipid solubility 
of THC means that it (like its 
metabolites) is selectively 
taken up and stored in fatty 
tissue to be released slowly. 
Excretion is primarily through 
the feces. All of this has two 
important implications: 

There is no easy way to 
monitor (in urine or blood) 
THC/metabolite levels and 
relate them to behavioral and/
or physiological effects, as 
can be done with alcohol, and 
the long-lasting, steady, low 
concentration of THC and its 
metabolites on the brain and 
other organs might have 
effects not yet determined." 
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How To Use Medical MarijuanaHow To Use Medical MarijuanaHow To Use Medical MarijuanaHow To Use Medical Marijuana    
 
The following information regarding 

medical marijuana has been derived from 
experience. You may find some of it will be of 
benefit. 

Many people experience different effects, 
just as is true with any medication. Temper your 
use and consider that marijuana is another form 
of medicine that might serve to alleviate some of the symptoms of your 
illness and may enhance other aspects. How it benefits you is what is 
important. Tell your doctor that you use medical marijuana and make 
sure this fact is entered into your medical records. Informed doctors can 
better serve patients. 

SmokingSmokingSmokingSmoking    
    

 The most expedient method of using 
medical marijuana is to smoke it.  The effects are 
more controllable in this form and experienced 
within moments. 
 
 Inhaling smoke is a concern for some, 
(though nobody’s ever died of hemp).  We 
recommend a vaporizer, available in local stores.  

    
EatingEatingEatingEating    

 
Another method of using medical marijuana is ingestion. It can be 

baked directly or made into butter that is used to prepare foodstuffs. 
Hemp is also available in capsule form, 
pictured below.  You must be aware that it 
takes considerably longer to experience the 
effects. Occasionally a patient may feel uneasy 
(see section on Uneasiness on page 112). 
Another feeling may be of weight or heaviness, 
or perhaps even grogginess. It is appropriate 
to allow time to rest in order to assess how you 
will respond. Remember that every batch of 
baked goods will vary with the potency of the 
marijuana leaf that is used. 

Hemp Leaf  PillsHemp Leaf  PillsHemp Leaf  PillsHemp Leaf  Pills    
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TeasTeasTeasTeas    
 

Teas can be made from water or milk, soy, seed, nut or rice milk. 
The active ingredients are oil soluble. If you prefer to drink tea made 
from water then be certain to 'notice' the oil floating on the top of the tea. 
This method takes a few minutes if a flower top is being used, it may be 
saved and used on another occasion. Otherwise let the tea steep for 1-2 
hours and add a tsp. of butter. The effects vary so begin by steeping for a 
short time period, increasing as needed. 

Using milk requires an all day cooking period, or overnight (no less 
than 2 hours) if you have a crock pot. Add a cup of 'milk' (you can use soy 
milk or nut milk) and 2 heaping tbls. of marijuana leaf flour to the 
container, simmer on a low heat. You can take your "milk" with you in a 
thermos or reheat.  

    
TinctureTinctureTinctureTincture    

 
My favorite recipe for tincture is on page 128.  
 
Dosage varies per individual but start with half a dropper dissolved 

in hot tea or water. Hot tea will dissipate some of the alcohol and activate 
the THC a bit. It can be taken straight but may burn the tongue and has a 
very strong herbal taste. Enjoy and be well. 

    

CompressCompressCompressCompress 
 

Make the preparation as you would tea made with water, or the 
tincture made with vodka.  Thoroughly soak a compress in the mixture 
and apply directly to affected area.  Allow the compress to remain for at 
least a half hour. Compresses are often used to alleviate the pain. 

    

MarinolMarinolMarinolMarinol 
 

This synthetic petrochemical analog' is made up of only one of the 
over 400 components found in the whole marijuana plant. Some patients 
say this costly synthetic form aids in the relief of nausea. Patients have 
reported that it can take up to an hour to feel the effects of the drug. 
Marinol has potential for overdose and must only be used under the 
supervision of a physician. 
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Side EffectsSide EffectsSide EffectsSide Effects 
 

Marijuana use has been recorded to date back as far as 5,000 
years (there has never been a single death attributed to the use of 
marijuana). If you are unfamiliar with its use then you should know that 
occasionally undesirable side effects might occur. Being informed can 
aid in more effective use of this herbal remedy. 

Uneasiness - Often marijuana has a soothing and comforting 
effect. On occasion some patients will experience feelings of anxiety 
instead of or in conjunction with a sense of heightened awareness. 
Should this anxiousness occur, there are several approaches for resolve. 
First remember that there is no place that you can go in your body that 
you can not get back from. Try to use marijuana when you are in a 
comfortable and secure environment. Lie down and relax. If you are with 
a friend or caregiver then ask your friend to keep eye contact with you. 
Request that they call you back to focus on the eyes, do not let your gaze 
wander, stay focused on the eyes. If you are alone, try looking into a 
mirror. If you are with your loved ones an embrace might be helpful. 
Sometimes we feel nervous about breaking the law, or doing the "wrong" 
thing. There is no shame in alleviating suffering. Not too many years ago 
anesthesia was against the law. It was believed that if God didn't want us 
to suffer, then we would not feel pain.    

    

Hunger  & ThirstHunger  & ThirstHunger  & ThirstHunger  & Thirst    
    
Often marijuana will induce hunger and thirst. For many patients 

this is of great benefit and aids in weight gain. Try to eat nourishing food 
and drink clean water. If this is not an effect that particularly appeals to 
you because of your dieting, then drink a glass of water or juice when you 
crave the food.  

    

DrowsinessDrowsinessDrowsinessDrowsiness    
 
The same warning that applies to any medication that may cause 

drowsiness also applies to marijuana. If you feel tired then rest. Do not 
drive or operate heavy machinery or anything that might endanger the 
well being of you or anyone else. 
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InsomniaInsomniaInsomniaInsomnia    
 
Some patients find that they can not sleep after using marijuana or 

that the mind is active. Should this occur try reducing your dosage and 
avoid using prior to going to bed. Incorporating meditation or quiet time 
is useful at times like this. 

    
ShortShortShortShort----Term Memory LossTerm Memory LossTerm Memory LossTerm Memory Loss    

 
Some patients find it difficult to carry out complicated tasks or 

conversations, keeping track of details or learning new information. 
Schedule your time so that you can benefit from the use of marijuana and 
not be hindered by its effects. Long term memory will not be affected. 

 

Red Eyes Red Eyes Red Eyes Red Eyes     
 
This effect will not hurt you. Wear sunglasses or use a saline 

solution if you feel it is absolutely necessary. 
 

GiddinessGiddinessGiddinessGiddiness    
 
Sometimes marijuana can bring on a feeling of euphoria. Again it 

may be necessary to adjust your schedule so that happiness will not 
interfere with your activities. As we’ve learned, a good laugh can be a 
powerful remedy!    

Let’s legalize Let’s legalize Let’s legalize Let’s legalize 

nature’s best nature’s best nature’s best nature’s best 

solar collector, solar collector, solar collector, solar collector, 

hemp, to nourish hemp, to nourish hemp, to nourish hemp, to nourish 

and help and help and help and help     

heal our bodies!heal our bodies!heal our bodies!heal our bodies! 
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This was a TV special that 
had a bad message and a guest 
appearance by then President 
Clinton.  It said don't give children 
in need something safe that will 
help with appetite and nausea.  

We got to watch an hour of 
suffering, when I could have 
made this patient some tea or 
brownies to ease the pain. 
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Why Cannabis Vaporization?Why Cannabis Vaporization?Why Cannabis Vaporization?Why Cannabis Vaporization?    
 

Vaporization is a technique for avoiding irritating respiratory toxins 
in marijuana smoke by heating cannabis to a temperature where the 
psychoactive ingredients evaporate without causing combustion. 

Laboratory studies by California NORML and MAPS have found that 
vaporizers can efficiently deliver cannabinoids while eliminating or 
drastically reducing other smoke toxins. 

Like tobacco, marijuana smoke contains toxins that are known to 
be hazardous to the respiratory system. Among them are the highly 
carcinogenic poly nuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, a prime suspect in 
cigarette-related cancers. These toxins are essentially a byproduct of 
combustion, separate from the pharmaceutically active components of 
marijuana, known as cannabinoids, which include THC. Although there is 
no proof that marijuana smoking causes cancer, chronic pot smokers 
have been shown to suffer an elevated risk of bronchitis and respiratory 
infections. Respiratory disease due to smoking may therefore rightly be 
regarded as the primary physiological hazard of marijuana. 

Cannabis vaporizers are designed to let users inhale active 
cannabinoids while avoiding harmful smoke toxins. They do so by heating 
cannabis to a temperature of 180 - 200° C (356° - 392° F), just below the 
point of combustion where smoke is produced. At this point, THC and 
other medically active cannabinoids are emitted with little or none of the 
carcinogenic tars and noxious gases found in smoke. Many medical 
marijuana patients who find smoked marijuana highly irritating report 
effective relief inhaling through vaporizers. Users who are concerned 
about the respiratory hazards of smoking are strongly advised to use 
vaporizers. Alternative devices, such as water pipes, have been shown to 
be ineffective at reducing the tars in marijuana smoke. 

Many models of vaporizer are currently on the market. A review of 
the various types can be find at www.vaporinfo.com. Following is a list of 
some products currently advertised on the Internet. 
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Vaporizers AvailableVaporizers AvailableVaporizers AvailableVaporizers Available    
    

Volcano - State-of-the-art medical grade vaporizer from Germany 
tested by California NORML and MAPS, found to eliminate over 100 
chemicals, delivering 95% pure cannabinoids in vapor. Unique collection 
system avoids wastage by collecting vapor in a balloon. 

New high-tech handheld Model VM3 available from Chiro-tec, 
makers of M-1 Volatizer electric radiant heater that was tested in the first 
California NORML/MAPS study and found to completely eliminate 
benzene, toluene and naphtalene in the vapor. 

The high-tech handheld Model VM3 from Chiro-tec. 

[The above models are pricy, so listed on the next page are many 
models and companies where you can shop and compare vaporizers. –
Author,RMD.] 
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VaporizersVaporizersVaporizersVaporizers    
 

The Vriptech - A popular design consisting of   
a hot air gun blowing into a bong  

Vapolution.com - Vapolution w/ car adapter  

Vapman - Portable Swiss model  
works with butane lighter  

Vaporlight - new design from Colorado  

Herballoon - Based on design of  Volcano,  
uses balloon to collect vapor.  

Smoke-Right - "Ubie" glass tube holds sample,  
you heat it with a lighter - portable and inexpensive  

HappyVappy - Compact streamlined design.  

VaperWarez - Wooden chassis with tube insert.  

The Vapie - Higher tech model from Portland, Oregon  

Aromazap - Armotherapy convection-type oil diffuser.  

The Vapouriser - Affordable British model  
heats cannabis in a closed chamber.  

"Vapir" Air-2 Digital Air - with portable battery pack  

Aromed - German system with  
automatic digital temperature control  

Eterra - Wooden classic and new Tulip model (Emeryville CA)  

Vapomizer - Inexpensive glass tube  
works with cigarette lighter  

Pot Cooker - Inexpensive model  

VaporTech - High Times award winner, Miami FL  

Herbalizer - British Columbian model  

MarijuanaVaporizer.com (Australian)  

"The original" (Canadian)  

The "Ultimate" Vaporizer - Air gun model  

Hugegrins.com - Basic economical vaporizer     
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    Sterilized Hemp SeedSterilized Hemp SeedSterilized Hemp SeedSterilized Hemp Seed    

Hemp Protein Powder 16 oz.Hemp Protein Powder 16 oz.Hemp Protein Powder 16 oz.Hemp Protein Powder 16 oz.        Organic Hemp Seed OilOrganic Hemp Seed OilOrganic Hemp Seed OilOrganic Hemp Seed Oil        

Hemp Seed ProductsHemp Seed ProductsHemp Seed ProductsHemp Seed Products    
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 The seed of the hemp plant is 
a health building alternative to the 
protein and natural oil sources we 
consume today.  Hemp seed was 
entirely removed from our diets with 
marijuana prohibition and has only 
been brought back with the modern 
hemp movement.  Canada now 
supplies the Curator with his hemp 
seed and oil which he eats daily. 
 Omega Virgin Hemp Seed Oil 
is sold in stores in the U.S. 
Remember, that the U.S. farmers 
are prohibited from growing hemp 
crops that could produce hempseed 
oil and protein, which could 
contribute to the health and wealth 
of the nation and the world. 

WWW.MANITOBAHARVEST.WWW.MANITOBAHARVEST.WWW.MANITOBAHARVEST.WWW.MANITOBAHARVEST.COM COM COM COM     

Sister Somayah was 
a pioneer, using hemp to 
fight her sickle cell while 
helping other patients with 
extreme pain and 
circulation problems that 
the hemp seed oil, seeds 
and herb relieved.  She 
was a powerful activist 
who lived twice her life 
expectancy plus 8 years, 
despite jail time for 
healing with hemp. 

HempHempHempHemp----SeedSeedSeedSeed----OilOilOilOil----TrioTrioTrioTrio    

EAT YOUR SEEDS AND DRINK YOUR OILEAT YOUR SEEDS AND DRINK YOUR OILEAT YOUR SEEDS AND DRINK YOUR OILEAT YOUR SEEDS AND DRINK YOUR OIL    
Hemp Hero Sister Somayah Kambui Hemp Hero Sister Somayah Kambui Hemp Hero Sister Somayah Kambui Hemp Hero Sister Somayah Kambui     

with her hemp seed oil press she named Nigritiawith her hemp seed oil press she named Nigritiawith her hemp seed oil press she named Nigritiawith her hemp seed oil press she named Nigritia    
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Hemp Traders Analysis of  Hemp SeedHemp Traders Analysis of  Hemp SeedHemp Traders Analysis of  Hemp SeedHemp Traders Analysis of  Hemp Seed    

 
    

Hemp Hero, Owner and President Hemp Hero, Owner and President Hemp Hero, Owner and President Hemp Hero, Owner and President     
of  Hemp Tradersof  Hemp Tradersof  Hemp Tradersof  Hemp Traders    

Lawrence SerbinLawrence SerbinLawrence SerbinLawrence Serbin    
 

An Awesome Selection Of 
Quality Hemp Products At Great Prices 

    
    

WWW.HEMPTRADERS.COMWWW.HEMPTRADERS.COMWWW.HEMPTRADERS.COMWWW.HEMPTRADERS.COM    
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Moisture 5.7%  Fat 30%  
Protein (Nx6.25) 22.5%  

Ash 5.9%  
Energy 503 Calories/100g 

Carbohydrates 35.8% 
Carotene (Vit. A) 16,800 IUllb 
Thiamine (BI) 0.9 mg/100g 
Riboflavin (BZ) 1.1 mg/100g 
Pyridoxine (B6) 0.3 mg/100g 

Niacin (B3) 2.5 mg/100g 
Vitamin C 1.4 mg/100g  
Vitamin D <10 IU/100g  
Vitamin E 3 mg/100g  

Insoluble Dietary Fiber 32.1 % 
Soluble Dietary Fiber 3.0% 
Total Dietary Fiber 35.1 % 

Mineral Assay Of  Sterilized 
Hempseed Element ppm  

(parts per million) 

Calcium 1680.0  
Chromium 0.65  
Copper 12.0  
Iodine 0.84  
Iron 1789.0  

Magnesium 6059.0 
Phosphorus 8302.0  
Potassium 6170.0  

Sodium 22.0 

WHOLE SEEDWHOLE SEEDWHOLE SEEDWHOLE SEED    
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Analysis of Hempseed Oil Analysis of Hempseed Oil Analysis of Hempseed Oil Analysis of Hempseed Oil     

Moisture 19%  
Vitamin A 8,700 IU/lb.  
Vitamin E <1 mg /100g 
Phosphatides 0.03%  
Chlorophyll 6 ppm  

Fat Stability AOM 5 hours  
Free Fatty Acid 0.94%  
Insoluble Matter 0.01 %  

Iodine Value 166.5  
Peroxide Value 7.0 meg/kg 
Saponification Value 192.8 

Specific Gravity 0.9295 at 20C 
Unsaponifiable Matter 0.28% 

Smoke Point 165 C  
Flash Point 141 C  
Melting Point (-8 C)  

Fatty Acid Analysis of Hempseed 
Oil Palmitic Acid C16:0 6.1 % 
Palmitoleic Acid C 16: 1 0.3% 

Heptadecanoic Acid C17:0 0.2% 
Stearic Acid C18: 1 2.1 %  
Oleic Acid C18:1 12.0%  

Linoleic Acid (LA) C18:2 56.9%* 
Gamma Linolenic Acid (GLA) 

C18:31.7%**  
Linolenic Acid (LNA) C18.3 18.9%* 

Arachidic Acid C20:0 0.5% 
Eicosenoic Acid C20:1 0.3% 
Behenic Acid C22:0 0.3%  
Erucic Acid C22: 1 0.2% 

Lignoceric Acid C24:0 0.3% 
Nervonic Acid C24: 1 0.2%  

*=essential fatty acid. 
This1:3 LNA:LA  
ratio is called  

''the optimum balance" by 
Dr. Udo Erasmus, author 
of the book Fats that Heal, 

Fats that Kill, an 
authoritative book on 
edible oils and fats. ** 

"GLA" is Omega-6 Super 
GLA, less commonly 

found in fish and flaxseed 
oils. 

HEMP SEED OILHEMP SEED OILHEMP SEED OILHEMP SEED OIL    
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Hulled Hempseed Courtesy of 
HempNut, Inc.  

Calories/100g 567  
Protein (Nx5.46) 30.6 g/100g  

Fat 47.2 g/100g  
Saturated Fat 5.2 g/100g 

Monounsaturated Fat 5.8 g/100g 
Polyunsaturated Fat 36.2 g/100g 

Carbohydrate 10.9 g/100g  
Ash 6.6 g/100g  

Moisture 4.7 g/100g  
Palmitic 16:0 3.44 g/100g 
Arachidic 20:0 0.28 g/100g  

Oleic 18:1 5.8 g/100g  
Linoleic 18:2 27.56 g/100g 
Linolenic 18:3 8.68 g/100g  
Stearic 18:0 1.46 g/100g 
Cholesterol 0.0 g/100g  

Peroxide Value 4.29 meq/Kg  
Total Dietary Fiber 6.0 g/100g 

Sugars 1.99 g/100g  
Fructose 0.45 g/100g  
Glucose 0.30 g/100g  
Sucrose 1.24 g/100g 
Maltose <0.1 g/100g  
Lactose <0.1 g/100g  

Vitamin A (B-Carotene) 4 IU/100g 
Thiamine (Vit B1) 1.38 mg/100g 
Riboflavin (Vit B2) 0.33 mg/100g 

Vitamin B6 0.12 mg/100g  
Vitamin C 1.0 mg/100g  

Vitamin D 2277.5 IU/100g  
Vitamin E (dl-A-Tocopherol) 8.96 

IU/100g  

Sodium 9.0 mg/100g  
Calcium 74.0 mg/100g  

 

Iron 4.7 mg/100g  
Standard Plate Count 4000 /
g Coliforms <10 /g Yeasts 

<10 /g Molds 30 /g 
Salmonella neg in 25 g 
Pseudomonas <10 /g 

Tetrahydrocannabinol neg 
in 60mg 

HEMP SEED NUTHEMP SEED NUTHEMP SEED NUTHEMP SEED NUT    
Nutritional Analysis of HempNut(TM)    
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Glutamic Acid + Glutamine 

47.95 mg/gram  
Aspartic Acid + Asparagine 

27.28 mg/gram  
Arginine 25.90 mg/gram 
Glycine 13.36 mg/gram 
Alanine 13.23 mg/gram  
Serine 11.85 mg/gram  
Proline 10.06 mg/gram  
Leucine 9.78 mg/gram 
Tyrosine 7.99 mg/gram  
*Lysine 5.92 mg/gram 

*Threonine 5.10 mg/gram 
*Phenylalanine 4.82 mg/

gram *Valine 4.13 mg/gram 
*Methionine 3.58 mg/gram 
Histidine 3.44 mg/gram 

*Isoleucine 2.07 mg/gram 
Cystine + Cysteine 1.65 mg/

gram  
Phosphoserine 1.24 mg/

gram  
Cystathionine 1.24 mg/gram 
*Tryptophan 0.83 mg/gram 
Ethanolamine 0.55 mg/gram 

*= Essential Amino Acid 

  

HEMP PROTEIN POWDERHEMP PROTEIN POWDERHEMP PROTEIN POWDERHEMP PROTEIN POWDER————AMINO ACID ASSAYAMINO ACID ASSAYAMINO ACID ASSAYAMINO ACID ASSAY    
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Hemp Oil SoapsHemp Oil SoapsHemp Oil SoapsHemp Oil Soaps    

    
Patchouli Hemp SoapPatchouli Hemp SoapPatchouli Hemp SoapPatchouli Hemp Soap    

    
Our incredible patchouli soap is 

the ultimate bath time 
indulgence for patchouli lovers! 
Loaded with luxury ingredients, 
including hempseed oil and a 

generous amount of  shea butter. 
 

Dark Indonesian patchouli 
essential oil  

richly fragrances this all 
vegetable soap. 

 
It's like having a party in your shower! 

    
Details: 

 
Hand Made In Small Batches Right Here At The Store  

Contains Pure Patchouli Essential Oil  
All Veggie Recipe 

 
 

Olive, Palm, Palm Kernal, Coconut, 
Rice Bran , Shea Butter, 

Canola,Hempseed, & Castor Oils 
 

Dr. Bronner's AllDr. Bronner's AllDr. Bronner's AllDr. Bronner's All----One One One One     
Hemp PureHemp PureHemp PureHemp Pure----Castile Soap Castile Soap Castile Soap Castile Soap  

    
    

WWW.PATCHOULIGARDEN.COMWWW.PATCHOULIGARDEN.COMWWW.PATCHOULIGARDEN.COMWWW.PATCHOULIGARDEN.COM    
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Homemade Hemp SalveHomemade Hemp SalveHomemade Hemp SalveHomemade Hemp Salve    
Auntie Bushka's Homemade Hemp Salve Auntie Bushka's Homemade Hemp Salve Auntie Bushka's Homemade Hemp Salve Auntie Bushka's Homemade Hemp Salve     

Bushka Bryndova, 21.08.2005Bushka Bryndova, 21.08.2005Bushka Bryndova, 21.08.2005Bushka Bryndova, 21.08.2005    
 

Cannabis can be used for the fabrication of various medicinal 
preparations. One of the most powerful hemp preparations is the hemp 
salve. Its efficiency was proven already in the 50s at the Olomouc University 
Hospital, where Prof. Jan Kabelik carried out his famous research on the 
antibacterial effects of cannabis indica. 

    

About The History of  Hemp SalveAbout The History of  Hemp SalveAbout The History of  Hemp SalveAbout The History of  Hemp Salve    
 
One of the hospital pathologists cut his finger during an autopsy, 

bacteria resistant to antibiotics infected the wound and it seemed that an 
amputation was going to be inevitable. Then someone had the idea to ask for 
help Prof. Kabelik, who was known for his research on the medicinal use of 
cannabis. He applied his hemp salve and two days later the wound was 
already healing and the amputation was avoided. 

Inspired with traditional medicine and Kabelik’s experiments, seven 
years ago I started to manufacture my own hemp salve. I used Vaseline as a 
salve base because it is better supported by people suffering of allergies 
than lanoline or other animal fats, although it is not as well penetrating as 
them. After years of research and experimentations with different 
fabrication procedures, I finally obtained a preparation with very 
satisfactory effects and after another year of testing I could be quite sure 
that my recipe using double extraction (alcohol fermentation + fat) was the 
right one. The preparation following this homemade recipe is lengthy - 5 
weeks, but it is certainly worth of the effort. 

Due to the fact that in my country is the preparation of medicines on 
the basis of cannabis illegal, it was not possible to make any official analyses 
or clinical experiments. So I had to collect the testimonies of my friends and 
many other persons, who over the years used this salve for the treatment of 
their diseases and health problems. The hemp salve is a universal healing 
preparation with multiple effects. It is combining the effects of an antibiotic 
ointment with the effects of a salve efficiently relieving arthritic and 
rheumatism pains. Among others, it has proven to be extremely efficient for 
the treatment of burns (even of 2nd degree), certain types of eczemas, 
psoriasis and fungus. You will find the complete list of diagnoses 
successfully treated with my homemade salve here under. Just pay attention 
to one thing - the salve should never be used on fresh bleeding wounds! 
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SOME HEALING OR RELIEVING EFFECTS OF THE SALVE : 
 

ANTI-INFLAMMATORY EFFECTS 
 

ANALGESIC EFFECTS 
RELAXING EFFECTS ON MUSCLES AND OTHER BODY TISSUES 

MUCIPAROUS DECONGESTING EFFECTS 
REGENERATIVE EFFECTS ON BODY TISSUES 

WHICH DISEASES THE SALVE HEALS OR RELIEVES  
AS A COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE 

ALL KINDS OF SUPERFICIAL WOUNDS, CUTS 
ACNE PIMPLES, FURUNCLES, NAIL INCARNATIONS, CORNS 

CERTAIN NAIL FUNGUS 
RAGGED COMMISSURE OF LIPS, FEVER BLISTERS, HERPES 

CERTAIN TYPES OF DERMATITIS (INCLUDING ATOPICAL) AND PSORIASIS 
RHEUMATISM AND ARTHRITIC PAINS  

(UP TO THE 2ND DEGREE OF ARTHRITIS) 
TORTICOLLIS, BACK PAINS, MUSCULAR PAINS AND CRAMPS 

SPRAINS AND OTHER CONTUSIONS 
PHLEBITIS, VENOUS ULCERATIONS 

HEMORRHOIDS, MENSTRUATION PAINS 
COLD AND SORE THROAT, BRONCHITIS 

ASTHMATIC PROBLEMS WITH BREATHING 
CHRONICAL INFLAMMATION OF LARYNX  

(APPLICATION IN THE FORM OF A PRIESSNITZ COMPRESS) 
MIGRAINE, HEAD PAINS 
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Recipe for the preparation ofRecipe for the preparation ofRecipe for the preparation ofRecipe for the preparation of    
Homemade Hemp Salve Homemade Hemp Salve Homemade Hemp Salve Homemade Hemp Salve     

 

Ingredients:  Ingredients:  Ingredients:  Ingredients:      

White or yellow (non-refined - better for allergies) 
Vaseline, [or substitute 2 lbs. Shea Butter and 1/4 lb. Beeswax] 

Leaves and lower buds of cannabis 
Optionally a pinch of mint crystals or 0,1 l of hempseed oil 

Proportions: Proportions: Proportions: Proportions:     

For 1 kg of Vaseline it is necessary to use 100 g of dried leaves and 
50 g of lower buds.  [For 1 pound Vaseline use 45 g of dried leaves and  
23 g of lower buds] 

Preparation:Preparation:Preparation:Preparation:    

1. Melt one half of the Vaseline in a large pot. 

2. Add roughly crushed leaves and let them slowly fry during 20 
minutes. 

3. After cooling the mixture pour into the pot 4 liters of water. 

4. Bring to the boiling point and slowly cook during 90 - 120 
minutes. 

5. Let it cool and put it into the fridge overnight. 

6. Take out the fatty cake and press it in order to eliminate the 
rests of water. 

7. Spread the cake into a wider recipient, cover it and let it ferment 
during 3 weeks in a dark place at room temperature. 

8. Again put the mixture into a larger pot, add the other half of 
Vaseline and melt it. 

9. Slowly cook the mixture until the disagreeable smell of 
fermentation disappears. 
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10. Drain it through a strainer and pour the resulting light-green 
colored liquid into a recipient immersed in a water bath. 

11. Add finely crushed lower buds and cook in the water bath 
during one hour until a light skim forms on the surface (don’t forget 
to stir frequently). 

12. Let it cool and store it for 1 week in a dark and cold place. 

13. Repeat the cooking in water bath and put the recipient into a 
cold place again for another week. 

14. Melt and cook the mixture as in the precedent point, drain it 
first through a kitchen strainer and after through a fine canvas (do 
not throw the canvas with the drained buds, store it into a freezer - 
it can be very efficiently used as a warm compress in case of 
asthmatic problems, bronchitis or joint pains). 

15. The salve is now ready to be poured into small cups if you want 
to use it pure - otherwise you can improve it with a pinch of mint 
crystals (for muscular and joint pains) or with 0,1 liter of virgin 
hempseed oil (for dermatologic problems). 

Pure or mint salve may 
be stored in a cold 
place, but they do not 
deteriorate for at least 
6 months even at the 
room temperature. In 
the contrary, the salve 
with the addition of 
hempseed oil needs to 
be stored in a cold 
place and should be 
used within 6 weeks. 

Bushka Bryndova 

Hemp Cut & Scrape Salve Hemp Cut & Scrape Salve Hemp Cut & Scrape Salve Hemp Cut & Scrape Salve ---- .6oz  .6oz  .6oz  .6oz     
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The Merry Hempsters Kind Hemp Vegan SalveThe Merry Hempsters Kind Hemp Vegan SalveThe Merry Hempsters Kind Hemp Vegan SalveThe Merry Hempsters Kind Hemp Vegan Salve    
    

List price: $7.49 List price: $7.49 List price: $7.49 List price: $7.49 ---- Sale price: $5.99 Sale price: $5.99 Sale price: $5.99 Sale price: $5.99    
    

Detailed DescriptionDetailed DescriptionDetailed DescriptionDetailed Description    
 

The Merry Hempsters® new vegan salves all have their own unique 
healing properties. They all however have the benefits of high EFA 
organic hempseed oil. Traditionally used for insect bites, cuts, abrasions, 
skin irritations, hemorrhoids, and open wounds after chance of infection 
is gone. 

Ingredients: Certified Organic Canadian Cannabis Sativa (Hemp) 
Seed Oil, Candelilla Wax, (Myrrh and Certified Organic Calendula Infused 
in Certified Organic Olive, Certified Organic Sunflower, or Certified 
Organic Canola Oil), (Essential Oils of: Clove, Lavender, and Rosemary), 
Vitamin E, Rosemary Extract, Essential Oil of Tea Tree.   

[Salve does not contain Cannabis flowers or leaves] 
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I live with Rheumatoid ArthritisI live with Rheumatoid ArthritisI live with Rheumatoid ArthritisI live with Rheumatoid Arthritis    

Medical Hemp 
Improves my mobility 

Has powerful anti-inflammatory properties 
Has powerful immune modulation properties 

 

I am surviving Multiple SclerosisI am surviving Multiple SclerosisI am surviving Multiple SclerosisI am surviving Multiple Sclerosis    

Medical Hemp 
Reduces muscle spasms/tremors 

Increases balance and bladder control 
Increases my speech and eyesight 

 

I am a survivor of  CancerI am a survivor of  CancerI am a survivor of  CancerI am a survivor of  Cancer    
I am beating all odds! 

 

Medical Hemp helps reduce nausea/increase appetite 
Inhibit tumor growth by promoting apoptosis 

 

WWW.WAMM.ORGWWW.WAMM.ORGWWW.WAMM.ORGWWW.WAMM.ORG    

    
WWW.MEDICALWWW.MEDICALWWW.MEDICALWWW.MEDICAL----MARIJUANMARIJUANMARIJUANMARIJUANAAAA----

TESTIMONIALS.ORGTESTIMONIALS.ORGTESTIMONIALS.ORGTESTIMONIALS.ORG    
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Recipes For Edible Hemp MedicinesRecipes For Edible Hemp MedicinesRecipes For Edible Hemp MedicinesRecipes For Edible Hemp Medicines    
 

Adding hemp to your favorite recipes is a powerful upgrade to your 
diet.  Replace flours, oils and add to greens for a healthier hemped life.  
Hemp muffins, candies, salads, stews, any meal or snack can have a 
great, delicious, nutritious hemp flavor. 

The following recipes are included for those in states and 
countries where medical marijuana is legal, hoping of course that 
government of the people, by the people, and for the people will let the 
people alone, revisit the injustice of hemp prohibition and legalize the 
plant for all its uses. 

There are a wide variety of legal hemp cookbooks and foods 
available on line.  I found plenty of hemp products on  

WWW.AMAZON.COMWWW.AMAZON.COMWWW.AMAZON.COMWWW.AMAZON.COM    
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Cannabis TinctureCannabis TinctureCannabis TinctureCannabis Tincture    
    

1 PINT GRAIN ALCOHOL (Everclear 70%)  
1 OUNCE ORGANIC CANNABIS FLOWERS 
 
CONSULT YOUR DOCTOR.  
 
Combine 1 ounce Cannabis buds (flowers) and  
One pint grain alcohol in a quart jar with a tight fitting lid.  
 
Keep the jar refrigerated.  
Shake the jar vigorously each day for a month  
(less if you can't wait).  
 
Put into small brown dropper bottles, and keep in refrigerator.   
Start treatment with a few drops (3 to 8) and dilute in juice.   
 

Tincture strength may vary, but except for the alcohol it is nonTincture strength may vary, but except for the alcohol it is nonTincture strength may vary, but except for the alcohol it is nonTincture strength may vary, but except for the alcohol it is non----toxic.toxic.toxic.toxic.            
    

Do not drive on medications.  Keep out of reach of children.Do not drive on medications.  Keep out of reach of children.Do not drive on medications.  Keep out of reach of children.Do not drive on medications.  Keep out of reach of children. 
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Tom’s Medicinal Cannabis Butter Or OilTom’s Medicinal Cannabis Butter Or OilTom’s Medicinal Cannabis Butter Or OilTom’s Medicinal Cannabis Butter Or Oil    
 

This recipe is from Marijuana Herbal Cookbook, by Tom Flowers, 
1995. 

 "Butter [and oil] extracts are the favored way to concentrate THC 
for cooking ... 

Butter extracts are about 80% as potent as the marijuana they are 
made from. Butter [and oil] extracts are also inexpensive and easy to 
make. They don't require high grade pot, but they do take some time.  
[Prepare dried organic Cannabis indica leaf by crumbling and removing 
petioles (small sticks).]   

CONSULT YOUR DOCTOR. 
1. Heat: 5 cups of water. Add: 1 cup or 4 ounces of marijuana 

leaf.    1 pound butter (2 cups) or 2 cups Vegetable Oil. 
2. Bring to a boil, then cover and simmer on low heat for 1/ 2 - 2 

hours. Stir occasionally. 
3. Strain the mix, retaining the liquid. A baby food sieve or potato 

ricer is helpful in pressing out the butter and water that remains in the 
leaf. 

4. Boil 2 cups of water, and pour over the leaf to remove any 
leftover butter.  Press again. 

5. Let mixture set until the butter and water separate. The liquid is 
then put in the refrigerator or freezer. 

6. When cooled, the butter and pot will congeal on top of the water. 
Collect the hardened butter extract and refrigerate. Discard the water. 
Add butter to your favorite recipe or spread on toast, etc.   Moderate 
dose =  less than 1 teaspoon.    Three (3) teaspoons = One tablespoon. 
Sixteen (16) tablespoons = 1 Cup.  
 

Use cautiously at first., adjust dosage as needed.Use cautiously at first., adjust dosage as needed.Use cautiously at first., adjust dosage as needed.Use cautiously at first., adjust dosage as needed. 
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Recipe For Ganja Brownies WWW.Recipe For Ganja Brownies WWW.Recipe For Ganja Brownies WWW.Recipe For Ganja Brownies WWW.TRUTHTREE.COMTRUTHTREE.COMTRUTHTREE.COMTRUTHTREE.COM    

Ganja Brownies made with Cannabis butterGanja Brownies made with Cannabis butterGanja Brownies made with Cannabis butterGanja Brownies made with Cannabis butter    
 

Start with Hershey's Premium Baking Bar Unsweetened Chocolate.  On 
the back is a recipe for brownies. 
 
1. Start with dry hemp leaves and 

grind them in a coffee grinder to a 
fine powder.  

2. Put in a measuring cup until ~75 
ml of "green flour" is made. 

3. Fill to the 1 cup mark (250 ml) with 
regular flour.  

4. Proceed with recipe on box.  
5. Heat oven to 350 F.  
6. Grease 13x9x2 (inch) pan.  
7. Heat butter and chocolate and stir 

with wooden spoon until smooth.  
8. Stir in sugar.  
9. Add eggs one at a time.  
10.Add vanilla extract and stir in flour 

mixture. 
11.Add nuts if desired (a very nice 

touch I think) and Bake for 40 
minutes. 

12.It seemed to take 10 minutes 
longer than the box suggested  
(30 minutes) to be completely baked through.  

 
Makes 3 dozen brownies.  
Take 2 and wait an hour.   

Take 4 and cruise for 12 hours.  
 

Enjoy some with our favorite TV Show  

WEEDSWEEDSWEEDSWEEDS 

WWW.SHO.COM/WEEDSWWW.SHO.COM/WEEDSWWW.SHO.COM/WEEDSWWW.SHO.COM/WEEDS    

1 cup butter1 cup butter1 cup butter1 cup butter    4 squares of chocolate4 squares of chocolate4 squares of chocolate4 squares of chocolate    2 cups sugar2 cups sugar2 cups sugar2 cups sugar    

4 eggs4 eggs4 eggs4 eggs    1 cup of flour1 cup of flour1 cup of flour1 cup of flour    1 tsp. vanilla extract1 tsp. vanilla extract1 tsp. vanilla extract1 tsp. vanilla extract    

Ganja Brownies Ganja Brownies Ganja Brownies Ganja Brownies     
made with Cannabis butter, made with Cannabis butter, made with Cannabis butter, made with Cannabis butter,     

a la mode in white bowl, a la mode in white bowl, a la mode in white bowl, a la mode in white bowl,     
with three hemp pulp balls, with three hemp pulp balls, with three hemp pulp balls, with three hemp pulp balls, 
hemp roach clip and budshemp roach clip and budshemp roach clip and budshemp roach clip and buds. 
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Cannabis MedicinalCannabis MedicinalCannabis MedicinalCannabis Medicinal    
Maple Syrup Oat Meal CookiesMaple Syrup Oat Meal CookiesMaple Syrup Oat Meal CookiesMaple Syrup Oat Meal Cookies    

 
Yield: About 3 dozen cookies( From the Curator, RMD)   

    
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees.  
2. Sift together flour, salt and baking powder.  Add oats, nuts and 

chips and mix well.  
3. Cream butters and egg until fluffy. Add maple syrup and vanilla; 

mix well. Stir in dry ingredients.  
4. Drop by teaspoonfuls, 2 inches apart, onto a greased baking 

sheet. 
5. Bake 12 to 15 minutes. Enjoy! 
 

CAUTION:CAUTION:CAUTION:CAUTION:        
    

These are medicinal cookies, keep out of the reach of children, These are medicinal cookies, keep out of the reach of children, These are medicinal cookies, keep out of the reach of children, These are medicinal cookies, keep out of the reach of children,     
and start small with 1/4 cookie.and start small with 1/4 cookie.and start small with 1/4 cookie.and start small with 1/4 cookie.            

    
Do not drive on medications.Do not drive on medications.Do not drive on medications.Do not drive on medications.    

1/4 Cup hemp 1/4 Cup hemp 1/4 Cup hemp 1/4 Cup hemp 
butter made w/leafbutter made w/leafbutter made w/leafbutter made w/leaf 

1/3 Cup Powdered 1/3 Cup Powdered 1/3 Cup Powdered 1/3 Cup Powdered 
Cannabis leaf Cannabis leaf Cannabis leaf Cannabis leaf     

See Tom's ButterSee Tom's ButterSee Tom's ButterSee Tom's Butter 

1 Cup flour 1 Cup flour 1 Cup flour 1 Cup flour 
(organic whole (organic whole (organic whole (organic whole 

wheat) wheat) wheat) wheat)     

1/4 Cup Butter 1/4 Cup Butter 1/4 Cup Butter 1/4 Cup Butter     
(1/2 stick, organic) (1/2 stick, organic) (1/2 stick, organic) (1/2 stick, organic)     

1/4 teaspoon 1/4 teaspoon 1/4 teaspoon 1/4 teaspoon     
sea salt sea salt sea salt sea salt     

3/4 Cup maple 3/4 Cup maple 3/4 Cup maple 3/4 Cup maple 
syrup (any grade) syrup (any grade) syrup (any grade) syrup (any grade)     

1 teaspoon baking 1 teaspoon baking 1 teaspoon baking 1 teaspoon baking 
powder (Red Mill powder (Red Mill powder (Red Mill powder (Red Mill 
NonNonNonNon----aluminum) aluminum) aluminum) aluminum)     

2 Eggs 2 Eggs 2 Eggs 2 Eggs     
(medium, brown) (medium, brown) (medium, brown) (medium, brown)     

1 teaspoon real 1 teaspoon real 1 teaspoon real 1 teaspoon real 
vanilla vanilla vanilla vanilla     

1 Cup Old1 Cup Old1 Cup Old1 Cup Old----fashion fashion fashion fashion 
organic dry oats organic dry oats organic dry oats organic dry oats     

1/2 Cup chopped 1/2 Cup chopped 1/2 Cup chopped 1/2 Cup chopped 
walnuts (organic) walnuts (organic) walnuts (organic) walnuts (organic)     

1/2 Cup Chocolate 1/2 Cup Chocolate 1/2 Cup Chocolate 1/2 Cup Chocolate 
Chips (organic)Chips (organic)Chips (organic)Chips (organic)    
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From Joan Bello’s book: THE BENEFITS OF MARIJUANA: Physical, 
Psychological and Spiritual, 1996, page. 61, comes a recipe for Bhang 
with spices. “Bhang is the Indian (India) term for marijuana leaves and 
flowers dissolved in milk and taken as refreshing and health-giving drink. 
[Hi-fat cow milk is the traditional extractor for Bhang, which was called 
SOMA in the ancient Vedic Scriptures-Editor] Recipe is from page. 480, 
Memorandum to Indian Hemp Drugs Commission 1969.” 

Joan Bello says of her book: “Although this book barely addresses 
the miraculous healing ability that hemp/marijuana can contribute to the 
deforestation, pollution and devastation of our dis-eased planet (see The 
Emperor Wears No Clothes and Lifeline to the Future), this fact must let 
us understand that the gift of nature in the form of a plant is a remedy, a 
holistic medicine of limitless extensions for healing the earth itself. 

Those of us who know the truth have a choiceless commitment to 
expose it. Our commitment runs as deep as our souls. We enjoin you to 
further your knowledge and take your place among us.” [See also Hemp 
for Victory: a Global Warming Solution, the first book in this Hemp for 
Victory series.] 

 

Bhang Milk DrinkBhang Milk DrinkBhang Milk DrinkBhang Milk Drink    
 
Milk (quart) and sugar (if desired). 
Marihuana leaves and flowers, weighing approx. 10 grams. 
Poppy seeds, pepper, dry ginger, caraway seeds, cloves, 

cinnamon, nutmeg (according to personal taste). 
Boil vegetation in water for 5 minutes, mash/mush as it boils. Strain 

and discard the liquid. Take the residue (remaining plant material) and 
form into paste by mashing with back of spoon. Add milk (just enough to 
aid retention of ball-like consistency). Add whatever of other ingredients 
available (not the sugar or milk). Take ball and dissolve in a quart of milk 
– warming slowly over low flame. Strain milk and discard vegetation. Add 
a touch of sugar to milk. Color will be greenish. Refrigerate and drink 
when desired. [Mixture for one person for two days]. 

  
“The Hindus for thousands of years used bhang.  They rolled up the 

leaf and they just used a little bit of leaf. 
Some four thousand years ago Krishna was bringing the Mountain  

of Immortality; and where the nectar of Immortality landed on Earth, 
Indica sprang forth.” 

Dr. William Courtney, M.D. 
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Hemp Museum Tin, donated by 

Elvy Musikka, that contained 300 U.S.A. 
government grown and rolled marijuana 
cigarettes still issued to 7 Americans as 
a result of a now defunct Independent 
New Drug experimental program.  

The quality was very bad male and 
female leaf of Mexican origin (yes I tried 
some and inhaled), forcing the patients 
to smoke over twice the amount to get 
relief as when they had good bud.  With 
smoking the effect is much faster than 
eating, and easier to control the dosage. 

USA Hemp Museum Postcard from HollandUSA Hemp Museum Postcard from HollandUSA Hemp Museum Postcard from HollandUSA Hemp Museum Postcard from Holland    

JointsJointsJointsJoints    
(And we don’t mean tennis elbow here)(And we don’t mean tennis elbow here)(And we don’t mean tennis elbow here)(And we don’t mean tennis elbow here)    
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8.  HEMP EXHIBITS8.  HEMP EXHIBITS8.  HEMP EXHIBITS8.  HEMP EXHIBITS    
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Pictures, Stickers, Buttons, BrochuresPictures, Stickers, Buttons, BrochuresPictures, Stickers, Buttons, BrochuresPictures, Stickers, Buttons, Brochures    
 

The USA Hemp Museum has a lighter side with  
its collections of various Cannabis/hemp/marijuana items.  

 

THC crystals on the marijuana flower cluster  
(shown above) reflect the light from the camera flash. 

Remember, no one has ever died from hemp consumption, 
recreational or otherwise. In contrast, alcohol and tobacco 
kill 150,000 and 450,000 Americans each year, respectively.  
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Looking from  
the top down,  

a young medical  
marijuana plant collects 

light from the sun. 

WWW.CANNABISCONSUMERWWW.CANNABISCONSUMERWWW.CANNABISCONSUMERWWW.CANNABISCONSUMERS.ORGS.ORGS.ORGS.ORG    

Marijuana Because Your Friends Just Aren’t Very Funny 
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Generally, hemp relaxes you while promoting a heightened 
awareness and a healthy appetite, thus helping to 

protect against stress-related illnesses. 

    
    

Refrigerator Magnet from the USA Hemp Museum 
 

A modern sticker  
of  medical use.   

 
Sometimes we have to  
order the doctors to do 
the right thing, by safely 

helping patients.    
 

Cannabis is safe 
medicine  

and as such  
should be  

recommended first  
over more dangerous  

man made drugs. 

 Hello, Colorado!   
Hemp to your health. 
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Do medical Cannabis users have a 
right to smile?  We all have the right to 

smile, one of our inalienable (non-
transferable) rights.  And if one of the 

Creator's flowers makes you feel 
better, by eating it, and you smile, 

whose business is it? 

 

1976 poster for the  
National Organization for  

the Reform of Marijuana Laws.   
In 2006 there were  

750,000 arrests for smoking  
the herbal favorite of the Queen. 

  

 

Alcohol is important in the health and 
hemp section for two reasons.  First, 

alcohol was a prohibited substance and 
so could provide a precedent to 

consider, and Secondly, hemp medicine 
provides a much safer recreational high 
and according to the medical literature, 
helps in the alcohol recovery stage.   
The active ingredient in marijuana  

is an alcohol.     

 The late Pres.  
Bob [Robert] L. Kundert  

and the  
American Cannabis Society 

 
He believed in and used the hemp 

medicine from 1978....    
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 The USA Hemp Museum truck 
spreading the word on stress 
reduction for adults, 1995 

 
Flag wording: 

    

"A Spliff  A Day 
Keeps  

The Doctor Away" 
    

 

 
The California law  

heard around the world. 
 

Twelve states  
have now passed  

some kind of   
medical marijuana bill 

 

Proposition 215 
    

Legal marijuana for some,  

but not yet the farmer 
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CALIFORNIA: 
 

Compassionate Use.   
There happened to be  

millions of  compassionate 
Californians 

 
Thank you, California 

 

The initiative process  
proved itself  valuable in 

checking Governor Wilson of  
California, who was not in 
tune with the Legislature or 
the people on the subject of  
medical marijuana, which he 
vetoed on several occasions. 

 

THE AMERICAN MEDICAL 
MARIJUANA MOVEMENT 

brochure    
    

Pre-1996 brochure  
by Dennis Peron,  

San Francisco, California 
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Home made sticker 
 for hemp medicine    

 

FLORIDA'S COALITION 
ADVOCATING  

MEDICAL MARIJUANA 

 

ROLLING STONE Article 
 

Facing the Truth – 
 

The Government's  
Marijuana Report 
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SCIENCE NEWS  
article 

 
Marijuana Maelstrom 

 

NEWSWEEK  
cover articles 

 
The Battle Over Marijuana:   

Is It Medicine?   
 

The Risks of  Legalization 

 

A related cause in  
the drug war is helping keep 
others healthy despite their 

addictions  
 

AIDS, hepatitis and other 
diseases are spread  

by dirty needles 
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Doctor's prescription for 
medical marijuana from 
Rotterdam, Holland for  

Todd McCormick  
who spent time in jail for  

a federal charge  
of  cultivation of   

(too much) medicine.    

    

The Elvy Buck from Lawrence, 
Kansas, honoring hemp  
activist Elvy Musikka. 

 
“I'd go blind without hemp," 

 said Elvy in court.   
 

The judge agreed  
and she now gets marijuana 
from the federal government. 

 

Pot label from Arizona,  
from the Curator's 6-pack  
of  Cannabis flower joints. 

 
Bottom quote reads: 

 
"Only a cold-hearted bully  
would keep medicine from  

a critically ill patient."    
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Pot label from the 1980's 
 

"PREPARE FOR TAKE-OFF"  
 

from the series called  
 

FLYING LESSONS 

 

"FRONTAL LOBOTOMY!"  
 

Suggestive medical theme  
pot label from the 1980's 

 

""""WHATEVER GETS YOU 
THROUGH THE NIGHT!"  

 
Pot label from the 1980's 

 
Really good for depression 
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9.  HEMP HEROES WE KNOW AND LOVE9.  HEMP HEROES WE KNOW AND LOVE9.  HEMP HEROES WE KNOW AND LOVE9.  HEMP HEROES WE KNOW AND LOVE
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My life partner  
Brenda and I  

on a street corner in  
San Diego, California.  

 
Brenda is a dedicated 

hemp activist  
and early  

hemp movement  
financier,  

including Jack Herer’s  
THE EMPEROR WEARS 

NO CLOTHES  
 

Brenda is also a  
co-founder of  the 
World Cannabis 

Foundation, 501(c)3 
 

Her commitment to the 
hemp movement  

is legendary,  
her impact  
profound. 

Hemp Hero Brenda KershenbaumHemp Hero Brenda KershenbaumHemp Hero Brenda KershenbaumHemp Hero Brenda Kershenbaum    
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Hemp Hero Sister Somayah KambuiHemp Hero Sister Somayah KambuiHemp Hero Sister Somayah KambuiHemp Hero Sister Somayah Kambui    
R.I.P AND THANK YOUR.I.P AND THANK YOUR.I.P AND THANK YOUR.I.P AND THANK YOU    

 
The late Sister Somayah was a long term sickle cell survivor who 

lived doubled her life expectancy plus 8 years using hemp as her primary 
medicine.  Hemp helped her deal with sickle cell.  She’s shown that large 
amounts of hemp seed oil has an impact on cells when they change 
shape into a sickle.  One patient who reportedly “overdosed” on hemp 
seed oil, reported a complete remission of the crisis. 

Sister Somayah’s pioneering work in the field over the last twenty 
years is only now being validated by traditional medical institutions and 
professionals.   

She worked tirelessly on getting Prop. 215 passed in California and 
making sure that hemp advocates know that hemp helps deal with sickle 
cell. 

This dynamic Los Angeles hemp activist has been arrested several 
times by the L.A.P.D. for growing hemp.  After one arrest she spent 62 
days in the Los Angeles Jail where she almost died.  At her trial on 15 
counts of marijuana related criminal charges, the jury found her not 
guilty on all charges on the first jury ballot.   

At the request of Dana Beal, she started the Million Marijuana 
March in Los Angeles in 1999 and produced the annual LA Million Global 
Marijuana March through 2008 as part of an international movement to 
restore the hemp plant to its natural place in health and healing. 

Sister Somayah has worked closely with the USA Hemp Museum 
and donated items for medical marijuana and other hemp exhibits. The 
author has been caregiver for Sister Somayah for over a decade and 
testified at her trial. 
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Hemp Hero Dana BealHemp Hero Dana BealHemp Hero Dana BealHemp Hero Dana Beal    

The annual Global Marijuana March  
has been going on for approximately thirty years,  

unifying hemp activists world wide.   
 

The march’s founder and annual event organizer is 
Dana Beal of  Cures Not Wars ,  

a group devoted reforming marijuana laws  
and to proselytizing for the virtues of   

the African plant Ibogaine in treating drug addictions.   
 

In 2008, more than 200 cities world-wide  
participated in the Global Marijuana March. 

 
The march is the first Saturday every May, in a city near you. 

 

WWW.CURESWWW.CURESWWW.CURESWWW.CURES----NOTNOTNOTNOT----WARS.ORGWARS.ORGWARS.ORGWARS.ORG    
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Hemp Hero Dr. Tod H. Mikyria, M.D.Hemp Hero Dr. Tod H. Mikyria, M.D.Hemp Hero Dr. Tod H. Mikyria, M.D.Hemp Hero Dr. Tod H. Mikyria, M.D.    
9/20/33 9/20/33 9/20/33 9/20/33 ---- 5/20/07 5/20/07 5/20/07 5/20/07    

R.I.P. AND THANK YOUR.I.P. AND THANK YOUR.I.P. AND THANK YOUR.I.P. AND THANK YOU    
Dr. Tod H. Mikuriya was one of the world's foremost authorities on 

the uses of medical cannabis. He had few peers in his clinical 
knowledge of cannabis' therapeutic uses, efficacy, history, culture, 

policies, routes of administration and potential for abuse. 
 

Dr. Tod was the first medical marijuana activist  
I met outside of Mendocino County in 1990.   

 
It was an honor to have been acquainted with him. 

 

WWW.OSHAUGHNESSYS.COMWWW.OSHAUGHNESSYS.COMWWW.OSHAUGHNESSYS.COMWWW.OSHAUGHNESSYS.COM    
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In 1968, at the age of 23, Kubby was diagnosed 
with malignant pheochromocytoma, a rare, fatal form 
of adrenal cancer.  He had tumors surgically removed 
in 1968, 1975, and 1976, by which time the cancer had 
metastasized to his liver and beyond, and he was 
given less than five years to live.  After continuing 
chemotherapy, and another surgery at the Mayo 
Clinic in 1981, Kubby began treating his cancer solely 
with medical cannabis, and by maintaining a healthy 
diet. 

Kubby authored "The Politics of Consciousness" in 1995, and co-
authored "Why Marijuana Should be Legal" in 1996.  He was instrumental in 
the drafting and passage of Proposition 215, "The Compassionate Use Act of 
1996," which led to the legalization of medical cannabis in California and 11 
other states. 

Two months after his 1998 Libertarian campaign for California 
Governor concluded, the Sheriff of Placer County raided Kubby's home and 
found 265 cannabis plants that were being grown in compliance with 
California state law.  In a guest's room the sheriff also found some peyote 
and a mushroom stem for which Kubby and his wife were arrested and 
charged with possession of controlled substances. 

Kubby's wife was acquitted of all charges while Kubby's jury hung 11-
1 in favor of acquittal, resulting in the cannabis charges being 
dismissed.  However, the jury convicted Kubby of possession for the peyote 
and the mushroom stem and he was sentenced to 120 days in jail. 

Fearing that his cancer would kill him if he was denied medical 
cannabis by his jailers, Kubby and his family moved to Canada where he 
fought to clear his name for five years.  When the Placer County Sheriff's 
Office agreed to allow Kubby to use Marinol, a pharmaceutical derivative of 
cannabis, to treat his cancer, he returned from exile on January 26, 2006, 
and turned himself in.  On March 6, he was released early for good behavior, 
and subsequently served 22 days of a 60-day sentence for refusing to return 
from Canada. 

WWW.KUBBY.COMWWW.KUBBY.COMWWW.KUBBY.COMWWW.KUBBY.COM    

LET FREEDOM GROWLET FREEDOM GROWLET FREEDOM GROWLET FREEDOM GROW    
The War On Drugs was never, ever about drugs, it’s about bigotry.   

You can change the law, but changing the prejudice and fear of bigots  
who hide behind drug war rhetoric is a far more challenging task.   

It’s time to expose the Drug War  
and the bigots who promote the ideology of “Zero Tolerance.” 

Hemp Hero Steve KubbyHemp Hero Steve KubbyHemp Hero Steve KubbyHemp Hero Steve Kubby    
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Hemp Hero Dr. William L. Courtney, M.D.Hemp Hero Dr. William L. Courtney, M.D.Hemp Hero Dr. William L. Courtney, M.D.Hemp Hero Dr. William L. Courtney, M.D.    
 

"...Dr. Bill Courtney's slide show on the endogenous 
cannabinoid system in the human brain, based on the 
December 2004 *Scientific American* article, "The Brain's 
Own Marijuana."  Dr. Courtney's well-researched educational 
on cannabinoids grounded the gathering in science, included 
several biological systems which cannabis modulates 
(immune, endocrine, brain, cardiovascular, digestive, 
reproductive, respiratory, circulatory and central nervous 

systems, among others) and over 400 medical conditions for which 
"marijuana provides relief" (Proposition 215). Pebbles Trippet on Dr. Bill  

 

NPR INTERVIEW: Clinical CannabisNPR INTERVIEW: Clinical CannabisNPR INTERVIEW: Clinical CannabisNPR INTERVIEW: Clinical Cannabis    
“Omega 6 Essential Fatty Acids are required precursors for the 

synthesis of the bodies Endogenous Cannabinoids.” 

“Endogenous and exogenous cannabinoids both bind to the same 
Cannabinoids receptors to modulate pain, inflammation and the immune 
system.” 

“CBD or cannabidiol is found in leaf and provides many medicinal 
benefits. Since CBD is non-psychoactive it is ideal for daytime use.” page 39 

“Everyone should consider the prophylactic [preventative] benefits of 
cannabis: which includes the prevention of diabetic retinopathy that more 
than seventeen million Americans suffer; which includes reducing the onset 
of Alzheimer’s, which dements millions of Americans.” page 38 

“I know people who have reduced their use of Prozac from 80 mgs to 
10 on (hemp) leaf.  That’s an awful lot of knowledge to hide in fear.” 

“It (hemp) can reduce the inflammation that drives Alzheimer’s; it can 
reduce the microglial that results in the immune system packing injured 
nerve cells; it can increase the cebo cholinesterase levels that improve 
memory and function; and it now looks like it’s altering the formation of 
taking these little beta amyloid units and weaving them together into sheets 
of amyloid protein that then fold into the amyloid plaque, which very well 
could be the pathologic. Page 31 

THC is very good for neuropathic pain; it’s good for pain; it appears to 
be good throughout the whole nervous system and nerves are involved in 
the perception of pain. Page 44  Appointments for Mendocino, CA 707-937-
4937 
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Hemp Hero Mary Elaine GennoyHemp Hero Mary Elaine GennoyHemp Hero Mary Elaine GennoyHemp Hero Mary Elaine Gennoy    
 

 The author was 
honored to have been medical 
marijuana caregiver and 
friend to Mary for a dozen 
years.   
 Marijuana helped Mary. 
 Mary, a longtime 
resident of San Francisco’s 
Castro district,  who used a 
diminutive body shaped by 
birth defects to become a 
passionate medical marijuana 
activist, died at age 53, after 
suffering complications from 
throat surgery for cancer of 
the larynx.  Her small size 
resulted from the radiation 
treatment her mother 
underwent for cancer while 
pregnant.   
 Gennoy also was born 
without forearm bones and 
with other physical disabilities 
that included  useless thumbs 
and arthritis from birth.  She 
also had hearing and intestinal 
problems. 
 During the 1996 

campaign to pass Proposition 215, Gennoy - who stood just 4 feet 6 inches 
tall and weighed less than 70 pounds - gathered signatures to put the 
measure on the ballot and later served as a spokeswoman for the cause,  
according to Dennis Peron co-author of Proposition 215.  

She spent much of her life recovering from surgeries and serious 
illnesses, and as a teenager discovered that marijuana eased her chronic 
discomfort.   "If you were born like me, you'd have no choice," she 
said.  "You'd just do it.  There have been times when I've almost died, and I 
really need this to help me out." 

 
Condensed from Associated Press and San Jose Mercury News, 9/1704. 

1951 1951 1951 1951 ---- 2004 2004 2004 2004    
R.I.P. AND THANK YOUR.I.P. AND THANK YOUR.I.P. AND THANK YOUR.I.P. AND THANK YOU    
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Hemp Hero Elvy MusikkaHemp Hero Elvy MusikkaHemp Hero Elvy MusikkaHemp Hero Elvy Musikka    
    

Elvy Musikka on a nation-
wide tour in 1994, pictured with 
the author.  Ms Musikka has 
lectured and sung for legal 
Cannabis for years.  In her own 
words: 

“I am Elvy Musikka. I was 
born with congenital cataracts, 
so as a child I had several eye 
surgeries. Perhaps for this 
reason I developed glaucoma in 
my thirties. Within a year a 
doctor recommended medical 
marijuana: For over 25 years it 
has been the most efficient, reliable, and the safest part of my treatment. 
Unfortunately, fear of the law caused me to make irrational personal 
decisions, such as having too many surgeries in my right eye. The result? 
Permanent blindness in that eye. 

By this time I was more determined than ever to maintain the limited 
but stable vision in my left eye. I cultivated marijuana: was arrested, and 
based on medical necessity, won my trial. Thus on August 15, 1988, we 
established a medical marijuana defense in the state of Florida. Shortly after 
this win, I became the first woman to receive medical cannabis through a 
federal program, that today supplies eight of us. Repeatedly this issue goes 
before the voters; it always wins overwhelmingly! However, the Federal 
Government continues to deny the voters.  

Millions of Americans use cannabis daily, thus I suspect that we are 
the largest minority in the United States. We come from every segment of 
society and every financial background. We are for the most part, 
responsible adults who maintain occupations, families, and contribute to our 
communities. (Still we arrest 700,000 people yearly, for choosing a "Wiser 
Bud".) We consider hemp/cannabis/ marijuana prohibition a blasphemy on 
the Creator's work. Some of the consequences are: ozone destruction, 
planetary deforestation, and pollution. (Serious health hazards.) As we 
surrender our Constitution, and make criminals out of otherwise law-abiding 
citizens, we are wasting a tremendous amount of resources! It is our 
responsibility as citizens to demand accountability of our legislators.  

We cannot continue to support man-made laws that are against 
Nature. These laws attempt to prohibit the BASIC INSTINCTS OF SELF 
PRESERVATION AND COMPASSION.  Sincerely, Elvy Musikka” 
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Hemp Hero Dame Anita RoddickHemp Hero Dame Anita RoddickHemp Hero Dame Anita RoddickHemp Hero Dame Anita Roddick    
23 October 1942 23 October 1942 23 October 1942 23 October 1942 –––– 10 September 2007 10 September 2007 10 September 2007 10 September 2007    

R.I.P. AND THANK YOUR.I.P. AND THANK YOUR.I.P. AND THANK YOUR.I.P. AND THANK YOU    

Founder: The Body Shop 
The world lost a great activist and environmentalist 

with the death of  Dame Anita Roddick, 
who was proud of  the hemp leaf.    

    

WWW.THEBODYSHOP.COMWWW.THEBODYSHOP.COMWWW.THEBODYSHOP.COMWWW.THEBODYSHOP.COM    
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Hemp Hero B.E. SmithHemp Hero B.E. SmithHemp Hero B.E. SmithHemp Hero B.E. Smith    

 
R.I.P. AND THANK YOUR.I.P. AND THANK YOUR.I.P. AND THANK YOUR.I.P. AND THANK YOU    

 
B.E. SMITH WAS A U. S. WAR VETERANB.E. SMITH WAS A U. S. WAR VETERANB.E. SMITH WAS A U. S. WAR VETERANB.E. SMITH WAS A U. S. WAR VETERAN    

WHO WAS JAILED FOR USING HEMP FOR HEALTHWHO WAS JAILED FOR USING HEMP FOR HEALTHWHO WAS JAILED FOR USING HEMP FOR HEALTHWHO WAS JAILED FOR USING HEMP FOR HEALTH    
 

54 year old two time Vietnam vet and Grandfather to 19 served 27 
months for growing 87 plants under Prop 215.   

 
The prosecution admitted that he would not have been prosecuted 

if he hadn't exercised his constitutional rights of free speech and appears 
in the press to say what he'd been doing.  

 
He told the Judge at sentencing that he walked the point in 

Vietnam, that he served his country then and he would do his time as a 
service to those persons for whom a prison term would be a death 
sentence. 

 
Judge Burrell in federal court in Sacramento found BE Smith had 

no remorse and sentenced him to the maximum. 
 
The Judge even gave BE an extra 7 months for being in a High 

Times article - the added 7 months was later overturned on appeal 
AFTER B.E. DID THE TIME. 
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Hemp Hero Lester Grinspoon, M.D.Hemp Hero Lester Grinspoon, M.D.Hemp Hero Lester Grinspoon, M.D.Hemp Hero Lester Grinspoon, M.D.    

Emeritus Professor of  Psychiatry at Emeritus Professor of  Psychiatry at Emeritus Professor of  Psychiatry at Emeritus Professor of  Psychiatry at     
Harvard Medical SchoolHarvard Medical SchoolHarvard Medical SchoolHarvard Medical School    

    
""""The mountain of accumulated anecdotal evidence that pointed the 

way to the present [marijuana as treatment for HIV neuropathic pain] and 
other clinical studies also strongly suggests there are a number of other 
devastating disorders and symptoms for which marijuana has been used for 
centuries; they deserve the same kind of careful, methodologically sound 
research. 

 
While few such studies have so far been completed, all have lent 

weight to what medicine already knew but had largely forgotten or ignored: 
Marijuana is effective at relieving nausea and vomiting, spasticity, appetite 
loss, certain types of pain, and other debilitating symptoms. And it is 
extraordinarily safe -- safer than most medicines prescribed every day. If 
marijuana were a new discovery rather than a well-known substance 
carrying cultural and political baggage, it would be hailed as a wonder 
drug." March 1, 2007 
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Hemp Hero Hemp Hero Hemp Hero Hemp Hero     
Surgeon General Jocelyn Elders, M.D.Surgeon General Jocelyn Elders, M.D.Surgeon General Jocelyn Elders, M.D.Surgeon General Jocelyn Elders, M.D.    

 

Joycelyn Elders, M.D. wrote in a March 26, 2004  
editorial published in the Providence Journal in Rhode Island:  

 
"The evidence is overwhelming  

that marijuana can relieve certain types of  pain,  
nausea, vomiting and other symptoms  

caused by such illnesses as multiple sclerosis,  
cancer and AIDS -- or by the harsh drugs  

sometimes used to treat them.  
 

And it can do so with remarkable safety.  
 

Indeed, marijuana is less toxic than many of  the drugs  
that physicians prescribe every day." 
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Hemp Hero Pebbles TrippetHemp Hero Pebbles TrippetHemp Hero Pebbles TrippetHemp Hero Pebbles Trippet    
 
Trippet was involved in the first 

medical marijuana transportation case in 
California following the passage of 
Proposition 215.   

See People v. Trippet (1997) 56 
Cal.App.4th 1532. 

Note on Raich (The Linder Decision) 
- By Pebbles Trippet 

Raich v Ashcroft is the most 
significant case dealing with medical 
freedom to face the court since the Roe v 
Wade decision affirmed women’s 
reproductive rights and doctors’ role as 
gatekeepers of medical decisions. 

There has never been a U.S. Supreme Court ruling on the 
constitutional rights of cannabis patients under state law —until now.  Raich 
set federal precedent for an individual’s right to grow marijuana for medical 
purposes. It led to Santa Cruz v Ashcroft, which went further, setting 
precedent for medical cannabis collectives, i.e., patients engaged in 
collective cultivation of marijuana for their personal medical use under state 
law. 

Santa Cruz v Ashcroft still stands as 9th Circuit precedent for 
collectives but undoubtedly will be challenged if Raich is reversed. Linder v 
US (1925) (268 US 5) reviewed the same jurisdictional question under the 
Commerce Clause from the physician’s perspective 80 years ago. 
“Obviously, direct control of medical practice in the states is beyond the 
power of the Federal Government.” 

The court concluded: without interstate commerce, the federal 
government has no jurisdiction to reach into the practice of medicine within 
a state.  The same principle applies to cannabis patients as applied to Dr. 
Linder. The Linder ruling has never been overturned as to supplying small 
amounts of drugs to patients for medical purposes, similar to physician-
authorized self-supply of small amounts of plants. 

Raich’s legal team raised the Linder precedent in their 9th Circuit 
brief and their U.S. Supreme Court brief. 

Pebbles Trippet Pebbles Trippet Pebbles Trippet Pebbles Trippet     
with the Curator and the with the Curator and the with the Curator and the with the Curator and the 

Traveling Hemp Museum, 1995Traveling Hemp Museum, 1995Traveling Hemp Museum, 1995Traveling Hemp Museum, 1995    
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Hemp Hero Mikki NorrisHemp Hero Mikki NorrisHemp Hero Mikki NorrisHemp Hero Mikki Norris    
 

 
 
Mikki Norris, M.A. has been an activist for drug policy reform since 

1989 when she formed the American Hemp Council along with her 
husband Chris Conrad.  Mikki is Director of the Cannabis Consumers 
Campaign, Coordinator of Human Rights and the Drug War and  Board 
Member of Oakland Civil Liberties Alliance. 

Mikki worked for the passage of medical marijuana Proposition 215 
in California.  She and Chris were curators and designed exhibits for the 
Hash Marijuana Hemp Museum in Amsterdam, Holland in 1993 and 2000.  

Mikki with Chris Conrad and Virginia Resner created the photo 
exhibit project Human Rights and the Drug War, which toured the U.S. 
and Europe.  The three co-
authored two books, 
Shattered Lives:  Portraits 
from America’s Drug War 
and Human Rights and the 
US Drug War and sponsor 
the website www.hr95.org.  
They were presented with 
the Robert C. Randall ward 
in the Field of Citizen Action 
by the Drug Policy 
Foundation in 2001.    

WWW.HR95.ORGWWW.HR95.ORGWWW.HR95.ORGWWW.HR95.ORG    
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Hemp Hero Dennis PeronHemp Hero Dennis PeronHemp Hero Dennis PeronHemp Hero Dennis Peron    
Dennis Peron (center) with 

John Entwhistle, S.F. activist 
(right) and author (left) at Fort 
Mason rally San Francisco, CA, 
1995, with the Traveling Hemp 
Museum. 

Dennis Peron will be 
remembered as one of the 
founders of the medical 
marijuana movement.  Dennis 
was active in San Francisco in 
1972 when Proposition P got 37% 
of the vote. 

Peron spearheaded the initiative Proposition 215 in California in 
1996, which passed and cracked open marijuana prohibition and gave us 
medical use of marijuana. 

In 1998, Peron unsuccessfully ran for governor of California, 
spreading the word about Proposition 215. 

The original San Francisco Cannabis Buyers Club location (below),  
on a very, very quiet day, during its long and effective run,  starring 
Dennis Peron.   

The author was there and saw the patients come and smoke the 
medicine  and get some genuine relief, care giving and social life.   

It's not over yet, but here is where the medical marijuana 
revolution started. 

Hemp Museum postcardHemp Museum postcardHemp Museum postcardHemp Museum postcard    
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Hemp Heroes Marc Emery, Hemp Heroes Marc Emery, Hemp Heroes Marc Emery, Hemp Heroes Marc Emery,     
Michelle Rainey and Greg WilliamsMichelle Rainey and Greg WilliamsMichelle Rainey and Greg WilliamsMichelle Rainey and Greg Williams    

 
 

Marc Emery, Michelle Rainey, and Greg Williams  
are Canadian citizens who were heavily involved in anti-prohibition 

activism for over ten years.  The United States Justice Department and 
DEA want Canada’s government to extradite these three political 
activists to face 10 years up to life in US prison!  Canadians and 
Americans must do their part to help prevent the extradition from 

happening even a phone call makes a difference.  Visit: 

FREE ALL NONFREE ALL NONFREE ALL NONFREE ALL NON----VIOLENT HEMP PRISONERS!!!VIOLENT HEMP PRISONERS!!!VIOLENT HEMP PRISONERS!!!VIOLENT HEMP PRISONERS!!!    
THEY ARE INNOCENT, TRAPPED IN A BROKEN SYSTEM WITH 
THE NERVE TO MAKE EVEN NATURE’S HEMP PLANT ILLEGAL 
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Hemp Hero Bruce MargolinHemp Hero Bruce MargolinHemp Hero Bruce MargolinHemp Hero Bruce Margolin    
The Nation's Foremost Authority on Marijuana LawThe Nation's Foremost Authority on Marijuana LawThe Nation's Foremost Authority on Marijuana LawThe Nation's Foremost Authority on Marijuana Law    

 
 For more than 40 years, the name 
of California attorney Bruce Margolin has 
been synonymous with marijuana 
defense. Since the onset of America's 
"war on drugs," his top Los Angeles 
criminal defense firm has protected the 
rights of thousands of marijuana 
defendants and fought to change those 
laws that unfairly target and punish drug 
crimes. 
 No California marijuana attorney - 
or any criminal defense attorney in the 
United States - has successfully 
defended more marijuana cases. The 
Law Offices of Bruce M. Margolin 
tirelessly represents clients against 
marijuana charges, other drug charges 
and all felony and misdemeanor 
offenses. Attorney Margolin has 
represented famed attorney Tony Serra, 
Christian Brando (son of Marlon Brando) 
and many others. 

During his unparalleled career as a marijuana defense attorney, 
Bruce M. Margolin has become the nation's unquestioned authority on 
marijuana law: 

For 30 years, he has served as director of Los Angeles NORML, the 
National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws. 

This dynamic attorney literally wrote the book on the topic, as the 
author of THE MARGOLIN GUIDE TO MARIJUANA LAWSTHE MARGOLIN GUIDE TO MARIJUANA LAWSTHE MARGOLIN GUIDE TO MARIJUANA LAWSTHE MARGOLIN GUIDE TO MARIJUANA LAWS, which has 
published more than 60,000 copies. Bruce Margolin has also served as 
advisor for the California Compassionate Use Act, the medicinal 
marijuana initiative also known as Prop 215, and as council for the 
California Hemp Initiative. 

In the California governor recall election of 2003, Mr. Margolin was 
one of the top vote-getters among 135 candidates for the governorship, 
on a platform of legalizing marijuana as a way to help solve the state's 
budget crisis. 

WWW.1800420LAWS.COMWWW.1800420LAWS.COMWWW.1800420LAWS.COMWWW.1800420LAWS.COM    
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Hemp Hero Dale GieringerHemp Hero Dale GieringerHemp Hero Dale GieringerHemp Hero Dale Gieringer    

  
Mr. California NORML, Dale keeps us all informed about California 

marijuana news.  Activist and author of articles in this book, Dale has 
helped place California at the forefront of Cannabis re-legalization. 

    
CA NORML CA NORML CA NORML CA NORML     

 
San Francisco Office: 

2215-R Market St. #278, San Francisco, CA 94114  
 

Los Angeles Office: 
8749 Holloway Dr, W. Hollywood, CA 90069 

 
Email: canorml@igc.org 

FAX (510) 849-3974  

    
    

WWW.CANORML.ORGWWW.CANORML.ORGWWW.CANORML.ORGWWW.CANORML.ORG    
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Hemp Hero Woody HarrelsonHemp Hero Woody HarrelsonHemp Hero Woody HarrelsonHemp Hero Woody Harrelson    

American actor and hempAmerican actor and hempAmerican actor and hempAmerican actor and hemp----activistactivistactivistactivist    
 
A lifelong environmental activist, Woody Harrelson has proven to 

be an effective spokesperson for the legalization of hemp.  
Harrelson has been jailed several times, staging a planting of hemp 

seeds in support of farmers lobbing for legalization.  
Harrelson sits on the NORML advisory board with Willy Nelson, Bill 

Maher, Daniel Stern, Rick Steves, and Robert Altman, among other 
prominent activists opposed to marijuana prohibition.  

He has consistently lent his celebrity status to the cause of 
reforming marijuana laws. 

Photo and text from http://www.e-stoned.com/rec/79-Woody-Harrelson 

    
WWW.VOICEYOURSELF.COWWW.VOICEYOURSELF.COWWW.VOICEYOURSELF.COWWW.VOICEYOURSELF.COM M M M     
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Hemp Hero Willie NelsonHemp Hero Willie NelsonHemp Hero Willie NelsonHemp Hero Willie Nelson    

The Willie Nelson Peace Research InstituteThe Willie Nelson Peace Research InstituteThe Willie Nelson Peace Research InstituteThe Willie Nelson Peace Research Institute  
believes in the Promise of Peace on Earthbelieves in the Promise of Peace on Earthbelieves in the Promise of Peace on Earthbelieves in the Promise of Peace on Earth in Our Lifetime in Our Lifetime in Our Lifetime in Our Lifetime     

as the Birthright of Our Global Human Family.as the Birthright of Our Global Human Family.as the Birthright of Our Global Human Family.as the Birthright of Our Global Human Family.    
    

WWW.WILLIENELSON.COMWWW.WILLIENELSON.COMWWW.WILLIENELSON.COMWWW.WILLIENELSON.COM        
WWW.WILLIENELSONPRI.WWW.WILLIENELSONPRI.WWW.WILLIENELSONPRI.WWW.WILLIENELSONPRI.COMCOMCOMCOM    

“Hemp provides everything a human needs.”“Hemp provides everything a human needs.”“Hemp provides everything a human needs.”“Hemp provides everything a human needs.”    
“No War Required”“No War Required”“No War Required”“No War Required” 

 

Back in the 1960’s when the rest of us were just smoking weed, 
Willie Nelson was talking about the real uses of hemp, medical, industrial, 
spiritual as well as recreational.  The USA Hemp Museum is producing a 
series on hemp for the Willie Nelson Peace Research Institute to the song 
written by Willie and his daughter Amy A PEACEFUL SOLUTION.   
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10.  LEGISLATED TO DEATH10.  LEGISLATED TO DEATH10.  LEGISLATED TO DEATH10.  LEGISLATED TO DEATH    
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THE CONFLICT OF HEMP LAWTHE CONFLICT OF HEMP LAWTHE CONFLICT OF HEMP LAWTHE CONFLICT OF HEMP LAW    

Legal Action Is Necessary Legal Action Is Necessary Legal Action Is Necessary Legal Action Is Necessary ---- Our Demand For Due Process Our Demand For Due Process Our Demand For Due Process Our Demand For Due Process    

It is instructive to let the reader 
understand where the author is coming from in 
the medical marijuana debate.  What’s in it for 
him?  What is the proper outcome of the 
debate?  Will what we suggest here or even 
prove to you beyond a doubt make a difference 
in the debate?  The author believes it is time to 
end once and for all the war on hemp, hemp 
medicines and recreational hemp. 

Anything less than all out surrender, 
where one day the prohibition is lifted, where 
hemp in all its glory is returned to the people, 
anything less may be the downfall of people on earth as was pointed out in 
the first book of this series called:  Hemp For Victory: A Global Warming 
Solution. 

Any attempt to keep the hemp plant criminalized in any way will 
impede a very necessary transition to a hemp based economy.  There are 
several good reasons why this abrupt transition should occur.  The most 
forceful and telling argument is that the people, any and all of us, have an 
inalienable right to the gifts of the creator of which plants are such.  To 
paraphrase the founding fathers:  Life, Liberty, the pursuit of happiness, and 

the hemp plant.  These are rights we 
cannot give up even if we want to.  These 
are the rights that justify government to 
thereby protect those rights for 
individuals.  Listen to the Declaration of 
Independence: 
     “We hold these truths to be self-
evident, that all men are created equal; 
that they are endowed by their Creator 
with certain unalienable rights; that 
among these, are life, liberty, and the 
pursuit of happiness.  That, to secure 
these rights, governments are instituted 
among men, deriving their just powers 
from the consent of the governed…” 
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Our government has failed to live up to their commitment to protect 
our inalienable right to the hemp plant (obviously endowed by the Creator), 
instead instituting an obviously unconstitutional prohibition against the most 
important plant in the history of people.  Remember how the first prohibition 
required a constitutional amendment…  We the people must demand due 
process.  The Marijuana Tax Act of 1937 was declared unconstitutional in 
United States v. Leary, 1969.  Due Process.  Hemp was outlawed.  Due 
process.  Cannabis medicines were prohibited.  Due Process. 

One day a court will declare a victory for the people and stop this war 
on a plant we sorely need and that day had better be soon.  More likely will 
be the people of California will act by initiative to win back those rights that 
were taken from the states in the Marijuana Tax Act.  It is a fact that all you 
hear from the federal government about federal trumps states in law is so 
much bull.  Read the Ninth and Tenth Amendments to the Federal 
Constitution. 

Listen to these facts.  The people of Alaska, roughly half a million 
American citizens over the age of nineteen have the right to both smoke and 
grow marijuana in the privacy of their home and yards - and this since 1974.  
The government and the people have tried to overturn this right and failed.  
Do you think for one minute that if federal trumps state those Alaskan tokers 
would not be in jail or marked a criminal for life? 

Again the right to privacy pertains to the freedom of the individual to 
decide as to her course of action and was related to any situs [place],  [410 
U.S. 113, 93 S. Ct. 705, 35L.Ed.2d 147 (1973).] 

The Alaska Supreme Court Argued “Thus it appears that the United 
States Supreme Court has found a right to privacy to exist as to activities 
within the home or with reference to values associated with the home, and 
additionally, as a right of personal autonomy, to make decisions that shape 
an individuals personal life." 

And to further quote the Alaska Supreme Court: "Since the citizens of 
Alaska, with their strong emphasis on individual liberty, enacted an 
amendment to the Alaska Constitution expressly providing for a right to 
privacy not found in the United States Constitution, it can only be concluded 
that, that right is broader in scope than that of the Federal Constitution. As 
such, it concludes not only activities within the home and values associated 
with the home, but also a right to be left alone and to do as one pleases as 
long as the activity does not infringe on the rights of others. Thus, the 
decision whether to ingest food, beverages or other substances comes 
within the purview of that right to privacy." And, "Privacy in the home is a 
fundamental right, under both the federal and Alaska constitutions." 

What about California?  The Constitution of California has a 
declaration of rights stronger than that of Alaska because these rights 
including privacy are enumerated as inalienable rights: 
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CALIFORNIA CONSTITUTION:CALIFORNIA CONSTITUTION:CALIFORNIA CONSTITUTION:CALIFORNIA CONSTITUTION:    
DECLARATION OF RIGHTS  DECLARATION OF RIGHTS  DECLARATION OF RIGHTS  DECLARATION OF RIGHTS  ----        ARTICLE 1, SECTION 1ARTICLE 1, SECTION 1ARTICLE 1, SECTION 1ARTICLE 1, SECTION 1    
 
“All people are by nature free and independent and have 

inalienable rights.  Among these are enjoying and defending life and liberty, 
acquiring, possessing, and protecting property, and pursuing and obtaining 
safety, happiness, and privacy.” 

The California Legislature like the Alaska High Court declared the 
right to privacy is a fundamental right: 

CA CODE CIVIL CODE SECTION 1798.1  “The Legislature declares 
that the right to privacy is a personal and fundamental  right protected by 
Section 1 of Article 1 of The Constitution of California and by the United 
States Constitution.” 

Another fact is that eleven years after the people of California 
passed the Compassionate Use Act of 1996,; the state of California has not 
been sued by the feds to throw out the people’s law.  Doesn’t it make you 
wonder why if federal trumps state the feds would not just go to court and 
end this “heresy” by the green medicine states which number twelve at 
present?  It is apparent that the way to cut through the crap is for the people 
to act through initiative.  The legislature can put an initiative on the ballot for 
us.  Just give the hemp plant back to the people. 

I get mad when someone gets rights that I don’t have.  I have been 
to court both in Arizona and California to win back rights and have laid the 
groundwork for other constitutional challenges. 

Inalienable, fundamental principles are involved in that our 
founding fathers had the right to the seeds of the earth without question. 
Our first and third presidents Washington and Jefferson were both Cannabis 
hemp farmers, with privilege and immunity not now available to the people. 

“The result of using the Commerce Clause as a pretext for drug 
prohibition is that, de facto as well as de jure, the American government is 
empowered to deprive us, as it sees fit, of our ancient freedom to grow, on 
our own soil, for our own consumption any crop of its choosing." (Szasz). 

The preamble of the treaty instigated by the United States and 
signed by the United States to give international clout to the war on hemp/
marijuana, the U.N. Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961, states: 

“The Parties, concerned with the health and welfare of mankind, 
recognizing that the medical use of narcotic drugs continues to be 
indispensable for the relief of pain and suffering and that adequate provision 
must be made to ensure the availability of narcotic drugs for such 
purposes…” 

Here again we ask for due process.  Cannabis is not a narcotic 
drug, and should be removed from the above Convention.  Article 2, section 
5(b) of the U.N. Single Convention allows prohibition: 
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(b) A Party (United States of America) shall, if in its opinion the 
prevailing conditions in its country render it the most appropriate means of 
protecting the public health and welfare, prohibit the production, 
manufacture, export and import of, trade in, possession or use of any such 
drug except for amounts which may be necessary for medical and scientific 
research only, including clinical trials therewith to be conducted under or 
subject to the direct supervision and control of the Party.” 

But any prohibition policy in the U.S. is covered by our laws and 
our Constitution, as Articles 35 and 36 clearly state: 

Article 35: Action against the illicit traffic.  “Having due regard to 
their constitutional, legal and administrative systems, the Parties shall:” 

Article 36:  Penal provisions.  “1. Subject to its constitutional 
limitations…2.  Subject to the constitutional limitations of a Party, its legal 
system and domestic law… 

Therefore there is no international law that entitles our 
government to prohibit the Cannabis plant for medicine or any other reason 
if that prohibition is in conflict with our constitutional law and system.  The 
first Prohibition [alcohol] in this country demanded a constitutional 
amendment.  The second prohibition [marijuana] was done in committee and 
by statute.  That is clearly unconstitutional. 

The Single Convention,  Article 28, Section 2 states:  “This 
Convention shall not apply to the cultivation of the Cannabis plant 
exclusively for industrial purposes (fibre and seed) or horticultural 
purposes." 

Cannabis prohibition is in 
violation of our inalienable right to 
agriculture and the Cannabis seed. 
Also, "horticultural purposes," 
implies a right to garden, a right to 
cultivate flowers, fruits (seeds), or 
ornamental plants of the Genus 
Cannabis for home use, and should 
be covered by the above privacy 
rights of individuals in their homes.  
There is no one out there telling us 
we can’t grow hemp.  It is up to us. 
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Cannabis/Marijuana In CaliforniaCannabis/Marijuana In CaliforniaCannabis/Marijuana In CaliforniaCannabis/Marijuana In California    
 

With the passage of proposition 215,  57% of California voters gave 
all Californians the right to use marijuana as medicine.  As you learned in A 
SHORT HISTORY OF MEDICAL HEMP, it has been a long battle to allow the 
people to take our health into our own hands and treat medical issues and 
conditions with hemp. 

The law in California has given the people of this State the right to 
medical marijuana for any illness for which this plant provides relief.  We 
deserve the best and safest medicines available.  And the work has just 
begun.  The cracks that are tearing apart the 70 year prohibition are 
widening.  The California Legislature to their credit put a hemp cultivation 
bill on Governor Schwarzenegger’s desk only to have him veto it.  In 
response, the courageous California Legislature sent another bill to the 
Governor’s desk, which he also vetoed. 

The people of California have experience in the use of Cannabis 
medicine since 1996, and tens of thousands of patients are getting much 
needed medicine without being branded as criminals by the state. 

The author/curator has been intimately connected to the changes 
in the law over the past decades.  Doing what I call standing up for my right 
has brought me both joy and pain over the past 40 years of marijuana 
activism. I have been hassled by local, state and federal law enforcement. 

The people of California passed Proposition 215 in November of 
1996, authorizing in law the use of Cannabis sativa [marijuana] for medical 
purposes (CA Health & Safety Code 11362.5).   Ten years later despite one 
purpose of the act being, "to encourage state and federal governments to 
implement a plan to provide for the safe and affordable distribution of 
marijuana to all patients in medical need of marijuana," governments have 
failed to act as directed by the people, have conspired to have the law 
thrown out or changed, have passed an unconstitutional medical marijuana 
scheme (S.B. 420), that only applies to you if you volunteer for it. 

S.B. 420 does not apply to me.   In fact, the California courts said it 
to me after a two and a half year court case where I sued the Attorney 
General and Director of Health Services in California, contending that S.B. 
420 had to be sent back to the electors of the state as per California 
Constitution, art. II, Sec. 10(c).  When one raises a constitutional question 
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the heads of the Agencies dealing with the question are the proper parties to 
sue.  The legislature and governor don’t seem to have to know what is or is 
not constitutional.  Let someone else figure it out.  I didn’t have a lawyer, so 
it was just me and the Attorney General (AG) of California.  Here is what the 
AG wrote in opposition to my petition for writ of mandate. 

“INTRODUCTION:  The one coherent question raised by the instant 
petition is whether the Legislature’s enactment of Senate Bill No. 420 (the 
Medical Marijuana Program) constitutes an unconstitutional amendment of 
Proposition 215 (the Compassionate Use Act).  Specifically, petitioner 
objects to the Medical Marijuana Program’s limitation on the amount of 
marijuana that may be possessed for medical purposes by a qualified 
patient or caregiver.  But petitioner’s theory fails because the Medical 
Marijuana Program cannot constitute an amendment of the Compassionate 
Use Act because the entire program – including the possession limits – is 
completely voluntary…In this case, the ordinary meaning of the statute’s 
text (S.B. 420) leads to a conclusion that the benefits and burdens of the 
Medical Marijuana Program- including the possession limits- are reserved 
for those qualified patients who voluntarily choose to participate.  The 
possession limits are simply part of the voluntary program to immunize 
qualified patients and their caregivers from arrests and apply only to 
individuals who decide to participate in the program.  Petitioner’s rights 
under the Compassionate Use Act are not amended or repealed.” 

The only way that anything in S.B. 420 applies to you is if you 
volunteer for it.  They had to make a volunteer law to attempt an end run 
around the people’s initiative.  If S.B.420 applies to you as a qualified patient 
under the Compassionate Use Act 
and you didn’t volunteer for S.B. 420, 
it is an amendatory law and wholly 
unconstitutional.  The problem here 
is that the government failed to tell 
anyone else that their “medical 
marijuana program” was voluntary, 
and that by volunteering you gave up 
your rights under initiative law. 

Section 11362.5, CA Health 
& Safety Code was added to law by 
the CA initiative process by the 
people of California’s Initiative 
Proposition 215. On page 186 you’ll 
read the complete code addition, 
Proposition 215. 
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This 1997 Los Angeles Cannabis Buyers' Club This 1997 Los Angeles Cannabis Buyers' Club This 1997 Los Angeles Cannabis Buyers' Club This 1997 Los Angeles Cannabis Buyers' Club     
CERTIFIED CARECERTIFIED CARECERTIFIED CARECERTIFIED CARE----GROWER GROWER GROWER GROWER     

 
Certificate was offered for sale at a local flea market.  This club became 
the Los Angeles Cannabis Resource Center which was closed by the 

Drug Enforcement Administration in 2001.   
Scott Imler, was director of the LACRC. 

Los Angeles Cannabis Buyer’s Club Certified CareLos Angeles Cannabis Buyer’s Club Certified CareLos Angeles Cannabis Buyer’s Club Certified CareLos Angeles Cannabis Buyer’s Club Certified Care----GiverGiverGiverGiver    
    

This is to certify that __________________ is cultivating  
cannabis/marijuana for the Los Angeles Cannabis Buyers’ Club which 

will distribute it for the sole and exclusive use of seriously ill and disabled 
Californians who must obtain and use marijuana for medical purposes 
pursuant to Section 113625 of the California Health and Safety Code. 
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John W. Doe, M.D. 
444 Sample Ave. 

Los Angeles, CA  9000 
SAMPLE LETTER 

CERTIFICATE 
OF PHYSICIANS 

DECLARATION AND WARRANT 
COMPASSIONATE USE ACT OF 1996 
CA Health and Safety Code 11362.5 

Date:_____________ 
 
I warrant that ____________________(name)_____________________________ 
 
Birth date______________________________ 
 
Is in compliance with California Health and Safety Code 11362.5, (b) A., the 
Compassionate Use Ace of 1996, for possession or cultivation of Cannabis.  
I am a licensed practitioner who is authorized to diagnose.  The above 
patient is under my medical care and reports to me that using marijuana 
relieves his medical symptoms. 
 
I have evaluated the medical risks and benefits of Cannabis use with this 
patient as treatment pursuant to Health and Safety Code Section 11362.5, 
otherwise knows as Medical Use of Marijuana.  I recommend/approve of my 
patient’s use of marijuana. 
 
If _____________(name)__________________________ chooses to use 
Cannabis/marijuana therapeutically, I will continue to monitor his/her 
condition and provide advice on his/her progress. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Signature ____________________John W. Doe (signed)_____________ 
 
Printed Name ________________________John W. Doe, M.D.______________ 
 
California License __________________________   
Exp Date____________________ 
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USA Hemp Museum postcard from Northern CaliforniaUSA Hemp Museum postcard from Northern CaliforniaUSA Hemp Museum postcard from Northern CaliforniaUSA Hemp Museum postcard from Northern California    
    

Medical Marijuana patients and their caregivers Medical Marijuana patients and their caregivers Medical Marijuana patients and their caregivers Medical Marijuana patients and their caregivers     
can legally transport marijuana.can legally transport marijuana.can legally transport marijuana.can legally transport marijuana.    

 

This was settled in court in the case of  People v. Wright, GO31061 
by the CA Court of Appeals (4th District).  Justice William Bedsworth, 
writing for the Court of Appeal, said the issue of whether Wright 
possessed more marijuana than he might reasonably need to relieve his 
symptoms was “a jury call.”  Nothing in Proposition 215, the jurist noted, 
specifies the strength, quality, or quantity of marijuana that will qualify as 
medicinal. 
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On A Personal Legal NoteOn A Personal Legal NoteOn A Personal Legal NoteOn A Personal Legal Note    
 
I’ve been 

involved in legal 
battles with both 
Arizona and 
California since 
the passage of the 
Compassionate 
Use Act of 1996.  
I’ll continue to 
fight for the 
unconditional 
legalization of the 
hemp plant as long 
as necessary.   

 
The story is 

best told by E.J. 
Montini, columnist 
for The Arizona 
Republic 
newspaper a 
month after I was 
arrested on four 
felony counts. 

 

Being  
hemped,  

I Am, 
We Are 

Overcoming 
Now. 

“If  Richard Davis had gone into a different business, “If  Richard Davis had gone into a different business, “If  Richard Davis had gone into a different business, “If  Richard Davis had gone into a different business,     
one the state of  Arizona didn’t regulate, one the state of  Arizona didn’t regulate, one the state of  Arizona didn’t regulate, one the state of  Arizona didn’t regulate,     

say, murdersay, murdersay, murdersay, murder----forforforfor----hire,  he wouldn’t have needed a license.”hire,  he wouldn’t have needed a license.”hire,  he wouldn’t have needed a license.”hire,  he wouldn’t have needed a license.”    
 

E.J. Montini 
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Reefer Tax A License To GrandstandReefer Tax A License To GrandstandReefer Tax A License To GrandstandReefer Tax A License To Grandstand    
by E.J. Montini 

 
If Richard Davis had gone into a different business, one the state of 

Arizona didn’t regulate, say, murder-for-hire, he wouldn’t have needed a 
license. 

Killing is tax-free in our state. 
I’m aware that drawing attention to this may cause assassins in 

other parts of the country to rush here and set up shop.  But it’s true. 
A hit man or hit woman need not register with the state Department 

of Revenue.  And that’s not all.  You don’t need a license to rob banks.  Or 
to ransack businesses.  Or to terrorize neighborhoods.  Or to extort 
money.  Or even to spray-paint walls. 

There are plenty of tax-free opportunities available to the felonious 
entrepreneurs of Arizona. 

 
JUST FOLLOWED THE RULES 
 
The business Richard Davis decided to go into does require a 

license, however. So he got one. 
Davis scrupulously followed the rules and regulations set forth in 

Arizona for a person hoping to open an enterprise like his.  He filled out 
the proper forms, paid the appropriate fees, contacted the necessary 
state agencies, and conformed to the government requirements. 

Then he double-checked everything, opened his doors, made his 
first sales…and got arrested. 

Now he is wondering why. 
And so am I. 
Davis, like other businessmen, only wanted to capitalize on the 

influx of visitors to the Phoenix area during Super Bowl week.  He first 
contacted the state Department of Revenue, from which he purchased a 
license to sell his product.  The license cost him $100. 

Then the day before Super Bowl XXX, he drove his 1974 pickup 
truck to Tempe, parked on University Drive and announced that he was 
selling one-gram packages of marijuana, each affixed with a state tax 
stamp and a Super Bowl XXX commemorative logo, for $20 apiece. 

For this, he was busted by Tempe police. 
It didn’t matter that on display in his truck was the “Cannabis and 

Controlled Substance Dealer’s License” issued to Davis by the state of 
Arizona on Nov. 28, 1995. 
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W. Michael Walz, Davis’ attorney, 
says that by requiring his client to 
purchase a license to sell marijuana, 
then arresting him for doing so, the state 
is either committing fraud or double 
jeopardy. 

Or both. 
“The state sells these licenses for 

$100,” Walz said.  “If someone like Davis 
gets a license and complies with the tax 
code, then gets arrested, it means his 
license is worthless and the stamps are 
meaningless.  That’s fraud in the classic 
sense.” 

    

INCONSISTENT ENFORCEMENTINCONSISTENT ENFORCEMENTINCONSISTENT ENFORCEMENTINCONSISTENT ENFORCEMENT    
    

While, for the most part, I agree with the attorney’s point, it’s 
incorrect to suggest that a profession can’t be criminal and legal at the 
same time.  A precedent exists.  Ambitious Americans have engaged in 
the business of legalized thievery for generations.  Last year, a Justice 
Court in Phoenix threw out a marijuana-possession charge against a man 
who had a cannabis license.  The judge ruled that prosecuting someone 
who goes through the license process is a form of double jeopardy. 

“This whole ‘license’ deal was only a way of trying to punish people 
twice,” Walz said.  “It’s a political thing, a way for the state to go after 
assets.  Well, I think it’s going to come back and bite them.  We’re not 
talking about criminals, here, for the most part.  We’re talking about 
ordinary people who prefer a joint to a few beers.” 

Davis is a 52-year old biologist who has worked with groups trying 
to legalize marijuana for years.  He’s known for donating marijuana to 
cancer and glaucoma patients.  To demonstrate the possible industrial 
uses of his product, Davis even transformed his truck into a “Traveling 
Hemp Museum.” 

It was confiscated by Tempe police after his arrest.  He’s now 
suing to try to get it back. 

With criminal charges pending, Walz didn’t think it was a good idea 
for his client to speak publicly. 

“I believe people will understand the problem with the 
government’s logic,” Walz told me.  “Either something is illegal or it’s 
legal.  They shouldn’t get to have it both ways. 

 
End Of Article. 
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In case I was convicted I wanted to appeal in a way that would 
challenge all the marijuana laws, so as my own lawyer I wrote a 
constitutional challenge which is printed in my Constitutional Challenge 
on page 195. 

During the trial the judge refused to let the jury hear that I had a 
license to sell pot from the state.  Court TV filmed most of the hearings 
and trial.  They played five hours of film of the trial on my birthday.  I was 
convicted, appealed, was denied on appeal.  I was sentenced for the 
three grams I sold the cops to 720 hours of community service, 
thousands of dollars in fines, drug schools, urine tests and such.  I was 
on probation for two and a half years.  I didn’t do any Cannabis during 
that time.  Stopping after 31 years of daily use of the best weed was not a 
problem.  And I did get the truck back. 

  

CALIFORNIA SENATE BILL 420CALIFORNIA SENATE BILL 420CALIFORNIA SENATE BILL 420CALIFORNIA SENATE BILL 420    
 
The second 

legal battle 
involved what I 
thought was a 
constitutional 
violation by the 
California 
Legislature and 
Governor in 
creating new 
medical marijuana 
law without 
sending it back to 
the people for a 
vote. 

I wasn’t the 
only activist who 
recognized this 
violation, but the deadline for filing a writ of mandate to stop the law 
came close so I sued the Legislature and Governor representing myself. 

It really doesn’t work like that.  It took the better part of a year to 
find out that I had to sue the Director of Health Services and the Attorney 
General where a constitutional question is involved.  

WWW.CRRH.ORGWWW.CRRH.ORGWWW.CRRH.ORGWWW.CRRH.ORG    
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Letter To California:Letter To California:Letter To California:Letter To California:    

Why I am Suing The StateWhy I am Suing The StateWhy I am Suing The StateWhy I am Suing The State    
May 26, 2004 

 
“To what quarter will you look for protection from an infringement on 
the Constitution, if you will not give the power to the judiciary?” 
John Marshall, 1788, 1st Chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court. 

 
I believe we have detected a violation of the California Constitution by 

the California Legislature, Governor, and State.  I am an injured party, and 
am joined by patients for whom I legally care-give under the Compassionate 
Use Act of 1996.  I have started the complaint and civil suit process to 
correct and stop an illegally produced law (CA S.B. 420), to maintain people 
control over the initiative process, and to sue the state for fraud, negligence 
and bad faith for seven years of not implementing the Compassionate Use 
Act of 1996 as encouraged and authorized by California Health and Safety 
Code 11362.5(b)(1)(C), put into law by the people. 

I have filed a government claim form with the California Board of 
Control, Government Claims Branch, received in their office April 30, 2004.  
Because the lawsuit enclosed in the complaint asked for damages against 
the state, which I will tell you about later, it is necessary to file with the 
Board of Control.  My claim was rejected by the Claims Board in a letter 
dated May 17, 2004, citing no jurisdiction due to a late claim.  The lawsuit is 
ready to file in Los Angeles Superior Court, and it is the lawsuit (Attachment 
1) that you need to know about because the questions of rights raised by the 
lawsuit pertain to every person in the State of California, and will be of 
interest to all United States citizens. 

Choice is the essence of freedom, and the people of California have 
come up with a unique way of choosing rights and freedoms.  The people of 
California have available one of the purest form of democracy devised by 
humans - people voting laws and rights into being.  The initiative process is a 
part of the Constitution of California placed there by the people.  In this State 
of California, the people hold all political power.  That’s in the Constitution 
also. 

“All political power is inherent in the people.  Government is instituted 
for their protection, security, and benefit and they have the right to alter or 
reform it when the public good may require.” (Article 2, Section 1, CA 
Constitution.) 
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“The Legislature may amend or repeal referendum statutes.  It may 
amend or repeal an initiative statute by another statute that becomes effec-
tive only when approved by the electors unless the initiative statute permits 
amendment or repeal without their approval.” 

The initiative statute in question, the Compassionate Use Act of 1996, 
does not permit amendment or repeal.  Senate Bill 420 passed by the Cali-
fornia Legislature and signed by the Governor went into effect January 1, 
2004, without approval by the electors and is therefore unconstitutional. 

The Defendants also falsely assumed powers from the U. S. Constitu-
tion that were according to my interpretation of the Constitutional process 
not theirs to assume, and was an attempt to bypass California initiative law 
by not recognizing the people’s right to the Ninth and Tenth Amendment of 
the United States Constitution through the initiative process when the peo-
ple passed the Compassionate Use Act of 1996. 

It has been seven years since the Compassionate Use Act of 1996 
was passed.  The federal government with all its lawyers and lawmakers has 
not challenged this Act directly because what the people did was constitu-
tional.  Here is how I see it from the layman’s point of view.  The Ninth and 
Tenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution are part of what is called the Bill 
of Rights of the people.  We are a country of enumerated powers, powers 
mentioned separately.  These Amendments apply to rights and powers not 
specifically enumerated in the U.S. Constitution.  The Ninth Amendment 
states: 

“The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be 
construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people.” 

This Amendment IX tells us where to look for non-enumerated rights 
(there is no right to medical marijuana enumerated in the U.S. Constitution).  
This is the same source that gave us our Declaration of Rights in the Califor-
nia Constitution, and all this tells us that the right to medical marijuana was 
out there for the taking by the California Legislature and Governor, and the 
State, or the people.  The people of California by our Constitutional Initiative 
process retained the rights set forth in the Compassionate Use Act of 1996.  
This is the Initiative process set up by the people to bypass the State Gov-
ernment to directly make laws.  And the Tenth Amendment to the U.S. Con-
stitution states: 

“The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, 
nor prohibited by it to the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or 
to the people.” 
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California Senate Bill 420 went into effect on January 1, 2004.  This bill 
amends initiative law, which is unconstitutional by the California Constitu-
tion Art. 2, Section 10(c).  The defendants chose a path around their duty to 
the people by citing and misrepresenting the Tenth Amendment: 

“The Legislature further finds and declares that it enacts this act pur-
suant to the powers reserved to the State of California and its people under 
the Tenth Amendment to the United States Constitution.” 

In the case of medical marijuana, this new right was retained and re-
served by the power of the people of California through the initiative proc-
ess– a Ninth and Tenth Amendment right of the people, and not by the state 
or government.  California Constitution, Article 2, Section 8. (a) states: 

“The initiative is the power of the electors to propose statutes and 
amendments to the Constitution and to adopt or reject them.” 

History of  California Senate Bill 420 History of  California Senate Bill 420 History of  California Senate Bill 420 History of  California Senate Bill 420     

California Senate Bill 420 was written in response to passage of Cali-
fornia Initiative known as the Compassionate Use Act of 1996 (Prop. 215) by 
the people of California – People’s Law.  In order to discuss S.B. 420, it will 
be necessary to have some background in People’s Law (Initiative Law), in 
the Compassionate Use Act of 1996, in why the feds don’t really matter here 
(State’s and People’s Rights), and in the larger picture regarding our Consti-
tutional rights in California.  S.B. 420 might legally be fatally flawed, I believe 
so.  Initiative law changes need the approval of the electors, and no such ap-
proval was obtained.  What I did know was that many portions needed to be 
looked at carefully and removed if they amended initiative law.  It did not 
take me long to see S.B. 420 as an attempt to circumvent initiative law en-
tirely and in doing so assume control over medical marijuana, a serious con-
stitutional violation using their Tenth Amendment ruse. 

This lawsuit comes with a history some of which I participated in as 
one of many authors of the Compassionate Use Act of 1996, marijuana/hemp 
activist, curator of the U.S.A. Hemp Museum, marijuana felon, Cannabis/
hemp/marijuana expert, medical marijuana user, medical marijuana care-
giver for several other patients and grower of medical marijuana.  I have 
been doing this for much of the past seven years of inactivity by the state to 
respond as encouraged to the Compassionate Use Act of 1996.  In addition, I 
am an Air Force veteran, have a M. A. in Biology, and was a doctoral candi-
date in the school of Public Health at U.C.L.A. 
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The important word in the people’s medical marijuana law is compas-
sion.  Supporters of the Compassionate Use Act of 1996 knew the facts  
about marijuana and fought hard for it.  In 1993, the California Legislature 
passed Senate Joint Resolution 8 (veto proof), requesting that the federal 
government change their laws to allow Compassionate Use of Marijuana.  
Thirty-three other states passed similar resolutions.  These states were un-
der the thumb of a federal anti-drug fervor.  Also, that year the CA Legisla-
ture passed the Mellow-Marks bill, allowing medical marijuana, only to have 
it vetoed by the governor.  In 1995, Senator Vasconcellos sponsored an-
other bill allowing medical use of marijuana, which was passed only to be 
vetoed by then Governor Wilson, this leading to the Compassionate Use Act 
of 1996,  which won 57 percent of the vote.  This is the way initiative process 
should work.  Rather than let one man block progress on this issue, the peo-
ple wrote and passed their own law. 

Initiative law has been getting a lot of exposure in the press due to 
Governor Schwarzenegger’s plan to go directly to the people with his plan 
for government.  People’s Law or the Initiative process was started about 
1910 to circumvent the Legislature – Governor law making and get laws 
made direct through a vote of the people.  The initiative process was put in 
place to overcome the two party system, the lies, corruption or inaction of 
the government should they exist.  This might be democracy in its purest 
form yet devised by people.  Initiative Law was placed in our California Con-
stitution, and is the law in California.    Initiative law cannot be changed or 
weakened by the government. Because it is so important for my arguments 
here, this is the way the initiative law is written:  [Text of the Compassionate 
Use Act of 1996, initiative law is printed on page 186] 

The California Constitution, art. 1, Section1, The Declaration of Rights 
reads: 

“All people are by nature free and independent and have inalienable 
rights.  Among these are enjoying and defending life and liberty, acquiring, 
possessing, and protecting property, and pursuing and obtaining safety, 
happiness, and privacy.” 

This lawsuit also helps to define a path to freedoms we never thought 
we could have, and medical marijuana is a perfect example.  Here we are 
the people against all the governments of the world, and they are doing us 
wrong.  I want someone out there to admit we won in the war on marijuana in 
California.  Every citizen of the State of California has the right to use medi-
cal marijuana.  You don’t want to use medical marijuana, you don’t have to.  
What you have to do is accept that I have the right. 
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Why sue now, seven years after the people passed the Compassion-
ate Use Act of 1996?  Because we have seven years of experience being 
part of and living with the Compassionate Use Act of 1996.  We have had to 
take responsibility for implementing a distribution system due to the failure 
of the State of California to follow the law. 

It is hard to grow marijuana in Los Angeles.  It is harder to grow mari-
juana in San Francisco.  It is easy to see that we need to immediately get to 
the task of meeting the needs of sick people in California.  It is what we 
asked for in the Compassionate Use Act of 1996.  In 2004 we are demanding 
in court that those needs be met. 

In the light of these Constitutional violations, we are asking for a re-
view of all marijuana laws in California, which at present are a barrier to the 
growing of hemp for industrial uses.  The Legislative Analyst will find the 
growing of hemp and its attendant industries will benefit the people of the 
State of California by billions of dollars.  Medical marijuana cannot be taxed 
unless sent back to the voters for approval. 

Richard M. Davis, Curator,  U.S.A. Hemp Museum  

End Of Letter 

 It took me two years to get 
to the California Appeals Court 
where they told me I did not have 
standing and the case was not 
ready to be ruled upon- not ripe. 

In other words the question 
of constitutionality remains a 
cloud over the state’s medical 
marijuana law SB 420.  I did not 
sign up for SB 420 rules so how 
was I hurt by the new law?  No 
hurt, no standing in court.   It 
turns out you have to volunteer to 
give up your rights to the people’s 
law if you sign up for a state card.  
If you have a card the state says 
they will not arrest you, which I 
maintained was coercive and 
therefore illegal. 
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Jefferson Stoner!Jefferson Stoner!Jefferson Stoner!Jefferson Stoner!    
 

“I hold it,  
that a little rebellion,  

now and then,  
is a good thing,  

and as necessary  
in the political world  

as storms  
in the physical.” 

 
Thomas Jefferson 

 
Letter to James Madison 

January 30, 1787 

STATE OF ARIZONASTATE OF ARIZONASTATE OF ARIZONASTATE OF ARIZONA    
CANNABIS TAX STAMPCANNABIS TAX STAMPCANNABIS TAX STAMPCANNABIS TAX STAMP    
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California Proposition 215California Proposition 215California Proposition 215California Proposition 215    
 
Now Section 11362.5 of the State Health and Safety Code The text of the 
Prop 215 initiative follows:   

Section 1. Section 11362.5 is added to the California Health and Safety Code, to read: 

11362.5. (a) This section shall be known and may be cited as the Compassionate Use 
Act of 1996. 

(b) (1) The people of the State of California hereby find and declare that the purposes of 
the Compassionate Use Act of 1996 are as follows: 

(A) To ensure that seriously ill Californians have the right to obtain and use To ensure that seriously ill Californians have the right to obtain and use To ensure that seriously ill Californians have the right to obtain and use To ensure that seriously ill Californians have the right to obtain and use marijuanamarijuanamarijuanamarijuana    
for medical purposes for medical purposes for medical purposes for medical purposes where that medical use is deemed appropriate and has been rec-
ommended by a physician who has determined that the persons health would benefit 
from the use of marijuana in the treatment of cancer, anorexia, AIDS, chronic pain, 
spasticity, glaucoma, arthritis, migraine or any other illness for which marijuana pro-
vides relief. 

(B) To ensure that patients and their primary caregivers who obtain and use marijuana 
for medical purposes upon the recommendation of a physician are not subject to crimi-upon the recommendation of a physician are not subject to crimi-upon the recommendation of a physician are not subject to crimi-upon the recommendation of a physician are not subject to crimi-
nal prosecution or sanctionnal prosecution or sanctionnal prosecution or sanctionnal prosecution or sanction. 

(C) To encourage the federal and state governments to implement a plan for the safe plan for the safe plan for the safe plan for the safe 
and affordable distribution of marijuana to all patients in medical need and affordable distribution of marijuana to all patients in medical need and affordable distribution of marijuana to all patients in medical need and affordable distribution of marijuana to all patients in medical need of marijuana. 

(2) Nothing in this act shall be construed to supersede legislation prohibiting persons 
from engaging in conduct that endangers others, nor to condone the diversion of mari-
juana for non-medical purposes. 

(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no physician in this state shall be pun-no physician in this state shall be pun-no physician in this state shall be pun-no physician in this state shall be pun-
ished, or denied any right or privilege, for having recommended marijuana to a patient ished, or denied any right or privilege, for having recommended marijuana to a patient ished, or denied any right or privilege, for having recommended marijuana to a patient ished, or denied any right or privilege, for having recommended marijuana to a patient 
for medical purposes. 

(d) Section 11357, relating to the possession of marijuana, and Section 11358, relating 
to the cultivation of marijuana, shall not apply to a patient, or to a patient's primary 
caregiver, who possesses or cultivates marijuana for the personal medical purposes of possesses or cultivates marijuana for the personal medical purposes of possesses or cultivates marijuana for the personal medical purposes of possesses or cultivates marijuana for the personal medical purposes of 
the patient upon the written or oral recommendation or approval of a physician.the patient upon the written or oral recommendation or approval of a physician.the patient upon the written or oral recommendation or approval of a physician.the patient upon the written or oral recommendation or approval of a physician. 

(e) For the purposes of this section, Primary caregiver means the individual designated 
by the person exempted under this act who has consistently assumed responsibility for 
the housing, health or safety of that person. 

Sec. 2. If any provision of this measure or the application thereof to any person or cir-
cumstance is held invalid, that invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications 
of the measure which can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, 
and to this end the provisions of this measure are severable. 
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11.11.11.11.     LETTERS ON MEDICAL & HEALTH LETTERS ON MEDICAL & HEALTH LETTERS ON MEDICAL & HEALTH LETTERS ON MEDICAL & HEALTH    
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LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LOS ANGELES TIMESLETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LOS ANGELES TIMESLETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LOS ANGELES TIMESLETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LOS ANGELES TIMES: 
SEPTEMBER 8, 1999 

    

Re:  Drug Court...Judge Marcus, OpinionRe:  Drug Court...Judge Marcus, OpinionRe:  Drug Court...Judge Marcus, OpinionRe:  Drug Court...Judge Marcus, Opinion    
 

By Judge Marcus own admission our present criminal justice 
policy, at a cost of $320 billion since 1992, of "simply incarcerating drug 
offenders over and over is largely a failure." Sure drug court, treatment, 
12-step programs help salvage some lives, but again we fail to come to 
grips with the problem, which as I see it is bad lawmaking. All drug laws 
need to be reassessed in the light of new scientific information about 
their safety and in view of their social costs. Why are some drugs subject 
to criminal sanctions and not others? Our worst drug problems are with 
legal drugs. How can marijuana be classed as a most dangerous drug 
and alcohol not even be scheduled? How can powdered cocaine be 
treated so different from rock cocaine? Where is the confidence in 
government offered by bad and inconsistent legislation, which has taken 
individual freedom and responsibility and given us a drug war exemption 
to the bill of rights? 

Richard M. Davis, Curator, U.S.A. Hemp Museum 

 

Making hashish for medicine is legal in California in an opinion  by 
the California Attorney General.  A small capsule of hash power is 
excellent for extreme pain relief. 
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LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LOS ANGELES TIMES: LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LOS ANGELES TIMES: LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LOS ANGELES TIMES: LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LOS ANGELES TIMES:  
SEPTEMBER 20, 1999 

 

Re: Don’t get Carried AwayRe: Don’t get Carried AwayRe: Don’t get Carried AwayRe: Don’t get Carried Away    

Commentary, SEPTEMBER 19, 1999 
 

Nadelmann’s assessment that there must be a new approach to 
drug reform that is not grounded in ignorance or fear, but in common 
sense comes up a dollar short. He has forgotten history. 

His indictment of prohibition is worth repeating: "...I agree on many 
points, among them that U.S. drug prohibition, LIKE ALCOHOL 
PROHIBITION DECADES AGO, generates extraordinary harms. It, not 
drugs per se, is responsible for creating vast underground markets, 
criminalizing millions of otherwise law-abiding citizens, corrupting both 
governments and societies at large, empowering organized criminals, 
increasing predatory crime, spreading disease, curtailing personal 
freedom, disparaging science and honest inquiry and legitimizing public 
policies that are both extraordinary and insidious in their racially 
disproportionate consequences." 

What I object to is policy reformers blind spot to how this country 
ended alcohol prohibition, and ended much of the extraordinary harms 
prohibition spawns. ONE DAY, December 5, 1933, alcohol Prohibition 
ended. It was legalized by law. Change in policy is not enough; the 
change needs to come in law. Only then can we debate what we need to 
do to regulate the "free" market, free of drug czars, free of a police state 
mentality, free of interference by the medical-pharmaceutical complex, 
free of restrictions to the right to privacy of our own bodies; only then can 
we put freedom ahead of policy. 

Californian’s have strong Constitutional rights to enjoy their life 
and liberty, property, safety, happiness, and privacy. These are 
inalienable rights, not transferable to governments and protected by the 
strictest court interpretation. As with alcohol, other drug prohibitions 
have no place in a free society. 

Richard M. Davis, Curator, U.S.A. Hemp Museum 
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LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE 
LOS ANGELES TIMES:LOS ANGELES TIMES:LOS ANGELES TIMES:LOS ANGELES TIMES:    

APRIL 18, 1999 

 

Re: Hemp HeroRe: Hemp HeroRe: Hemp HeroRe: Hemp Hero    
Brownie Mary RathbunBrownie Mary RathbunBrownie Mary RathbunBrownie Mary Rathbun    

    

Now that marijuana is legal 
for medical use in California, one of 
my favorite hero’s in the struggle to 
accomplish that will always be 
Brownie Mary Rathbun. As a 
colleague in the movement, I mourn 
her passing and celebrate her 
compassion and courage in the 
face of incredible odds. What a 
woman! 

 

Richard M. Davis,  
Curator, Founder 

USA Hemp Museum 

BROWNIE MARY’S BROWNIE MARY’S BROWNIE MARY’S BROWNIE MARY’S     
MARIJUANA COOKBOOK MARIJUANA COOKBOOK MARIJUANA COOKBOOK MARIJUANA COOKBOOK     

    

andandandand    
    

DENNIS PERON’S DENNIS PERON’S DENNIS PERON’S DENNIS PERON’S     
RECIPE FOR SOCIAL CHANGERECIPE FOR SOCIAL CHANGERECIPE FOR SOCIAL CHANGERECIPE FOR SOCIAL CHANGE    

    

By Mary Rathbun and  
Dennis Peron. 1993 

 
Two real champions 

 in the fight for  
medical marijuana 
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LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LOS ANGELES TIMES:LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LOS ANGELES TIMES:LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LOS ANGELES TIMES:LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LOS ANGELES TIMES:    
MARCH 15, 1999 

    
REPLY TO TIMES EDITORIAL:REPLY TO TIMES EDITORIAL:REPLY TO TIMES EDITORIAL:REPLY TO TIMES EDITORIAL:    

MARCH 14, 1999 
 

Re: “Be Wary On Marijuana Law" Re: “Be Wary On Marijuana Law" Re: “Be Wary On Marijuana Law" Re: “Be Wary On Marijuana Law"     
    

When it comes to medical marijuana the people of California have 
much more going for them than Proposition 215. The Constitution of the 
State of California, Article 1, Declaration of Rights, Section 1, states: "All 
people are by nature free and independent and have inalienable rights. 
Among these are enjoying and defending life and liberty, acquiring, 
possessing, and protecting property, and pursuing and obtaining safety, 
happiness, and privacy." 

Inalienable rights are the strongest rights; they are personal and 
fundamental as declared by the Legislature (California Code, Civil Code 
1798.1). According to our founding document, the Declaration of 
Independence they are given to us by the Creator, as was marijuana. 

The L.A. Times Editorial Staff and the people have got to get over 
their fear of their most cherished rights. It is our individual right to be left 
alone to both grow, smoke, or eat marijuana on our property, for 
medicine, recreation or any other reason. This is the right of half a million 
adult Americans in the State of Alaska with what I would say is weaker 
constitutional protection since 1975(Ravin v. Alaska, 537 P.2d 494, 
Alas.1975). We go to jail, and they light up. That contradiction is a 
sickness for which marijuana could provide some relief. 

The Times argues against use, "... for ‘any...illness for which 
marijuana provides relief.’ That’s a huge loophole inviting illegal use of 
marijuana. Even in a medical context, it’s reckless." I say to the Times 
that my inalienable right “to enjoying and defending life and to pursuing 
and obtaining safety, happiness, and privacy," take precedent over 
marijuana prohibition and your desire to practice medicine. Marijuana 
needs no "strict state oversight" as you suggest, save that for our 
inalienable rights. Giving patients the right to grow marijuana and not the 
rest of us is, as I see it, a violation of equal protection under the law. 

 

Richard M. Davis, Curator, U.S.A. Hemp Museum 
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LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LOS ANGELES TIMES: LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LOS ANGELES TIMES: LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LOS ANGELES TIMES: LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LOS ANGELES TIMES:     
APRIL 22, 1998 

Re:  The DEA & Down Scheduling MarijuanaRe:  The DEA & Down Scheduling MarijuanaRe:  The DEA & Down Scheduling MarijuanaRe:  The DEA & Down Scheduling Marijuana    
    

As reported in High Times, May 1998, p.21, the Drug Enforcement 
Administration has conceded that Marijuana has been for nearly 30 years 
improperly classified in law as a powerfully addictive drug devoid of any 
accepted medical uses. 

In what could have far reaching 
effects on federal involvement in the 
California medical marijuana use initiative, 
the DEA confirmed current scientific 
evidence presented to it in 1995, in a 270 
page petition filed by John Gettman, a 
Virginia public policy expert, " ...obliged 
the Justice Department to request binding 
guidance from the Department of Health 
and Human Services in seeking a more 
appropriate regulatory category for pot on 
the federal controlled-substances list." 

 

 "Tracing the (Controlled Substances Act of 1970) 
act’s legislative history, Gettman demonstrates that in 
fact Congress clearly intended marijuana’s Schedule I 
status to be contingent on such scientific findings, which 
have never materialized." 

 Gettman’s petition incorporated 170 journal and 
government findings that the current scheduling is 
inappropriate. 

 This being the case, how can the federal 
government possibly justify closing Cannabis clubs, and 
other harassment of medical use such as that of the 
Todd McCormick case?  There is no way to reschedule 
Cannabis/marijuana but down. 

Richard M. Davis, Curator, USA Hemp Museum 

Todd McCormick Todd McCormick Todd McCormick Todd McCormick     

How To GrowHow To GrowHow To GrowHow To Grow    
Medical Medical Medical Medical 

MarijuanaMarijuanaMarijuanaMarijuana    
By Todd By Todd By Todd By Todd 

McCormickMcCormickMcCormickMcCormick    
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LETTER  SUBMITTED TO LETTER  SUBMITTED TO LETTER  SUBMITTED TO LETTER  SUBMITTED TO     
THE LOS ANGELES TIMES: EDITOR:THE LOS ANGELES TIMES: EDITOR:THE LOS ANGELES TIMES: EDITOR:THE LOS ANGELES TIMES: EDITOR:    

JANUARY 10, 1998 
    

Re:  U.S. To Close California Marijuana ClubsRe:  U.S. To Close California Marijuana ClubsRe:  U.S. To Close California Marijuana ClubsRe:  U.S. To Close California Marijuana Clubs    
 

Proposition 215 did not make Cannabis clubs legal in California. 
Proposition 215 did "encourage the federal and state governments to 
implement a plan to provide for the safe and affordable distribution of 
marijuana to all patients in medical need of marijuana." In the absence of 
any action by the state or federal governments, these clubs provide a 
default distribution system in California. Anyone who can do better 
please step forward or back off.  Patients’ lives and well-being are at 
stake. 

How can a U.S. Attorney like Michael Yamaguchi state: "Under our 
system of federalism, laws passed by Congress cannot be overridden or 
supplanted by state law." Has he not heard of the Tenth Amendment to 
the Constitution: "The powers not delegated to the United States by the 
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, are reserved to the states 
respectively, or to the people." 

And our own Attorney General Dan Lungren agrees with Janet 
Reno and Bill Clinton. We are a sick nation in more ways than we know. 
And Dan Lungren wants to be governor of California, what a sham. This is 
not the "Rationality About Pot," called for by the people of California. 

Richard M. Davis, Curator, USA Hemp Museum    
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LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LOS ANGELES TIMES:LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LOS ANGELES TIMES:LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LOS ANGELES TIMES:LETTER SUBMITTED TO THE LOS ANGELES TIMES:    
OCTOBER. 2, 1997 

    
Re:  Billy Bills, LA TimesRe:  Billy Bills, LA TimesRe:  Billy Bills, LA TimesRe:  Billy Bills, LA Times    

    

Note To Billy’s MomNote To Billy’s MomNote To Billy’s MomNote To Billy’s Mom    
Billy has a right to use 

medical Cannabis in California. I 
have seen enough cases to know 
that Billy’s pain, nausea, and 
headaches will be reduced 
following chemotherapy and his 
appetite will be stimulated. Ask 
your doctor. Learn about 
Cannabis. You can take away 
Billy’s pain. 

Judge Francis L. Young, 
Chief Administrative Law Judge 
for the Drug Enforcement 
Administration, Docket # 86-22, in 
1988, ruled that no person has 
died from Cannabis consumption 
in 5,000 years of recorded use, 
and that Cannabis has accepted 
medical use in the United States 
for the treatment of the symptoms 
of cancer. California has listened 
and made it possible to use 
Cannabis (CA Health and Safety 
Code 11362.5) through a people’s 
initiative. 

Cannabis can be vaporized, smoked, baked into cookies, made 
into tinctures and extracts. Someone you know can get Cannabis for you, 
until you can legally grow a supply for Billy. 

Good luck and God bless you both. 

Richard M. Davis, Curator U.S.A. Hemp Museum 
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The Author’s Constitutional ChallengeThe Author’s Constitutional ChallengeThe Author’s Constitutional ChallengeThe Author’s Constitutional Challenge    
  
This is a layman’s challenge.  I am not a lawyer, but couldn’t afford the 

representation to do what it took me a year and a half to research and write.  
What this effort did show me was that this prohibition makes no legal sense 
or common sense.   RICHARD M. DAVIS, Attorney pro per 

 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF ARIZONA 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MARICOPA 

STATE OF ARIZONA 

No. CR96-92561 

DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO DISMISS BASED ON SECTION I, ARTICLE 
II OF THE ARIZONA CONSTITUTION IN THE CASE OF ARIZONA V. RICHARD 
M. DAVIS 

Assigned to the Honorable Brian Ishikawa 

“Power never gives up without a demand, never has, never will.”“Power never gives up without a demand, never has, never will.”“Power never gives up without a demand, never has, never will.”“Power never gives up without a demand, never has, never will.” 
--Carved in stone.  Los Angeles Public Library. 
Defendant Richard Marvin Davis is being charged with sales of 

Cannabis (three counts) and Possession of Cannabis for sale (one count). 

Defendant Richard Marvin Davis, attorney pro per, moves to dismiss 
the above charges  based on a judicial review of Cannabis Prohibition as per 
Article II, Section 1 of the Declaration of Rights, of the Arizona Constitution 
which reads in full: 

SECTION 1.   “A FREQUENT RECURRENCE TO FUNDAMENTAL 
PRINCIPLES IS ESSENTIAL TO THE SECURITY OF INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS AND 
THE PERPETUITY OF FREE GOVERNMENT.” 

The defendant  seeks to establish that the Criminal Codes in Title 13, 
the Health and Safety Codes in Title 36, and Luxury Tax Codes in Title 42 of 
the Arizona Revised Statutes pertaining to the plant Cannabis sativa, under 
which he has been charged violate his inalienable and fundamental right to 
possess as property, plant, grow, harvest, sell, and consume (as food, 
medicine, sacrament, and recreationally) Cannabis sativa and its seed as 
given to him by the Creator.  In order for government to remain free, it must 
recognize individual rights are limits on government.  Rights came first, then 
the form of government we chose to protect those rights.  We will argue that 
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the prohibition of Cannabis sativa by the federal government and by the 
government of Arizona, is unconstitutional, a violation of the fundamental 
principles,  and a violation of free government, which is responsible for the 
security of individual rights. 

In addition, directly relating to Cannabis prohibition in Arizona, are 
Treaties into which the U.S. Government has entered, including in this case, 
the United Nations Charter, and the U.N. Single Convention on Narcotic Use, 
1962.  Both treaties have meaning in this case through Article VI. of the U.S. 
Constitution: 

“This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be 
made in Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall be made, 
under the Authority of the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the 
Land; and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the 
Constitution or Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding...” 

The defendant asks the court to re-establish an inalienable right to 
farm, taken away by the Marijuana Tax Act of 1937.  Sixty (60) years is a long 
time to fail to question such an important prohibition, one with such 
devastating consequences, as we will show, on our inalienable and 
fundamental rights.  Alcohol prohibition by comparison lasted only 13 years, 
was executed by Constitutional Amendment, and should have been a 
precedent for any other prohibition.  Even then drinking was not prohibited, 
as smoking Cannabis now is. 

The Marijuana Tax Act and all subsequent Cannabis laws, including 
those of Arizona should be repealed by the court as unconstitutional, as 
should U.N. Cannabis Laws be removed from all drug schedules. 

The defendant has standing to invoke Article II, Section 1 of the 
Arizona Constitution, as he is charged with four felony counts that could 
total more than 27 years in prison for selling 5 grams of Cannabis flowers 
that were his property, grown by the defendant on his land, and sold at 
market, in the inalienable American tradition of farming, with the complicity 
of the Arizona government (Cannabis Dealer’s License and Cannabis Luxury 
Tax Law.)  The 5 grams of Cannabis were an accompaniment to an 
education packet stamped as required by Title 42 of the Arizona Revised 
Codes, with Arizona Department of Revenue Cannabis Tax Stamps. 

Because it is timely, and related to Cannabis Prohibition, and is a 
subject of Arizona States Rights vs. Federal Rights, and fundamental voting 
rights, the defendant challenges the constitutionality of the Legislature to 
overturn Proposition 200 based on faulty drug scheduling of Cannabis, 
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faulty Federal Authority based on Cannabis Prohibition.  Voting rights are 
considered a fundamental right under the constitution.  The defendant asks 
the court to establish that Initiative rights are voting rights and may not be 
burdened by the legislature for less than compelling reasons, which 
Cannabis Prohibition is not.  For example, we now know that Cannabis is 
safer than many foods we consume, non-toxic, and has no deaths 
associated with its consumption in 5,000 years of recorded history (DEA 
Docket #86-22, p.27, Uncontroverted fact No. 15.).  In addition we ask that 
Proposition 200 be examined for violations of fundamental freedoms in 
regard to Cannabis, based on the right to privacy and equal protection, and 
“no harm no foul”. 

The defendant seeks the most 
fundamental protection, and all the 
protections against Cannabis 
prohibition allowed by the Laws of the 
Land and the Laws of the State of 
Arizona.  The defendant realizes that 
as an individual citizen of the United 
States and the World that all the 
freedoms and rights he seeks belong 
to all citizens of the world, citizens of 
these United States and the citizens 
of the Great State of Arizona.  The 
defendant seeks these rights and 
freedoms for the farmers who cannot 
plant the earth’s most important 
agricultural crop due to Cannabis 
Prohibition.  The defendant seeks 
these rights and freedoms for those 
patients who have chosen to use 
Cannabis for medicine, and are made 
into criminals by Cannabis 
Prohibition.  The defendant seeks 
these rights and freedoms for those 
incarcerated by the very laws of Cannabis Prohibition, so they may be set 
free by the court.  The defendant seeks these rights and freedoms for future 
generations who will come to rely on Cannabis as a basic resource, 
renewable and sustainable for generations to come. 

The defendant asks the court therefore to allow him to bring into play 
all issues surrounding Cannabis Prohibition for court review, in accordance 
with Article II, Section 1 of Arizona’s Declaration of Rights. 
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INDIVIDUAL RIGHTSINDIVIDUAL RIGHTSINDIVIDUAL RIGHTSINDIVIDUAL RIGHTS    
    

In order for government to remain free, it must recognize that 
individual rights are limits on government.  Rights came first, then the form 
of government we chose to protect those rights.  The Preamble of the 
Arizona State Constitution states: “We, the people of the State of Arizona,  
grateful to Almighty God for our liberties, do ordain this Constitution.”  And 
the Declaration of Independence also states from whence our inalienable 
rights arise:   “ We hold these Truths to be self-evident, that all Men are 
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain 
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of 
Happiness-That to secure these Rights, Governments are instituted among 
Men...” 

Inalienable rights as defined by Black’s Law Dictionary are: 

“Rights which are not capable of being surrendered or transferred 
without the consent of the one possessing such rights e.g., freedom of 
speech or, religion, due process, and equal protection of the laws. [Morrison 
v State, MoApp., 252 S.W2d 97, 101.]” 

In “The Constitution of Arizona,” by John R. Murdock, A.M., is the 
following explanation of Section 1, Article II of Arizona’s Constitution:   “In 
the history of Anglo-Saxon peoples there have been many struggles with 
arbitrary kings.  Our forefathers contended with King George for the 
“inalienable rights of Englishmen in the Old Country had wrung their rights 
and liberties from tyrannical kings by force, or threat of force.  The never-to-
be-forgotten charters of Anglo-Saxon liberties are the Great Charter, or 
Magna Carta, the Petition of Right, the Habeas Corpus Act, the Bill of Rights, 
and the Declaration of Independence... 

The Constitution of the United States contains a Bill of Rights.  Each of 
the other forty-seven States has in its constitution a declaration of rights, or 
a bill of rights, so Arizona but reiterated these ancient safeguards of 
individual liberty.  In spite of our study of history, each oncoming generation 
is apt to take too much for granted and to accept, unappreciatively, things 
as they are, forgetting the long struggle necessary to establish government 
by the people.” (1) 

Inalienable rights are given to individuals, women and men.  They are 
not given to governments, groups, families (as in “family values”), religions, 
nations, or states.  Individuals.  The defendant is, an individual.  The 
individual defendant Mr. Davis holds a Constitutional (First Amendment) 
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right to redress his grievances, especially when these grievances are about 
the unconstitutionality of the very laws that threaten his liberty, in this case.  
The U.N. Universal Declaration of Human Rights (to which the U.S. is bound 
by treaty) addresses this right to redress grievances: Preamble, 

“Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and 
inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of 
freedom, justice and peace in the world. 

Whereas member states have pledged themselves to achieve, in co-
operation with the United Nations, the promotion of universal respect for 
and observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms...” 

And Article 8 of this declaration reads, “Everyone has the right to an 
effective remedy by the competent national for acts violating the 
fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law.”(2) The 
defendant declares his right to an effective remedy by restoring to  him his 
inalienable right to Cannabis sativa and its seed, and an end to Cannabis 
prohibition.  The defendant has broken no laws, because of this illegal 
prohibition. 

The defendant Mr. Davis, holds a Constitutional (First Amendment) 
right to free speech, and will exercise that right in this document.  At such a 
time, with his liberty at stake, the defendant asks the court to recognize his 
right to give the whole truth as seen through his eyes as an individual citizen 
of these United States.  Goodpasture argues this point (Arizona L.R., Vol. 
15,p490.): 

“Just so far as, at any point, the citizens who are to decide an issue 
are denied acquaintance with information or opinion or doubt or disbelief or 
criticism which is relevant to that issue, just so far the results must be ill-
considered, ill-balanced planning for the general good.  It is that mutilation 
of the thinking process of the community against which the First Amendment 
to the Constitution is directed.  The principle of freedom of speech springs 
from the necessities of the program of self-government.” 

Without free speech there is no redress, without redress, no justice.  
The defendant asks the Court to recognize the chaos surrounding the 
Cannabis laws in general, and in specific to recognize the validity of our 
right to the seed of Cannabis and all the natural benefits of that right.  The 
whole truth, including an explanation of the contents of the U.S.A. Hemp 
Museum, of which the defendant is curator, must be heard for the sake of 
individual rights and free government, due to the deception and cover-up of 
60 years of prohibition. 
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As a non-lawyer, the defendant often hears from lawyers that we must 
not ask for too much, only give your best arguments, your best chance of 
winning.  The defendant asks the court to consider that Prohibition of 
Cannabis sativa in law started with the Marijuana Tax Stamp Act of 1937. 

Its effect, if not its purpose was to control farm production, control 
medical Cannabis, and misrepresent the most important plant in the history 
of mankind as a killer drug, assassin of youth, deserving of prohibition of 
use, even by adults in the privacy of their homes.  This prohibition came in 
one lump sum, and must be ended one day, by one act of repeal through 
judicial review based on the strictest review of fundamental principles. 

Section 2. Article II of the Arizona Declaration of Rights reads: “All 
political power is inherent in the people and governments derive their just 
powers from the consent of the governed, and are established to protect 
and maintain individual rights.” 

Again from Murdock (ibid.): “This statement reaffirms the democratic 
views of government expressed in the Declaration of Independence.  The 
phrase ‘governments derive their just power from the consent of the 
governed’ is taken from the Declaration itself.  It was Jefferson’s view that 
the principal business of government is to safeguard the individual in his 
rights.  This is a fundamental reason for written constitutions, as they set the 
limits within which a government may act and thus protect the individual 
citizen against encroachment by that government.”  And from Lamson, 
Michael A., Arizona Law Review, Vol. 18, pp.207-231, 1976: 

“The power of government to interfere with individual liberty is 
inherently limited in the United States.  On the federal level, the government 
may act only pursuant to its powers specifically enumerated in the 
Constitution.” (3). 

Nowhere in the Constitution is the federal government given the 
power to limit Mr. Davis’ inalienable right to possess as property, plant, 
grow, harvest, sell, and consume Cannabis sativa and its seed, and any 
other plant, as given to him by the Creator,   “Less than a hundred years 
ago, Americans regarded the production, distribution, and consumption of 
drugs as a fundamental right,” Szasz, Thomas, “Our Right to Drugs”, 1992, 
Pager, NY, NY. (4).   According to Cannabis history, two Presidents, 
Washington and Jefferson, grew marijuana/Cannabis/hemp.  These 
Americans assumed the right to the seed for us, and for the defendant (an 
American individual, born in Arizona) by defining an inalienable right as one 
from the Creator. 
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We were born with the right to the Creator’s seed. In United States v. 
Butler, 297 U.S. 1, 1936, the U.S. Supreme Court held: “From the accepted 
doctrine that the United States is a government of delegated powers, it 
follows that those not expressly granted, or reasonably to be implied from 
such as are conferred, are reserved to the states or to the people.  To 
forestall any suggestion to the contrary, the Tenth Amendment was 
adopted.  The same proposition, otherwise stated, is that powers not 
granted are prohibited.  None to regulate agricultural production is given, 
and therefore legislation by Congress for that purpose is forbidden. 

It is an established principle that the attainment of a prohibited end 
may not be accomplished under the pretext of the exertion of powers which 
are granted... 

The power of taxation, which is expressly granted, may, of course, be 
adopted as a means to carry into operation another power also expressly 
granted.  But resort to the taxing power to effectuate and end which is not 
legitimate, not within the scope of the Constitution, is obviously 
inadmissible...” 

 
 

“Those who profess “Those who profess “Those who profess “Those who profess     
to favor freedom to favor freedom to favor freedom to favor freedom     

and yet and yet and yet and yet     
renounce controversy renounce controversy renounce controversy renounce controversy     

are people are people are people are people     
who want crops who want crops who want crops who want crops     

without ploughing without ploughing without ploughing without ploughing     
the ground.”the ground.”the ground.”the ground.”    

 
 

“If  there is no struggle, there is no progress.”“If  there is no struggle, there is no progress.”“If  there is no struggle, there is no progress.”“If  there is no struggle, there is no progress.”    

Frederick DouglassFrederick DouglassFrederick DouglassFrederick Douglass————1817181718171817----1895189518951895    
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The 1937 Marijuana Tax Stamp Act, which not only regulated the 
agricultural production of Cannabis, but led to the  prohibition of agricultural 
production of Cannabis, was accomplished under the pretext of the exertion 
of powers which are granted.  No “power to regulate agricultural production 
is given”, [and certainly none to prohibit it], “and therefore legislation by 
Congress for that purpose is forbidden.” 

The defendant asks the court to repeal Cannabis Prohibition based on 
the 1937 Marijuana Tax Stamp Act, and all subsequent Cannabis legislation 
stemming from that Act, based on the fundamental principles of the Law of 
the Land. 

 

THE RIGHT TO DECIDETHE RIGHT TO DECIDETHE RIGHT TO DECIDETHE RIGHT TO DECIDE    
 

We were born with the right to choice, which is the essence of liberty.  
Laws Prohibiting the free exchange in the marketplace of substances 
intended for private or medical use by the individual are unconstitutional 
based on the right to privacy.  The government took away our right to drugs, 
including Cannabis, and launched a war on its own citizens, violating 
fundamental principles such as due process, equal protection, privacy, 
religion, property, speech, cruel and unusual punishment, voting rights, the 
right to agriculture, and other laws of the land. 

“State governments may act pursuant to the broad general police 
power so long as the matter has not been entrusted to the exclusive control 
of the federal government by the Constitution...    Pursuant to its role as 
protector of the public interest, the state evaluates individual conduct in 
terms of whether or not it is deemed harmful to the public... In addition to the 
requirement of a public purpose or interest, in the criminal sphere the state 
police power must be used only to prevent public harm...The harm which 
criminal law seeks to avoid must be general in effect and public in nature.  
Specifically excluded from this concept is self-harm supposedly flowing to 
the individual from his own actions.  (5).   Because the purpose for 
government is to protect individual rights, “the greater good of individual 
freedom far outweighs any governmental interest in proscribing conduct 
that affects only the actor himself.”  In the words of John Stewart Mill: 

“The only purpose for which power can be rightfully exercised over 
any member of a civilized community, against his will, is to prevent harms to 
others.  His own good, either physical or moral, is not sufficient warrant…  
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The only part of the conduct of anyone for which he is amenable to 
society is that which concerns others.  In the part which merely concerns 
himself, his independence is, of right, absolute.  Over himself, over his own 
body and mind, the individual is sovereign.” (J. Mill, On Liberty, p.13.  
Shields ed. 1956). (6) 

In other words, from Lamson, “...conformity to majoritarian moral 
dictates is insufficient justification for interference with individual 
liberty...This limitation is a natural outgrowth of the desire to protect the 
individual from the arbitrary actions and tyranny of political rulers.  This 
view is consistent with the principles of natural law which formed the 
foundation of American constitutional government. 

The framers were profoundly influenced in their drafting of the 
Constitution and the Declaration of Independence by the ‘natural rights’ 
political theory of John Locke, which recognizes an inalienable right of 
liberty.  Certain fundamental and inherent rights of man flowing from this 
right of liberty were recognized as limitations upon the power of the state by 
the early American patriots.  Thus, natural rights establish the foundation of 
civil rights.  The omission of a bill of rights from the body of the Constitution 
was grounded on the founding fathers’ concern that it would in fact curtail 
these inalienable rights and afford a colorable pretext for the government to 
claim more power than was actually granted.  Recently, this argument has 
been utilized to substantiate the inclusion of the ninth amendment into the 
Bill of Rights.  The broad language of the ninth amendment, coupled with the 
natural rights philosophy underlying the American form of government, 
leads to the conclusion that there are additional fundamental rights which 
exist alongside the fundamental rights specifically mentioned in the first 
eight amendments.” 

John Adams, the second U.S. President and one of our founding 
fathers, stated the principal of fundamental, natural rights this way: “You 
have rights antecedent to all earthly law; rights derived from the Great 
Legislator of the Universe.”  The right to share in the Creator’s bounty and 
the choice within and among that bounty clearly belongs to the defendant, 
Mr. Davis, and by extension to all people.  The right to possess and use the 
seed.  Your right and my right as individuals.  A right that cannot be 
transferred to another or taken away by any government. 

In his article in the Arizona Law Review, (Vol. 15, p.519. 
FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS), the author Goodpasture comments on the 
strength of these fundamental principles and rights, and the judicial review 
responsible to that strength: 
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“In the course of this article, I have tried to review the constitutional 
law of fundamental rights and to discern the fundamental principles 
underlying it.  The basic conclusions have been that there is a definite set of 
fundamental rights; that they are fundamental essentially because they have 
important structural implications for the regulation of governmental power 
which other rights do not have; and that these rights may not be burdened 
except to protect against real and serious threats to the polity itself.  These 
fundamental rights have been broadly categorized as political participation 
rights and fairness rights.  The former require the strictest judicial review.  
The latter imply judicial review commensurate with the importance of the 
interests affected by legislation, at least as long as we genuinely have a 
system of judicial review.  Such review requires consummate impartiality, 
extraordinary sensitivity to justice, comprehensive, fully open analysis of 
both governmental and personal interests and, in general, a high order of 
judicial statesmanship.  Under this standard, many cases now quickly and 
summarily resolved will become difficult, but the constitutional promise of 
fairness, and therefore justice, will be more closely fulfilled.” 

The defendant asks the court to apply the strictest judicial review to 
the many fundamental rights and principles violated by Cannabis 
Prohibition. 

 

THE VIOLATIONS OF CANNABIS PROHIBITIONTHE VIOLATIONS OF CANNABIS PROHIBITIONTHE VIOLATIONS OF CANNABIS PROHIBITIONTHE VIOLATIONS OF CANNABIS PROHIBITION    
 

The Inalienable Right to 
Agriculture.  Article II, Section 1 of 
the Arizona Constitution’s 
Declaration of Rights states in full, “A 
frequent recurrence to fundamental 
principles is essential to the security 
of individual rights and the perpetuity 
of free government.”  Prohibiting 
farmers from the means of production 
of medicine and raw materials from 
the Cannabis sativa plant has created 
legal and social consequences which 
should be changed as a matter of 
fundamental principle.  The 
defendant claims that a fundamental 
and inalienable right to agriculture, including the seeds of nature, is his, and 
that this principle is essential to the “perpetuity of free government”.  A 
government that controls the means of production is not a free government, 
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but communistic; and a marketplace that does not allow farmers to compete 
in it with Cannabis sativa in its entirety is not a free market.  To this end the 
defendant asks the court to declare a return to the people of the inalienable 
right to the seeds of the earth, and the agriculture that the right implies. 

And indeed an emergency exists for our farmers, stripped of their 
right to grow Cannabis sativa by an unconstitutional prohibition, who are 
unable to compete in a world re- awakening to the most important 
agricultural crop the world has ever known.  Hemp is now subsidized in the 
entire European Community, one thousand dollars to the acre.  There are no 
trees left in Europe, with which to make the tens of thousands of different 
products made from pulp fiber including paper products and building 
materials. Canadian farmers are totally free to plant Cannabis sativa in 
1998, after four years of tests, provided the government controls the 
seed.  And medicine is not allowed.  And people will still go to jail for 
recreational use, though it is harmless to use, in Canada.  Half-way 
measures such as exist in Arizona, California, and Alaska, do not make 
right a 60 year old statute that now controls agricultural production of 
Cannabis, which should be forbidden. 

Inalienable, fundamental principles are involved in that our 
founding fathers had the right  to the seeds of the earth without question.  
Our first and third Presidents Washington and Jefferson were both 
Cannabis farmers, with privilege and immunity not now available to  the 
defendant.  “The result of using the Commerce Clause as a pretext for 
drug prohibition is that, de facto as well as de jure, the American 
government is empowered to deprive us,  as it sees fit, of our ancient 
freedom to grow - on our own soil, for our own consumption-any crop of 
its choosing.”  (Szasz). 

Article 28 of the U.N. Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961, 
Section 2., states: “This Convention shall not apply to the cultivation of 
the Cannabis plant exclusively for industrial purposes (fibre and seed) or 
horticultural purposes.” 

The defendant asks the court to overturn Cannabis prohibition 
which is in violation of his inalienable right to agriculture and the 
Cannabis seed.  Also, “horticultural purposes” implies a right to garden, 
a right to cultivate flowers, fruits (seeds), or ornamental plants of the 
Genus Cannabis for home use, and should be covered by the above 
privacy rights of individuals in their homes. 
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THE PRECEDENT OF PROHIBITIONTHE PRECEDENT OF PROHIBITIONTHE PRECEDENT OF PROHIBITIONTHE PRECEDENT OF PROHIBITION    
 
“Prohibition goes beyond the bound of reason in that it attempts to 

control a man’s appetite by legislation, and makes crimes out of things that 
are not crimes.” 

Abraham Lincoln 
 
The defendant contends that the Prohibition of Alcohol is a precedent 

in the case of Cannabis Prohibition, which should have required a 
Constitutional Amendment to effect prohibition, not an act of Congress as 
was the Marijuana Tax Act of 1937.  Cannabis as a prohibited plant is 
therefore illegal.  Again the above Article II, Section 1 of the Arizona 
Constitution demands a second look at the “fundamental principles” as 
essential to the security of individual rights and the perpetuity of free 
government. 

  
“A prohibition law strikes a blow at the very principles upon which our 

government was founded.” - Abraham Lincoln 
    
Prohibition happened with alcohol, created a legal mess, and was 

overturned.  Alcohol was made legal.  One day in 1933, prohibition of alcohol 
ended after 13 years of hell in America.  Cannabis is now in its sixtieth year - 
1937 to 1997, and we ask the court to end this prohibition by declaring 
Cannabis prohibition unconstitutional based on the fundamental principles 
and inalienable rights of the defendant and all individual citizens of the U.S. 

    

PRIVACY AND CANNABISPRIVACY AND CANNABISPRIVACY AND CANNABISPRIVACY AND CANNABIS    
 
“If the right of privacy means anything, it is the right of the 

INDIVIDUAL, married or single, to be free from unwarranted governmental 
intrusion into matters so fundamentally affecting a person as the decision 
whether to bear or beget a child.” [405 U.S. at 453, 92 S.Ct. At 1038, 31 
L.Ed.2d at 362.]  This is a right relating to the autonomy of the individual, not 
to a place. 

“Again, the right of privacy pertained to the freedom of the individual 
to decide as to her course of action and was related to any situs.” [410 U.S. 
113, 93 S.Ct. 705, 35 L.Ed.2d 147 (1973).] 

“Thus it appears that the United States Supreme Court has found a 
right to privacy to exist as to activities within the home or with reference to 
values associated with the home, and, additionally, as a right of personal 
autonomy, to make decisions that shape an individual’s personal life.” 
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And to quote the Alaska Supreme Court: “Since the citizens of Alaska, 
with their strong emphasis on individual liberty, enacted an amendment to 
the Alaska Constitution expressly providing for a right to privacy not found in 
the United States Constitution, it can only be concluded that that right is 
broader in scope than that of the Federal Constitution.  As such, it includes 
not only activities within the home and values associated with the home, but 
also the right to be left alone and to do as one pleases as long as the activity 
does not infringe on the rights of others.  Thus, the decision whether to 
ingest food, beverages or other substances comes within the purview of that 
right to privacy.”  And, “Privacy in the home is a fundamental right, under 
both the federal and Alaska constitutions.” 

Alaskan adults over the age of nineteen ,  upheld by the Alaska 
Supreme Court, in Ravin vs. State of Alaska, 537 P.2d 494, 509-10 (Alas. 
1975), and citing the U.S. Constitutional privacy as fundamental, have the 
right to possess, grow, consume, and smoke Cannabis (marijuana) in their 
homes based on the constitutional  right to privacy.  We ask the court to 
recognize the same right for the people of Arizona, based on their 
constitutional right to privacy and Article. IV. Section. 2. of the U.S. 
Constitution, which reads, “The Citizens of each State shall be entitled to all 
Privileges and Immunities of Citizens in the several States.” 

The State of Arizona also has a similarly strong right to privacy in its 
constitution: Article II, Section 8 states: “No person shall be disturbed in his 
private affairs, or his home invaded, without authority of law.”  Therefore 
Cannabis prohibition places an undue burden on this fundamental right and 
should be repealed by this court. 

The U.N. Universal Declaration of Human Rights to which the U.S. is 
bound by treaty, addresses the fundamental right to privacy in Article. 12: 
“No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, 
home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honor and reputation.  
Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference 
or attacks.” 

“The U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals for nine Western states, 
including California, relied on previous abortion rulings last month (May 
1996) when it decided Americans have a 
right to personal liberty and privacy that 
gives them -rather than the government - 
the right to decide to end their suffering 
when they are terminally ill. 

Judge Stephen Reinhardt of Los 
Angeles, writing for the 8-3 majority, 
quoted from Supreme Court rulings 
upholding the privacy right.” (L.A. Times, 
April 3, 1996.) 
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RELIGIOUS FREEDOM VS. CANNABIS PROHIBITIONRELIGIOUS FREEDOM VS. CANNABIS PROHIBITIONRELIGIOUS FREEDOM VS. CANNABIS PROHIBITIONRELIGIOUS FREEDOM VS. CANNABIS PROHIBITION    
 
“Over himself, over his own body and mind, the individual is 

sovereign.”  This concept of liberty    by John Stuart Mill influenced those 
who penned the words of the first item in the first amendment called our Bill 
of Rights: “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.” No law.  That is just about 
as clear a way as is possible of expressing a limit on the power of 
government.  No law.   Therefore, it is clear  that a prohibition that blocks the 
defendant from exercising control over practice of religion, even an 
individual religion such as his is unconstitutional. 

The defendant uses the natural flowers of the Cannabis plant as a 
sacrament, both smoked and eaten, to honor the connection between his 
own sovereignty and that of the Creator.  This practice was mandated by the 
defendant more than thirty years ago.  Interference with religious freedom is 
a fundamental violation by Cannabis prohibition, which should be repealed. 

ARTICLE 18, of the U.N. Declaration of Human Rights, emphasizes the 
individual nature of freedom of religion and its practice: “Everyone has the 
right to freedom of thought, conscience, and religion; this right includes 
freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in 
community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or 
belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance.” (Bolding by the 
defendant).  Again it seems clear that any prohibition of any natural 
substance as a religious sacrament violates fundamental rights and 
principles. 

Goodpasture (Arizona Law Review, Vol. 15, p.490), citing Sherbert v. 
Verner (374 U.S. 398 (1963) which held freedom of religion to be 
fundamental, argued all First Amendment rights are fundamental: 

“Religious freedom, of course, is an analogue of freedom of opinion.  
Speech assumes a variety of human purposes and opinions and would be 
severely threatened were there no freedom of religion.  Indeed, it is 
impossible to say which freedom is primary, for both appear to stem from a 
basic principle that no man should be allowed to proscribe ultimate truths or 
ultimate conceptions of the good for other men.  Both affirmatively 
recognize the individual pursuit of ultimate goals, and both protect minority 
interests against the power of political majorities: freedom of speech by 
requiring majorities to be at least formally open to reasoned appeals and to 
be aware of the effects of their decisions; freedom of religion by prohibiting 
action which could destroy at least certain important minorities at their root.  
The first amendment freedoms are all practical expressions of these vital 
principles and equally merit fundamental protection.” 
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PROHIBITION OF CANNABIS V. PROHIBITION OF CANNABIS V. PROHIBITION OF CANNABIS V. PROHIBITION OF CANNABIS V.     
THE RIGHT TO DRUGSTHE RIGHT TO DRUGSTHE RIGHT TO DRUGSTHE RIGHT TO DRUGS    

 
“None of the measures tried to solve the drug problem have worked” - 

Thomas Szasz 
In the English-speaking world, especially since the seventeenth 

century, the word FREEDOM has meant the inalienable right to life, liberty, 
and property, the first two elements resting squarely on the last.” (Szasz). 

John Locke wrote in 1690, “yet every man has a Property in his own 
Person.  This no Body has any Right but to himself.  The Labor of his Body 
and the Work of his hands, we may say, are properly his.”  More than any 
other single principle, this idea informed and animated the framers of the 
Constitution.  “If the United States mean to obtain and deserve the full praise 
due to wise and just governments,” wrote James Madison in 1792, “they will 
equally respect the rights of property and the property in rights.” 

The defendant wants to show that --because both our bodies and 
drugs are types of property -producing, trading in, and using drugs are 
property rights, and drug prohibitions constitute a deprivation of basic 
constitutional rights.  The defendant argues the following using Szasz list. 

1.  The right to chew or smoke a plant that grows wild in nature, such 
as hemp(marijuana), is anterior to and more basic than the right to vote. 

2.  A limited government, such as that of the United States, lacks the 
political legitimacy to deprive competent adults of the right to use whatever 
substances they choose. 

3.  The constraints on the power of the federal government, as laid 
down in the Constitution, have been eroded by a monopolistic medical 
profession administering a system of prescription laws that have, in effect, 
removed most of the drugs people want from the free market. 

4.  Hence it is futile to debate whether the War on Drugs should be 
escalated or de-escalated, without first coming to grips with the popular, 
medical, and political mind-set concerning the trade in drugs generated by 
nearly a century of drug prohibitions. 

“How can the government of the United States - crafted and 
considered to possess the most prudently limited powers of any government 
in the world - prohibit a competent adult from growing or ingesting an 
ordinary plant, such as coca leaf or hemp?  And how can it impose such 
staggeringly disproportionate punishment -compared, for example, to the 
punishment imposed on many persons convicted of murder -on an individual 
who inhales the products of such a plant?” (Szasz) 

The defendants answer is it cannot because of fundamental 
protections, and Cannabis prohibition must be stricken by the Court. 
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CANNABIS PROHIBITION AS CRUEL CANNABIS PROHIBITION AS CRUEL CANNABIS PROHIBITION AS CRUEL CANNABIS PROHIBITION AS CRUEL     
AND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENTAND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENTAND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENTAND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT    

 

The defendant would be remiss is he failed to mention Amendment 
VIII of the U.S. Bill of Rights, and Article II, Section 1 of Arizona’s Declaration 
of Rights, barring cruel and unusual punishment.  Cannabis prohibition has 
spawned a rash of penalties that are in violation of the right to be free of 
cruel and unusual punishment.  For example, the defendant is facing in this 
case up to almost 30 years in prison for allegedly selling 5 grams of 
Cannabis flowers that are his property and posed no harm to the buyer (DEA 
Docket #86-22, 1988).  The defendant asks the court to overturn Cannabis 
prohibition because of this violation of law. 

It is hard to imagine a penalty for possessing, growing, selling, using, 
wearing, eating, manufacturing, smoking, or drinking flowers given us by 
the Creator.  Because of the arguments put forth by the defendant in this 
motion, all laws relating criminal penalties to Cannabis should be strictly 
scrutinized by the court system at every level of government from Arizona to 
the United Nations.  Regulation is rational, prohibition is not rational and 
should be discarded in the light of the lack of harm required to establish a 
“compelling state reason.”  In addition, harm must be weighed against the 
benefits of the earth’s number one renewable, sustainable natural resource.  
In so many ways Cannabis sativa must respond to a national emergency, as 
it did in World War II.  This new emergency is based on legal, economic, 
environmental, medical, and societal (anti-violence and drug withdrawal) 
uses of the Cannabis plant. 

CANNABIS PROHIBITION CANNABIS PROHIBITION CANNABIS PROHIBITION CANNABIS PROHIBITION     
AND MEDICAL USE OF CANNABISAND MEDICAL USE OF CANNABISAND MEDICAL USE OF CANNABISAND MEDICAL USE OF CANNABIS    

 
“Unless we put medical freedom into the constitution, the time will 

come when medicine will organize itself into an undercover dictatorship.”  - 
Dr. Benjamin Rush, A signer of the Declaration of Independence.   

The United Nations Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961, to 
which the U.S. Government is a signatory, and which entered into force with 
respect to the U.S. on June 24, 1967, states in the Preamble: 

“The Parties, CONCERNED with the health and welfare of mankind, 
RECOGNIZING that the medical use of narcotic drugs continues to be 
indispensable for the relief of pain and suffering and that adequate provision 
must be made to ensure the availability of narcotic drugs for such 
purposes.” 
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This U.S. Treaty is the Law of the Land.  Any law that prohibits the 
availability of Cannabis for medical use  is obviously not CONCERNED with 
the pain and suffering of its citizens.  And the prohibition has created a 
national emergency to deal with seriously ill patients going to jail for the use 
of Cannabis.  The medical emergency is the most damning in a free country, 
like the U.S.A. is supposed to be.  We have imposed a police state 
prohibition that makes criminals out of patients and doctors and friends.  We 
have known for nine years now that Cannabis sativa, in its natural form has 
not one death associated with its use, anywhere in the world, at any time in 
history.  This is fact.  Another fact from the same Judge Francis L. Young, 
Chief Administrative Law Judge for the U.S. Drug Enforcement 
Administration, 1988,(D.E.A. Docket #86-22):  “Marijuana, in its natural form, 
is one of the safest therapeutically active substances known to man.  By any 
measure of rational analysis, marijuana can be safely used within a 
supervised routine of medical care.” 

Due to the extreme safety of Cannabis sativa in its natural state, 
which is non-toxic and has recorded no fatalities in 5,000 years of recorded 
medical use history, the defendant asks the court to notify the Secretary -
General of the U.N., requesting that Cannabis sativa be removed altogether 
from the Schedules of the U.N. Single Convention as allowed by Article 3, 
and all rights be returned to the peoples of the world. 

Individuals who need medicine, physicians who prescribe medicines, 
such as opium, cocaine, morphine, barbiturates or amphetamines have the 
privilege of using the drugs and immunity from arrest with a doctor’s 
prescription. The defendant, who uses Cannabis sativa in its vegetable state 
as medicine and controls its production, has neither privilege nor immunity 
available to him.  Article II, Section 13 of the Arizona Constitution states in 
full: 

“No law shall be enacted granting 
to any citizen, class of citizens, or 
corporation other than municipal, 
privileges or immunities which, upon the 
same terms, shall not equally belong to all 
citizens or corporations.”    

Medicinal Cannabis Medicinal Cannabis Medicinal Cannabis Medicinal Cannabis     
flower tops being driedflower tops being driedflower tops being driedflower tops being dried    

    
Yes it is a flower, Yes it is a flower, Yes it is a flower, Yes it is a flower,     

a female flower in this casea female flower in this casea female flower in this casea female flower in this case    
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EQUAL PROTECTION AND DUE PROCESSEQUAL PROTECTION AND DUE PROCESSEQUAL PROTECTION AND DUE PROCESSEQUAL PROTECTION AND DUE PROCESS    
A.A.A.A.    EQUAL PROTECTION, EQUAL PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES.EQUAL PROTECTION, EQUAL PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES.EQUAL PROTECTION, EQUAL PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES.EQUAL PROTECTION, EQUAL PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES.    
 
It is evident that the legislature has made the possession, use, and 

sale of one recreational drug, Cannabis/marijuana, a criminal offense while 
at the same time, the possession of other recreational drugs such as coffee, 
alcohol, or tobacco, all which may cause death, are not prohibited.  
Cannabis by contrast has no deaths associated with its use. 
(Uncontroverted fact #4, DEA Docket #86-22, 1988). 

In Arizona, individuals who need medicine, physicians who prescribe 
medicines, such as opium, cocaine, morphine, barbiturates or 
amphetamines have the privilege of using the drugs and immunity from 
arrest with a doctor’s prescription; the defendant, who uses Cannabis sativa 
in its vegetable state as medicine and controls its production, has neither 
privilege or immunity available to him.  Article 2, Section 13 of the Arizona 
Constitution states in full: 

“No law shall be enacted granting to any citizen, class of citizens, or 
corporation other that municipal, privileges or immunities which, upon the 
same terms, shall not equally belong to all citizens or corporations.” 

In Arizona, individuals who desire recreational drugs such as alcohol, 
tobacco, coffee, or any of a  multitude of over-the-counter medical drugs of 
varying risk, or any of a multitude of herbal preparations, have the privilege 
of using the drugs and herbs and immunity from arrest.  The defendant uses 
herbal Cannabis both recreationally and medicinally, and has neither 
privilege nor immunity available to him.  Article 2, Section 13 as above, the 
“privileges and immunities” clause, specifically prohibits such arbitrary 
classification. 

In Arizona, producers and licensed sellers and distributors (under the 
Luxury Privilege Tax, Title 42) of recreational drugs such as alcohol and 
tobacco, considered in terms of safety to be much more dangerous than 
Cannabis, have the privilege of producing and selling on the free market and 
immunity from arrest.  The defendant who both produces and sells 
Cannabis, and who is licensed to do so under the Luxury Privilege Tax Code, 
Title 42, has neither privilege nor immunity available to him.  Article 2, 
Section 13 as above, specifically prohibits such arbitrary classification. 

It is clear that the equal protection guarantee is a constantly evolving 
right.  As the Supreme Court stated in Harper v. Virginia State Board of 
Elections, 383 U.S. 663, 669 (1966): 
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“The Equal Protection Clause is not shackled to the political theory of 
a particular era.  In determining what lines are constitutionally 
discriminatory, we have never been confined to historic notions of equality, 
any more than we have restricted due process to a fixed catalogue of what 
at a given time deemed to be the limits of fundamental rights...Notions of 
what constitutes equal treatment for purposes of the Equal Protection 
Clause do change.” 

The Supreme Court initially set out the test for the validity of statutes 
under the Equal Protection Clause in Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535, 539 
(1942) as follows: 

“When the law lays an unequal hand on those who committed 
intrinsically the same quality of offense and sterilizes one and not the other, 
it has made as invidious a discrimination as if it had selected a particular 
race or nationality for oppressive treatment...Sterilization of those who have 
thrice committed grand larceny, with immunity for those who are 
embezzlers, is a clear, pointed, unmistakable discrimination.” 

In the 1960's, the Supreme Court has added an additional dimension 
to the Equal Protection guarantee: where the statute effects a fundamental 
right, the classification must be supported by a compelling governmental 
interest, and must be narrowly drawn.  See Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 
618, 634 (1969); McLaughlin v Florida, 379 U.S. 184 (1964); Harper v. 
Virginia State Board of Elections, 383 U.S. 663 (1963).  In Harper, the Court 
stated, 383 U.S. at 670: 

“We have long been mindful that where fundamental rights and 
liberties are assured under the Equal Protection Clause, classifications 
which might invade or restrain them must be closely scrutinized and 
carefully confined.” 

The defendant has argued above, that Cannabis Prohibition involves 
many fundamental rights.  Those arguments are applicable to the equal 
protection argument made in this portion of the motion and will not be 
repeated here.  For the same reasons as discussed above, the prohibition of 
Cannabis involved “fundamental” rights and liberties in terms of the Equal 
Protection Clause.  In terms of farmers, patients, the incarcerated, and 
those at risk, Cannabis prohibition makes a mockery of the Equal Protection 
Clause. 
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B.  IRRATIONAL CLASSIFICATION.B.  IRRATIONAL CLASSIFICATION.B.  IRRATIONAL CLASSIFICATION.B.  IRRATIONAL CLASSIFICATION.    
 
The argument as to a misclassification is similar in nature to those 

used above concerning equal protection.  For example in Ledger-Enquirer 
Company v. Brown, 213 Ga. 538, 100 S.E. 2d 166 (1957) the Supreme Court 
of Georgia had occasion to discuss the power of the Georgia legislature to 
classify, stating at S.E. 2d 168: 

“It is clear that the legislature may, for purposes of legislation, 
classify, and may legislate with respect to, each classification.  The power of 
the legislature to classify for the purpose of legislation, however, is not 
without limitation.  The classification must be natural and not arbitrary.  It 
must have a reasonable relation to the subject matter of the legislation, and 
must furnish some legitimate ground of differentiation.” 

Cannabis as marijuana is classified as a Schedule I, dangerous drug, 
with no medical value. Cannabis, as above, has no deaths associated with 
its use in 5,000 years of medical use, while legal alcohol annually causes 
100,000 deaths (not including 50% of all highway deaths and 65% of all 
murders) and legal tobacco causes 400,000 plus deaths annually.  Even 
coffee is estimated to cause 1,000 to 10,000 deaths (from ulcers and 
irregular heartbeats, etc.).  The inclusion of Cannabis in Schedule I is both 
unnatural and arbitrary. 

The converse of the above ruling must be equally true.  The inclusion 
of Cannabis/marijuana within the classification of Schedule I drugs must be 
based upon some “legitimate ground” for the inclusion to be correct.  As 
shown by the facts presented in this motion, Cannabis/marijuana simply 
does not fit within such classification in terms of legitimate societal interest. 

The United States Supreme Court has held that a classification which 
does not rest upon a reasonable basis and which is essentially arbitrary in 
nature constitutes a violation of the Equal Protection Clause.  See, 
McLaughlin v. Florida, supra. where the court held at page 191: 

“Judicial inquiry under the Equal Protection Clause, therefore, does 
not end with a showing of equal application among the members of the class 
defined by the legislation.  The courts must reach and determine the 
question whether the classifications drawn in a statute are reasonable in 
light of its purpose --in this case, whether there is an arbitrary or invidious 
discrimination between those classes covered by Florida’s cohabitation law 
and those excluded.” 
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Even if the legislature was laboring under some misconception with 
respect to the proper classification for Cannabis/ marijuana, nevertheless 
the court has a duty to rectify said error by holding the statute in question 
unconstitutional.  As pointed out by the U.S. Supreme Court in Meyer v. 
Nebraska, supra, at page 401: “(A) desirable end cannot be promoted by 
prohibited means.” 

Further, as pointed out by the Supreme Court in Levy v. Louisiana, 
391 U.S. 68 at page 71: 

“While a state has broad power when it comes to making 
classifications (Ferguson v. Skrupa, 372 U.S. 726, 732), it may not draw a 
line which constitutes an invidious discrimination against a particular class.  
(See Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535, 541-542.)  Though the test has been 
variously stated, the end result is whether the line drawn is a rational one. 
(See Morey v. Doud, 354 U.S. 457, 456-466.) 

In English v. Miller, 341 Fed. Supp. 714 (1972) the District Court for 
the Eastern District of Virginia considered the constitutionality of the 
Virginia law classifying marijuana as a narcotic and held at page 171: 

“The classification of marijuana as a narcotic is, in this Court’s 
opinion, violative of the equal protection clause of the United States 
Constitution.  The statutory pronouncement that ‘every substance not 
chemically distinguishable’ from coca leaves and opium, cannabis and 
isonipeciane’ is a narcotic drug, as referred to in Virginia Code 54-487 (14), 
is so vague that, even if it could be pharmacologically substantiated, due 
process considerations compel its repudiation.” 

In the English case, in footnote number four at page 718, the court 
noted as follows: 

“The court’s power to determine the actual state of facts concerning 
marijuana, as well as the court’s reliance on current writing of authorities in 
a rapidly developing field, is based upon pronouncements of the U.S. Sup. Ct 
in Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483, 494, F.N. 11, 74 S.Ct. 686, 98 
L.Ed. 873 (1954) where unquestionably the court has the power to determine 
the true state of facts upon which a law is based. (See also , People v. 
Sinclair, supra, 1972.)” 

According to Justice Holmes, even a judge being bound to declare the 
law must know or discover the facts that established the law. (See, Prentis v. 
Atlantic Coast Line Co., 211 U.S. 210, 1908). 
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The courts have deferred to the rationality of the legislature in 
proscribing the possession of marijuana even though no legislative histories 
have been published which could offer the courts the basis for the 
legislature’s promulgation of such laws.  All that the courts have upon which 
to base their deference is the stated purpose of the statute.  To Justice 
Holmes, the proposition that a mere statement of a proposition is sufficient 
to establish that proposition as a factual justification for a statute, is 
erroneous: 

“Obviously, the facts should be accurately ascertained and carefully 
weighed, and this can be done more conveniently in the Supreme Court of 
the District than here.  The evidence should be preserved so that if 
necessary it can be considered by this Court.” 

Chastleton Corp. v. Sinclair, 264 U.S. 543 (1926) at 549. 

For purposes of this argument the state may have a compelling 
interest to regulate man made drugs, but Cannabis sativa may not rationally 
included within this category.  Scientific evidence of any “compelling” harm 
from this natural plant must be challenged by the defendant.  This may have 
been the belief of the legislators at the time the law was passed.  A court has 
an on-going duty to examine legislation in light of modern developments.  
See, for example, Abie State Bank v. Bryan, 282 U.S. 765 at 772., stating: 

“...(E)ven though a police power enactment have been or may have 
seemed to be valid when made, later events or later-discovered facts may 
show it to be arbitrary and confiscatory.” 

Thus, in performing this duty, 
this Court must look into the factual 
situation which exists in light of 
today’s knowledge.  (See Suffolk 
L.Rev. 55 (1968) at 59, 60.)   The 
defendant urges the Court to 
consider the potential benefits 
wasted by misclassification and 
prohibition of the plant Cannabis 
sativa.  The totality of the 
arguments herein show present 
classification of Cannabis so 
erroneous that such classification 
is unreasonable, irrational, 
arbitrary and unconstitutional, and 
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in violation of the equal protection and due process clauses of the 
Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution and the 
Constitution of the State of Arizona. 

 

CLOSING REMARKSCLOSING REMARKSCLOSING REMARKSCLOSING REMARKS    
 

In closing, I would like to thank the court, and spotlight the words of 
Justice Kevanagh, People v. Sinclair, 387 Mich. 91; 194 N.W.2d 878 (1972).  
He argued that the criminalization of marijuana was unconstitutional as “an 
impermissible intrusion upon the fundamental rights to life, liberty, and the 
pursuit of happiness and...unwarranted interference with the right to 
possess and use private property”.  He stated as a constitutional principle 
that “an individual is free to do whatever he pleases, so long as he does not 
interfere with the right of his neighbor or society”, and did not believe that 
“Big Brother” can dictate in the name of public health what one consumes in 
private. 

     The defendant asks the court at this 
juncture to remember the interrelatedness 
of the above arguments.  Cannabis sativa 
is an agricultural crop and it must be 
allowed access to the free market to 
accommodate the amount of medicine and 
biomass required.  Cannabis farmers of all 
forms and purposes must not be 
intimidated by a police state.  It is the 
responsibility of the court to recognize 
Cannabis as a right of the people.  By 
usurping Cannabis rights through 
prohibition, the U.S. government has 
caused untold constitutional damage, 
untold pain and suffering, untold 
environmental damage, and erosion of 
national security by depleting our forests 
and our oil reserves, and by participating 
in fossil oil wars.  We ask the court to rule 

that Cannabis belongs to the defendant as property and all the people of the 
world- an inalienable right.  And to dismiss the charges against him.  END 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this _____ day of June, 1997._______ 
signed_____________________ 

RICHARD M. DAVIS Attorney pro per 
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12.12.12.12.     READINGS ON HEMP READINGS ON HEMP READINGS ON HEMP READINGS ON HEMP    

MEDICAL & HEALTHMEDICAL & HEALTHMEDICAL & HEALTHMEDICAL & HEALTH    
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HEMP FOR HEALTH HEMP FOR HEALTH HEMP FOR HEALTH HEMP FOR HEALTH     
The Medicinal and Nutritional The Medicinal and Nutritional The Medicinal and Nutritional The Medicinal and Nutritional     

Uses of  Cannabis SativaUses of  Cannabis SativaUses of  Cannabis SativaUses of  Cannabis Sativa    
By Chris Conrad 1997  

Healing Arts Press, Rochester, Vermont 

264 pages  ISBN 0-89281-539-6 

CONTENTS:   

1. Hemp: A Plant for All Seasons  
2. Cannabis Through the Millennia   

3. Sympathetic Health-Care Systems   
4. The Cannabinoids   

5. Marijuana Classification   
6. The Resinant Brain   
7. Sight for Sore Eyes   
8. Eating and Digestion   

9. Cardiovascular and Pulmonary Systems  
10. Reproduction, Metabolism,  

and Topical Applications   
11. Nutritious, Healthy Hempseed   

12. Holistic Health and Hemp  
13. The Age of Deceit   

14. The Legal Prognosis 

MARIJUANA RESCHEDULING PETITIONMARIJUANA RESCHEDULING PETITIONMARIJUANA RESCHEDULING PETITIONMARIJUANA RESCHEDULING PETITION    
Opinion and Recommended Ruling, Opinion and Recommended Ruling, Opinion and Recommended Ruling, Opinion and Recommended Ruling,     

Findings of  Fact, Findings of  Fact, Findings of  Fact, Findings of  Fact,     
Conclusions of  Law and Conclusions of  Law and Conclusions of  Law and Conclusions of  Law and     

Decision of  Administrative Law JudgeDecision of  Administrative Law JudgeDecision of  Administrative Law JudgeDecision of  Administrative Law Judge    

By Francis L. Young, Judge 1988 

Docket # 86-22 

Drug Enforcement Administration 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Truth in Marijuana Education 

32 pages  ISBN none  
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CONTENTS:  

 1. Marijuana (MJ) and Science 
2. MJ as a Medicine 
3. MJ and  Addiction 

4. MJ, Hard Drugs and the Gateway Theory 
5. MJ Law and Punishment 

6. Dutch MJ Policy 
7. MJ and the Brain 

8. MJ, Motivation and Performance 
9. MJ, Memory and Cognition 

10. MJ, Psychology and Insanity 
11. MJ, Deviance and Crime 

12. MJ, Sex Hormones and Reproduction 
13. MJ Use During Pregnancy 
14. MJ and the Immune System 
15. MJ Smoking and the Lungs 

16. MJ’s Persistence in the Body 
17. MJ and Highway Safety 

18. MJ-Related Hospital Emergencies 
19. The Potency of MJ 
20. Preventing MJ Use  

Conclusion: Science, Politics and Policy 

AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL 
ASSOCIATIONASSOCIATIONASSOCIATIONASSOCIATION, 1864 

Proceedings of the Twelfth Annual Meeting. 
Page 244:  ON A TEST FOR THE RESIN  

OF CANNABIS INDICA.   
By William Procter, Jr.   

“It need hardly be said that extract of Indian 
Hemp is a valuable medicine in the opinion of 

many practitioners,  
when prepared from hemp tops that have 
had their virtues developed by growth in a 

favorable climate and soil.” 

MARIJUANA MYTHS, MARIJUANA FACTSMARIJUANA MYTHS, MARIJUANA FACTSMARIJUANA MYTHS, MARIJUANA FACTSMARIJUANA MYTHS, MARIJUANA FACTS    
By Lynn Zimmer, Ph.D., and John P. Morgan, M.D.  1997 
The Lindesmith Center New York and San Francisco. 

241 pages  ISBN 0-9641568-4-9  
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THE BENEFITS OF MARIJUANA THE BENEFITS OF MARIJUANA THE BENEFITS OF MARIJUANA THE BENEFITS OF MARIJUANA     
Physical, Psychological Physical, Psychological Physical, Psychological Physical, Psychological     

and Spiritualand Spiritualand Spiritualand Spiritual    
 

By Joan Bello 1996   
Sweetlight Books  
Cottonwood, CA.   

160 pages   
 

CONTENTS:   

1. The Effects of Marijuana (MJ)   
2. The Physical Benefits of MJ   

3. The Psychological Benefits of MJ 
 4. The Spiritual Benefits of MJ   

5. Specific Disorders and MJ Therapy 
 6. The Prohibition Problem   
7. Noteworthy Updates. 

MARIJUANAMARIJUANAMARIJUANAMARIJUANA    
A Signal of MisunderstandingA Signal of MisunderstandingA Signal of MisunderstandingA Signal of Misunderstanding    

1972 

The National Commission on 
Marihuana and Drug Abuse 

The New American Library, Inc. 
New York, NY  233 pages  

Book size 7 X 4 inches 

Also called  
the Shafer Commission Report 

after its chairman 

"The most comprehensive study 
of marijuana ever made  
in the United States. 

A landmark report that 
cannot be ignored." 

Of course it was ignored 

The Commission called for the 
removal of marijuana from the 

U.N. Single Convention on 
Narcotic Drugs, 1961,  

because it was mislabeled  
and not a narcotic at all 
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THE BOOK OF GRASSTHE BOOK OF GRASSTHE BOOK OF GRASSTHE BOOK OF GRASS    
An Anthology of  Indian Hemp.   

Edited by George Andrews  
and Simon Vinkenoog  1967   

Grove Press, Inc. 
New York  242 pages 

CONTENTS:   

1. Traces in the Course of  History   
2. Some High Voices  

of  the Twentieth Century   
3. Medical Opinions   
4. Potentialities for 

Increasing Consciousness   
5. The Scene Today and the Law. 

CANCER TREATMENT CANCER TREATMENT CANCER TREATMENT CANCER TREATMENT     
& MARIJUANA THERAPY& MARIJUANA THERAPY& MARIJUANA THERAPY& MARIJUANA THERAPY    

 

By Robert Carl Randall, Editor.  1990.   
Galen Press, Washington D.C.   

Marijuana's Use in  
the Reduction of  Nausea  

and Vomiting and for  
Appetite Stimulation  
in Cancer Patients.   

Testimony from  
Historic Federal Hearings  

on Marijuana's Medical Use." 
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DRUG DEPENDENCE:DRUG DEPENDENCE:DRUG DEPENDENCE:DRUG DEPENDENCE:        
A Guide for PhysiciansA Guide for PhysiciansA Guide for PhysiciansA Guide for Physicians    

DRUGS AND THE MINDDRUGS AND THE MINDDRUGS AND THE MINDDRUGS AND THE MIND    
By Robert S. DeRopp 1957   
Grove Press, Inc.  New York 

CONTENTS: 

1. Mind and Matter.   
2. The Mind and Mescaline.  
3. The Mind and Marihuana.   
4. Addicts and Addictions.   

5. The Chemistry of  Madness.  
6. Sick Minds, New Medicines.   

7. Brews Strange  
and Brews Familiar.   

8. The Shape of  the Future. 
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DRUGS IN DRUGS IN DRUGS IN DRUGS IN     

MODERN SOCIETYMODERN SOCIETYMODERN SOCIETYMODERN SOCIETY    
By Charles R. Carroll 

 

    
GANJA IN JAMAICAGANJA IN JAMAICAGANJA IN JAMAICAGANJA IN JAMAICA    

The Effects of  Marijuana UseThe Effects of  Marijuana UseThe Effects of  Marijuana UseThe Effects of  Marijuana Use    
 

By Vera Rubin and  
Lambros Comitas 1976 

Anchor Press/Doubleday 
New York 

[Sponsored by the Center for Studies 
of Narcotic and Drug Abuse and the  
National Institute of Mental Health.] 

 

Helps to dispel the stereotypes 
and demon theories  

which surround marijuana use.” 
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THE HEALING MAGIC OF CANNABISTHE HEALING MAGIC OF CANNABISTHE HEALING MAGIC OF CANNABISTHE HEALING MAGIC OF CANNABIS    
By Dr. Beverly Potter and Dan Joy  1998   
RONIN PUBLISHING, INC. Berkeley, CA   

CONTENTS: 

1. The Healing Mind.   
2. Psychoactivity As A Magic Healer.   

3. Cannabis Mellows.   
4. Cannabis Is Uplifting.   
5. The Healing Giggle.   

6. Faith, Hope, and Cannabis.   
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8. Inhalation Methods.   
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And More.  

HOW TO GROW MEDICAL MARIJUANAHOW TO GROW MEDICAL MARIJUANAHOW TO GROW MEDICAL MARIJUANAHOW TO GROW MEDICAL MARIJUANA    
 

By Todd McCormick  1999 

 

“Treated for cancer nine times  
before he was ten,  

Todd McCormick learned early on  
the healing power of  one of   

humanity’s oldest medicinal herbs.   
Now he shares with his fellow medical 

patients what he knows about  
cultivating this therapeutic plant.” 
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LSD, MARIHUANA, LSD, MARIHUANA, LSD, MARIHUANA, LSD, MARIHUANA,     
YOGA AND HYPNOSISYOGA AND HYPNOSISYOGA AND HYPNOSISYOGA AND HYPNOSIS    

 
Theodore X. Barber 

MARIJUANAMARIJUANAMARIJUANAMARIJUANA    
By E. R. Bloomquist, M.D.  1968  

Glencoe Press, Beverly Hills, CA.  
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FROM MEDICINE TO MYSFROM MEDICINE TO MYSFROM MEDICINE TO MYSFROM MEDICINE TO MYSTICISMTICISMTICISMTICISM    
By William S. Eidelman, M.D. 
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The International The International The International The International     
Medical Marijuana MovementMedical Marijuana MovementMedical Marijuana MovementMedical Marijuana Movement    

Marijuana is MedicineMarijuana is MedicineMarijuana is MedicineMarijuana is Medicine    

The The The The Feel Good Cookbook: Feel Good Cookbook: Feel Good Cookbook: Feel Good Cookbook:     

For Medical Marijuana For Medical Marijuana For Medical Marijuana For Medical Marijuana 

Patients Patients Patients Patients     

by Robert M. Appleton Jr.  

Sue M. Watson (Author) ) ) )     
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Books By Peter McWilliamsBooks By Peter McWilliamsBooks By Peter McWilliamsBooks By Peter McWilliams    
 

Peter McWilliams combined a positive, loving attitude with 
hemp to create an effective holistic approach to health.   
It’s been reported that when he first rebounded from  

AIDS and cancer, the results were awesome. 
 

Ultimately it was the denial of these life supporting elements that cost 
him his life.  Oh, the legacy of wisdom he left us to grow from. 
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...and many more dynamic thought books. 

 

Hard Copies are available at www.amazon.com www.amazon.com www.amazon.com www.amazon.com  
and other fine websites and bookstores 

 
All of Peter McWilliams books are available to read on line: 

 

WWW.PETERMCWILLIAMS.ORGWWW.PETERMCWILLIAMS.ORGWWW.PETERMCWILLIAMS.ORGWWW.PETERMCWILLIAMS.ORG    
 

PETER McWILLIAMS - R.I.P. AND THANK YOU 
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Physicians Desk Reference For Herbal MedicinesPhysicians Desk Reference For Herbal MedicinesPhysicians Desk Reference For Herbal MedicinesPhysicians Desk Reference For Herbal Medicines    
Pages 712-714 

Cannabis Sativa—Marijuana 

DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    
Flower and Fruit:  Hemp is dioecious.  The female flowers are reduced to the 
perigone with one bract.  The complete inflorescences for a leafy, false 
spike.  The male flowers form panicles rich in pollen.  Pollination is by wind.  
The fruit is a gray-green, glossy achaene, 3.5 to 5 mm long and 2.5 to 4 mm 
wide.  The seeds have little endosperm, are white, oily-fleshy and hooked. 

 
Leaves, Stem and Root:  The variety cannabis is an annual or biennial plant, 
which is usually branched and grows up to 5 m.  The plant has erect, rough-
haired and compressed bristles.  The leaves are long-petioled and 3 to 7 
pinnate.  The leaflets are lanceolate and serrate. 

 
Habitat:  The plant probably originated in the Middle East.  Today it is grown 
worldwide in temperate and tropical regions. 

 
Production:  Indian hemp is the dried flowering or fruiting branch tips of 
Cannabis sativa var. indica.  Production depends on the origin.   One method 
is by striping the leaves.  Another method is stripping the resin exuded from 
the flowers and multiple fruit, which is shaped into balls or sheet forms.  The 
final method involves cutting 5 cm to 10 cm long branch tips, which have just 
borne fruit, removing the leaves, pressing the shooting tips and gathering 
them into bundles. 

 
Not To Be Confused With:  Prior to being used as a narcotic, marijuana was 
often combined with Nicotiana tabacum, Lavandula officinalis, Nepeta 
catarina or Origanum vulgare.  It is possible to confuse Marijuana with 
varieties of Urtica, Moraceae, Ulmaceae and Boraginaceae. 

 
Other Names:  Cannabis, Pot, Bhang, Grass, Indian Hemp, Weed, Ganja, Kif 

    
ACTIONS AND PHARMACOLOGYACTIONS AND PHARMACOLOGYACTIONS AND PHARMACOLOGYACTIONS AND PHARMACOLOGY————COMPOUNDSCOMPOUNDSCOMPOUNDSCOMPOUNDS    

 
Cannabinoids:Cannabinoids:Cannabinoids:Cannabinoids: chief active agent 9 chief active agent 9 chief active agent 9 chief active agent 9----tetrahydrocannabinol (9tetrahydrocannabinol (9tetrahydrocannabinol (9tetrahydrocannabinol (9----THC 1THC 1THC 1THC 1----THC), in THC), in THC), in THC), in 
addition to 60 additional cannabinoidsaddition to 60 additional cannabinoidsaddition to 60 additional cannabinoidsaddition to 60 additional cannabinoids    
Volatile oil: of a very complex composition, with, among other things beta-
caryophyllenes, humules, caryophyllene oxide, alpha-pinenes, beta-pinenes, 
limonene, myrcene, beta-ocimene  
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Flavonoids 
EFFECTSEFFECTSEFFECTSEFFECTS    

Psychotropic action:  In most subjects the effect is registered following an 
oral dose of 20 mg d-9-tetrahydrocannabinol or after inhaling a cigarette 
with 2% d-9-tetrahydrocannabinol.  The symptoms are mood swings, 
reduction in drive, inability to think clearly, confusion, lack of concentration, 
impairment of short term memory and perception of time.  Sensory 
impressions become heightened or experienced differently. 
 
Complex tasks become more difficult, the capacity to understand or 
empathize is impaired.  Negative reactions such as anxiety, panic and 
psychosis can occur. 
 
It is only possible to describe this effect in animal tests, on the basis of free 
behavioral and controlled behavioral tests.  A stimulating effect has also 
been observed with lower doses.  Not all cannaboids cause the same effect.  
CBC, CBD and CBG have no psychomimetic effect.  Various interactions 
occur in combination with d-9-tetrahydrocannabinol. 

 
Antiemetic action: has been reported in clinical studies involving cancer 
patients receiving chemotherapy. 

 
Anticonvulsive action:  d-9-tetrahydrocannabinol reduces the clinical and 
electrographic convulsion intensity in cats. 

 
Analgesic characteristics:  d-9-tetrahydrocannabinol displays analgesic 
characteristics, while at the same time partially increasing sensitivity to 
pain. 
 
Body temperature:  In animal tests d-9-tetrahydrocannabinol and other 
cannaboids reduced body temperature.  The maximum reduction was 
relatively small.  A stronger hypothermic effect was observed in higher 
doses, which affected behavior. 
Respiratory tract: Respiratory tract: Respiratory tract: Respiratory tract:  The inhalation of Marihuana smoke caused bronchial  The inhalation of Marihuana smoke caused bronchial  The inhalation of Marihuana smoke caused bronchial  The inhalation of Marihuana smoke caused bronchial 
dilation in healthy subjects.  Methacholinedilation in healthy subjects.  Methacholinedilation in healthy subjects.  Methacholinedilation in healthy subjects.  Methacholine----induced asthma attacks can be induced asthma attacks can be induced asthma attacks can be induced asthma attacks can be 
terminated by inhaling marihuana, in this case only psychomimetic terminated by inhaling marihuana, in this case only psychomimetic terminated by inhaling marihuana, in this case only psychomimetic terminated by inhaling marihuana, in this case only psychomimetic 
cannaboids are active.cannaboids are active.cannaboids are active.cannaboids are active.    

 
Eyes:Eyes:Eyes:Eyes:  The ability of cannabis products to reduce intra  The ability of cannabis products to reduce intra  The ability of cannabis products to reduce intra  The ability of cannabis products to reduce intra--------ocular pressure was ocular pressure was ocular pressure was ocular pressure was 
discovered accidentally during trials on the effect of inhaling high doses.  discovered accidentally during trials on the effect of inhaling high doses.  discovered accidentally during trials on the effect of inhaling high doses.  discovered accidentally during trials on the effect of inhaling high doses.  
During the tests, intraDuring the tests, intraDuring the tests, intraDuring the tests, intra----ocular pressure dropped by 45%.  Eye drops applied ocular pressure dropped by 45%.  Eye drops applied ocular pressure dropped by 45%.  Eye drops applied ocular pressure dropped by 45%.  Eye drops applied 
locally had the same effect as standard medication but the effect lasted locally had the same effect as standard medication but the effect lasted locally had the same effect as standard medication but the effect lasted locally had the same effect as standard medication but the effect lasted 
longer.longer.longer.longer.    
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Immune system:  In vitro and in animal testing, depending on the tissue, the 
immune system was significantly suppressed after cannaboid 
administration. 

 
Antimicrobial action:  CBC CBDA, CBG and d-9-tetrahydrocannabinol 
displayed antibacterial effects.  CBC and d-9-tetrahydrocannabinol are 
bacteriostatic and bactericidal against streptocci and staphylococci. 

 
Tumor inhibiting effect:Tumor inhibiting effect:Tumor inhibiting effect:Tumor inhibiting effect:  The in  The in  The in  The in----vitro inhibiting effect of dvitro inhibiting effect of dvitro inhibiting effect of dvitro inhibiting effect of d----9999----
tetrahydrocannabinol, dtetrahydrocannabinol, dtetrahydrocannabinol, dtetrahydrocannabinol, d----8888----tetrahydrocannabinol, and CBN on the growth of tetrahydrocannabinol, and CBN on the growth of tetrahydrocannabinol, and CBN on the growth of tetrahydrocannabinol, and CBN on the growth of 
transplanted lung tumors has been documented.transplanted lung tumors has been documented.transplanted lung tumors has been documented.transplanted lung tumors has been documented.    

 
Heart, circulation:  Cannaboids increase heart frequency, peripheral 
vasodilatation causes an increase in systolic blood pressure in the prone 
position and a decrease in the supine position. 

    
Other effects:Other effects:Other effects:Other effects:  d  d  d  d----9999----tetrahydrocannabinol is said to be an appetite stimulant.  tetrahydrocannabinol is said to be an appetite stimulant.  tetrahydrocannabinol is said to be an appetite stimulant.  tetrahydrocannabinol is said to be an appetite stimulant.  
Long term usage leads to a clear increase in tolerance for most of the 
pharmacological effects. 

 
Mode of action:  Most cannaboids act on the CNS.  The multiplicity of effects 
does not point to just one receptor.  Possible interaction with cell-wall lipids 
or effects on prostoglandin biosynthesis is under discussion at present. 

 
When administered orally, the first psychotropic reactions take effect 30 to 
60 minutes later.  The effect is at this optimum between 2 to 3 hours later 
and lasts for a total of 8 hours.  When inhaled the effect sets in within a few 
minutes, reaches its climax or maximum after 30 minutes and lasts for 3 
hours. 

INDICATIONS AND USAGE INDICATIONS AND USAGE INDICATIONS AND USAGE INDICATIONS AND USAGE     
Cannabis was first mentioned in the pharmacopoeia of the Chinese Emperor 
about 3,000 years ago.  Cannabis resin was used for beriberi, constipation, 
female conditions, gout, malaria, rheumatism and absent-mindedness.  In 
early Indian and Chinese medicine, it was used for nervous depressive 
states, insomnia, vomiting, tetanus and coughs. 
 
In medieval herbals, it was mostly used externally.  There are recipes for 
balms for healing contractures and for cooling poultices for the head and 
joints and for podagra. 
In 1845, the herb tips were mentioned for internal administration for 
gonorrhea, angina pectoris and choking fits.  It was not until the nineteenth 
century that Indian hemp was described as having a euphoric effect; it was 
used for insomnia, neuralgia, painful rheumatism, painful gastrointestinal 
disorders, cholera, tetanus, epilepsy, strychnine poisoning, acute 
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bronchitis, whooping cough, asthma, impending abortion and weak 
contractions.  The extract was used as a sedative and mild soporific. 
Current literature on phytotherapeutic drugs cite as indications for Indian 
hemp: painful disorders of the alimentary canal such as ulcers or cancer; 
respiratory disorders such as asthma, emphysema or chronic bronchitis; 
neuralgia, migraine; urinary tract disorders; mental disorders such as 
anxiety, neurasthenia or hysteria.  Efficacy has not been proven. 

    
PRECAUTIONS AND ADVERSE REACTIONSPRECAUTIONS AND ADVERSE REACTIONSPRECAUTIONS AND ADVERSE REACTIONSPRECAUTIONS AND ADVERSE REACTIONS    

    
No health hazards or side effects are known in conjunction with the proper 
administration of designated therapeutic dosages.  The intake of toxic 
dosages, as is common with the smoking of cannabis, leads almost at once 
to euphoric states (pronounced gaiety, laughing fits) with exaggerated 
apprehension of sensual impressions.  Alterations in the perception of time 
and space, as well as acoustical, visual and sensory hallucinations, lasting 
for 2 to 3 hours are common in higher dosages. 
Driving ability can be disturbed for as long as 8 hours.  Although only rarely 
reported, acute poisoning symptoms include nausea, vomiting, tear flow, 
hacking cough, disturbances of cardiac function and numbness of the limbs.  
Despite its widespread use as a deliriant, instances of death are very rare.  
The results of chronic abuse are laryngitis, bronchitis, apathy, psychic 
decline and disturbances of genital functions. 

    
DOSAGEDOSAGEDOSAGEDOSAGE    

Mode of Administration:  As it is categorized as an illegal narcotic, neither a 
folk medicinal nor therapeutic usage is officially permitted.  It is used 
illegally as a narcotic.  The production of only certain varieties, those with 
lower levels of 9-tetrahydrocannabinol for the psychotropic effect.  More 
exact dosages are almost impossible to stipulate due to the varieties of 
action of the d different cannaboids and because of varying breathing 
techniques. 

 
Daily Dosage:  The former average oral single dose of the drug was 0.1 g. 
Narcotic: hash and tobacco are mixed.  1 cigarette contains 0.5 g to 1 g of 
the drug with at least 5 mg to 10 mg d-9-tetrahydrocannabinol for the 
psychotropic effect.   More exact dosages are almost impossible to stipulate 
due to the varieties of action of the different cannaboids and because of 
varying breathing techniques. 

 
Storage:  Store with care, protected from light.  Studies have shown that d-
9-tetrahydrocannabinol has a strong affinity with synthetics and rubber and 
is easily absorbed by them. 
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A whole Cannabis sativa plant A whole Cannabis sativa plant A whole Cannabis sativa plant A whole Cannabis sativa plant 
including roots including roots including roots including roots     

in the USA Hemp Museumin the USA Hemp Museumin the USA Hemp Museumin the USA Hemp Museum    

Above Hemp Plants In The GreenhouseAbove Hemp Plants In The GreenhouseAbove Hemp Plants In The GreenhouseAbove Hemp Plants In The Greenhouse    
    

“Know your grower”“Know your grower”“Know your grower”“Know your grower”    
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I am Richard M. Davis, founder and curator of the FIRST Virtual 

Traveling Hemp Museum.  The USA Hemp Museum, both the Traveling 
Museum and the resource website www.hempmuseum.org, teaches the 
benefits of Cannabis Hemp, as a medicine, as an industrial resource and for 
the private use by adults.  There is also a private museum in my home 
brimming with exhibits in Los Angeles, California. 

I was born in Arizona (1940), graduated high school in Wilcox, 
Arizona, joined the Air Force from Arizona, and was arrested for the first 
time in Arizona at the age of fifty-five.  I reside in Los Angeles, California. 

I hold a Masters Degree in Biology from California State University at 
Los Angeles, and attended the School of Public Health at UCLA for four 
years under a US Public Health Service Fellowship. 

I have lived surrounded by hemp for forty of my 67 years (born 1940), 
the vast majority of my life.  My introduction to hemp came, like that of many 
in my generation, from hemp smoke.  I was refused the request to study the 
effects of pot at the School of Public Health at U.C.L.A., in 1972, where I was 
working on a doctorate in Public Health.  I studied zoology (B.S.) and biology 
(M.A.), and loved the great outdoors.  

After finishing the required course work for my degree, I took a leave 
of absence and never went back.  After a dozen years in the mountains on a 
small farm, I ran for Congress in a democratic primary as an admitted pot 
grower.  Several years later when the U.S. Army invaded that area in 
operation Greensweep, I found out about hemp from Jack Herer's book,  
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The Emperor Wears No Clothes, and started the Hemp Museum, with help of 
course. 

With the exception of a few antibiotics through the past 40 years, 
Cannabis has been my medicine for all my ills.  I believe in testing out what I 
am now preaching.  I tried Cannabis medicines in many ways for many 
conditions.  I worked for twenty-five years as a farmer and carpenter, so I 
got plenty of sun.  In addition, my work in the Air Force was with nuclear 
weapons.  Back injuries and skin cancer have been my major battles and I 
believe Cannabis helped in both cases.  The skin cancer (melanoma and 
basal cell) occurred when I was off Cannabis due to order of the court while 
on probation for 2 ½ years.  With the publication of this book, my health is 
fine thank you. The USA Hemp Museum had been doing this a long time and 
it’s still true – HEMP HEALS! 

If this time we shared was here at the museum, before you’d leave, I’d 
give you a pack of papers, articles and other concepts for you to review at 
your leisure.  Your packet is our website at www.hempmuseum.org .  Visit 
us.  

Please share what you’ve learned here and expand on these ideas.  
We have the ability to save ourselves.  Yet, we must do it now by re-
incorporating hemp into our lifestyle.  It is foolish to make Mother Nature 
illegal and not expect dire consequences, like what’s happening in the world 
now.  It’s time to turn this mess around and save ourselves.  

Get down with hemp! 

Mendocino Mobile Mendocino Mobile Mendocino Mobile Mendocino Mobile     
Marijuana MuseumMarijuana MuseumMarijuana MuseumMarijuana Museum    
At the California At the California At the California At the California     

Capitol Building in Capitol Building in Capitol Building in Capitol Building in 
Sacramento.Sacramento.Sacramento.Sacramento.                

The first museum was in a Honda wagon, and the plant on top seemed 
as large as the whole car.  1991.We were first the Mendocino Mobile 
Marijuana Museum, a knock at the government that wants to call hemp the 
marijuana word in law, when it does not apply.  With two card tables and one 
hemp shirt, we passed out literature to hundreds of Capitol employees and 
elected officials on the benefits of legal hemp and hemp medicines.   
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The impetus for the series came from our editor 

J. Nayer Hardin J. Nayer Hardin J. Nayer Hardin J. Nayer Hardin of Computer Underground 
Railroad Enterprises, who worked tirelessly to 

get our message to the public, industry, 
government and the world at large.  

WWW.H4V.BLOGSPOT.COM WWW.H4V.BLOGSPOT.COM WWW.H4V.BLOGSPOT.COM WWW.H4V.BLOGSPOT.COM  

    

Thanks to Nayer’s partner,  
Sherwood Akuna Sherwood Akuna Sherwood Akuna Sherwood Akuna  

Art Director and Contributing Artist 
Original Art for Cover, pages 3, 15, 151 &184 

WWW.SHERWOODAKUNA.COWWW.SHERWOODAKUNA.COWWW.SHERWOODAKUNA.COWWW.SHERWOODAKUNA.COMMMM    
 

Special thanks to my companion,  
Hemp Hero Brenda KershenbaumHemp Hero Brenda KershenbaumHemp Hero Brenda KershenbaumHemp Hero Brenda Kershenbaum,  

who joined with me in 1995 
to form the World Cannabis Foundation.  

She has made many contributions to this book 
including research, and the gathering of museum 

artifacts, for which we both hold the vision  
of an actual Hemp Museum in Los Angeles,  

where people will be able to see  
the wonder of hemp first-hand.   

 
Brenda also did initial financing  

and promotion of the 1990 edition of  
The Emperor Wears No Clothes,  

the book which inspired me  
to create the USA Hemp Museum.  

Thanks goes to all the named and unnamed Thanks goes to all the named and unnamed Thanks goes to all the named and unnamed Thanks goes to all the named and unnamed     
hemp activists who will not let the truth die hemp activists who will not let the truth die hemp activists who will not let the truth die hemp activists who will not let the truth die     

that hemp can help us save ourselves.that hemp can help us save ourselves.that hemp can help us save ourselves.that hemp can help us save ourselves.    
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To Put The Lord’s Healing Hemp Above Man’s Stupid LawsTo Put The Lord’s Healing Hemp Above Man’s Stupid LawsTo Put The Lord’s Healing Hemp Above Man’s Stupid LawsTo Put The Lord’s Healing Hemp Above Man’s Stupid Laws    
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HEMP HEALS! 
Now you know why and how. 

HEMP FOR VICTORY: 
The Wonder Herb 


